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IN-STOCK NOW! 

RETRON 
PLAY YOUR: 

ENTERTAINMENT 
SYSTEM 

Key Features: 
* Plays original NES, SNES, Famicom, Super Famicom, Mega Drive, Genesis, 
Game Boy, Game Boy Colour and Game Boy Advance cartridges. 

* HDMI output (with 720p upscaling!), AV output, a USB port for charging of the 
wireless controller, SD card slot for firmware updates and an AC Adapter to power 
up the system. 

* Region free - Will play PAL and NTSC cartridges. 
* Comes with a wireless controller which utilises Bluetooth technology, allowing 
15 feet of game play. 

* This new controller will also have a Microswitch Directional Pad instead of a 
traditional directional pad. Along with 6 face buttons, two shoulder buttons, a start 
and select button, and 4 LED light indicators to display the player number, there is 
also a Home button that will serve multiple functions; one is to sync the controller to 
the console, but to also gain access to the Game User Interface (GUI) at any point 
during gameplay. 

* Use any controller you desire for any system (including Mega Drive, 
SNES and NES). 

* Save your game at any point during gameplay or let the Retron 5 autosave your 
game upon shutdown. 

* You can select the aspect ratio between 4:3 to 16:9. 
* Optional scanlines filter and a wide range of other graphic filters. 

* Speed up or slow down your games to fit your preference. 

Get Yours NOW at: 
www.funstock.co.uk/retrogamer139 

MENU WITH EXTENSIVE 
CUSTOMISATION OPTIONS 

UPSCALE YOUR RETRO GAMES 
INTO GLORIOUS 720P HD 

300% ZOOM ON 
SNES 

ная Retro Rated: 
“As much as we love old consoles, they look extremely poor on large modern 
TV's. Play on a Retron 5, however, and the image is pin-sharp” 

"The picture clarity is superb and is a world away from the washed out Retron 3" 

*... it's a solidly built machine that's incredibly versatile and delivers an 
exceptionally amazing image, even for Game Boy and Game Boy Advance games" 

... if you're looking for stunning picture quality and are short on space you'd be 
Silly to ignore Hyperkin's console" 

funt^ ck... 
+ facebook.com/funstockgames ` twitter.com/funstockgames 

All logos, trademarks and artwork are the property of ther respective owners. 
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DARRAN JONES 
I'm going to choose Metroid 
Is a fantastic, wel-cratted 
adventure that grows on me 

Jugging a gorgeous wife, two 
beautiful gris and an award: 
winning magazine 

Amped 
Favourite game of all time: 
Strider 

NICK THORPE 

soundtrack. | really should pick 
upa copy 
E 
Owning six Master Systems 
(he sold one) Virtual puppeteering 

Grm Fandango 
Favourite game of all time: 

Sonic The Hed Sheep In Space 

Taking drty nappies and 
retro spreads 

ами estny 
Favourite game of all бте: 
Day Of The Tentacle 

Amstrad, Lynx, adventures, 
PlayStation (but is 

Favourite game of all time: 
Manic Miner Broken Sword 

MARTYN 
CARROLL 
The orginal Super Mario Bros. 
or the Japanese ‘Lost Levels 
sequel if [m feeling fearless. 

Sinclair computers, Spectrum 
software 
Currently playing: 
‘Super Mario 3D World 
Favourite game of all time: 
Jet Set Wily 

JASON KELK 
| will probably have to go with Gradus but there we а couple 
of other blasters that are a very 
close second! 

Being a homebrew hero 

 Hawkmoon (Atari 8-bit) 
Favourite game of all time: 
lo 

y first experience with a NES 

was in Boots, back when it 

Still used to sell videogames. 

Whenever | was visiting the 

shops I'd always ask to wait in Boots so that 

| could play on the NES that was proudly on 

display there. | became extremely good at 

both Super Mario Bros. and Duck Hunt and 

craved a system of my very own, but the 

prohibitively high nature of the carts meant 

| had to wait until | started working before | 

could buy my first games system. 

Being a Sega boy | eventually plumped 

for Sega's Master System, thanks to its slick 
arcade conversions and gems like Wonder 

Boy IIl: The Dragon's Trap. | never forgot 

about that NES however and would return to 
it whenever | had the chance. The machine 

wasn't massively popular where | lived, but 

| nonetheless found a couple of friends who 

owned the console and was soon playing a 

whole host of great games, from Mega Man 

to The Legend Of Zelda and Metroid. 

It's pleasing then to see that so many of 

the games | used to enjoy back in the day 

are also shared by yourselves. We clearly all 

have great taste in games. 
Enjoy the magazine! 

LOADING 
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rO 
GAIVIER READERS SURVEY 

"E. 
Join our r

eu 

Reader Panel 

today! 2:22:22: BI win a place on our panel 

Hi. The team is incredibly passionate 

= Z= about creating Retro Gamer еас! 
< month and we hope you enjoy reading it 

as much as we enjoy creating it. Every 

5 ) пе of our readers is important to 

us and we would love to receive your 

feedback so that we can improve 

the magazine and make it better 

for every one of you 

Darran Jones 
tor 
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Complete our survey to join our 
panel and: 

See new ideas and changes before anyone else 

Get invited to attend special events in your area 

Test third-party products for review 

Have a chance to meet the Retro Gamer team 

Shape the future issues of the magazine 

Enter into exclusive competitions 
Е —€— I ar 

Complete our survey and win your place today 
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rangradar 
GIVE US THO MINUTES AND WE'LL GIVE YOU THE RETRO WORLD 

CONTENTS 
RETURN ОЕ 

THE SPECTRUM 
We chat to the developers behind the new 

Spectrum Vega 

NEWS WALL 
Allthe latest news, including a look at anew 

Dungeons & Dragonsand Wonder Boy game 

PAUL DAVIES 
Our popular columnistis back with more 

musings about the games industry 

DISCUSS 
This month, readers tell us how they feel 

about handheld gaming 

THE VAULT 
I's the beginning of another month, so why 

not buy some goodies if youre feeling flush? 

А MOMENT WITH 
PAUL ROSE 

We catch up with the editor of Digitiser who 
has turned his back on scriptwriting to return 

tothe exciting world of videogames 
> It's only a prototype at the moment, 

but the lack of buttons is already 
concerning some gamers about how 

‘accurate the Vega wil be, 

RETURN OF THE SPECTRUM 
THE DEVELOPER OF THE SPECTRUM VEGA DISCUSSES ITS NEW SYSTEM 

he Sinclair Spectrum Vega 
is making a lot of gamers 
very excited. After all, who 
wouldn't want to own an official 

Spectrum device that includes 1,000 
games pre-loaded? Created by Retro 

Computers Ltd, the Vega is an official 
Sinclair product, an impressive deal in its 

own right. Coupled with the machine's 
rich legacy in the UK, it's not a surprise 
that the project smashed its £100,000 

funding price in a mere matter of days. 
The Vega promises to be plug-and- 

play and will feature a D-Pad and five 

buttons, as well as composite output. 

It's currently modelled on the original 
Spectrum. Chris Smith, the author of 
The ZX Spectrum Ula: How To Design A 

Microcomputer, is in charge of the Vega 

and is pleased to be creating an official 

Sinclair product. "It's pretty exciting 

really, but there is a big precedent 
to follow," he admits. “As it's a retro 

product, it had to maintain the familiar 

Sinclair styles of the Eighties so as to 

look and feel right." 
One thing that doesn't feel right is 

the fact that a great many games aren't 
going to be easily playable due to a 

distinct lack of buttons. The likes of Elite, 

The Hobbit and Skool Daze (assuming 

rights are secured) will all suffer, even 

with the included virtual keyboard - 
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which begs the question, why not just 
include a keyboard from the off? 

"It was a balance between cost, 
functionality and form," explains Chris. 
"Most games can be played with a 

joystick alone, though often require a 
few additional keys. The Vega concept 

of a handheld gaming device is ideally 
Suited to these types of games. 

Reproducing the ZX Spectrum keyboard 

on the Vega would have created an 

entirely different product, and one not 
Suited to arcade games. This does 

leave text-based adventure games at a 
disadvantage, as an on-screen keyboard 

isn't an ideal control method, but we are 
working on novel text entry concepts 

and hope to provide a solution later." 
Creating a Spectrum without a 

traditional keyboard isn't the only 
technical challenge Chris and his team 

has faced... "Cost is the deal breaker 

ELAN AN AN AN AN AN AN AN AN AN AN AN BN BN BN BN B BN AN AN AN AN AN AN AN AN AN AN AN AN = 

with a product of this type,” he admits. 
“This is something Sinclair fought with 
in the Eighties, and we're continuing that 

today. Developing the low cost hardware 

for the Vega was difficult. We started 
with a custom chip design, but it was 

too expensive to tool up for fabrication 
unless we were producing hundreds of 
thousands of chips. So we decided to do 
more in software and less in hardware, 
and look for a commodity system-on-a- 

chip that would satisfy our requirements 
This of course meant writing custom 

software for the chip, which also takes a 

long time." 
Despite these difficulties, Chris is 

confident in the Vega and isn't too 
surprised that there's still so much love 

for Sinclair's range of home computers. 
"It was the gameplay that made a 

game really enjoyable and addictive," 
he remarks, "not stupendous graphics 
and special effects because you couldn't 
do them. Gameplay was everything. 
Today, those games from the Eighties 

and Nineties are still as challenging and 
addictive as ever. 

"Programming these 8-bit computers 

to get the most out of them is a real 

challenge, and people still get a lot of 
enjoyment and learn a great deal from 
pushing those machines to their limits. 
Programmers who cut their teeth on 



these early machines have a deep 

understanding and respect for what's 
going on under the lid of a computer.” 

Despite the popularity of the new 
device, the included games are proving 

a sticking point for some. Initially, Retro 
Computers Ltd was going to simply give 

a percentage of each Vega's profits to a 
charity, which is great for the charity in 
question, but not so good for the original 
owners. This stance has since changed 
however with developers now being 
given a choice of receiving 1% or giving 
that 196 to a charity of their choice. 
Furthermore the company is promising 

that 10% of future sales will be shared 

between developers, while another 10% 

will go to charity. It's also reaching out to 
developers on its official site, although 
that does feel a little like shutting the 

gate after the horse has bolted 
Considering the sheer popularity of 

the Spectrum and its vast catalogue of 

great games it's odd that no games ог 
developers were revealed when the 

campaign launched. Paul Andrews, 
Retro Computers Ltd's managing 

director explained the secrecy. "We did 

not want to talk to developers prior to 
announcing what we were doing to the 
world, for all the obvious reasons: that 

it would have undoubtedly have leaked 

out, and we would have lost the impact 

GAME ON > 
B Ultimate Play The Game 
For many, the games of Ultimate define the 
Spectrum more than any other deve 

ете really h 

m Hewson Consultants 
id make the argum 

looked better on 

Despite the popularity of 
the new device, the included 
games are proving to be a 
sticking point for some 

which we clearly did have in the end 
with the announcement. It was nothing 

ter, just we did not want to go live 
ntil the day we did 
We'd argue that being able to reveal 

what games were actually available 
would be an even better selling point, 
leading to more sales, but it appears to 
have made little difference to the 2,000 
094 people who have already backed 
the Vega 

The Vega's physical limitations 

certainly appear to be holding it back and 
we're still unsure how quickly rights for 
key games wil be sorted but there's no 
denying that the ability to own an official 
Spectrum product with 1,000 legally 
licensed games appeals very strongly to 
us. Paul has revealed that the compk 

list of games will be announced shortly 
before the first devices are due to 
ship. Here's hoping that they live up to 
everyone's expectations. 

The developers that 
need to be on board 
W Ocean Software 

Ocean was the king of arcade conversion: 
ме licence: e'd love to see it: 

ucts available on the Vega. It woul 
amazing to have access to 

ther classics, but we'd imagine that 
and arcade rights could be difficult to 
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BOY WONDER 
A SEGA CLASSIC INSPIRES A 
QUEST FOR B00ZE 

he Wonder Boy franchise has been 

entertaining gamers for nearly 30 years. 
It now looks like a spiritual successor is 

on the way courtesy of Wonder Boys 

original creator, Ryuichi Nishizawa 

Monster Boy Ana The Wizard Of Booze is 

due out later this year courtesy of Game Atelier 
and FDG Entertainment. The teaser webpage 

and existing screenshots suggest it will share 
elements with Wonder Boy IIl: The Dragon's 
Trap. More news as and when we get it. 

"They oy wok progress, but бе Wonder © Meere. Ds 
Boy style seems to have been nailed. -----.-.-.-. 

RETURN ТО 
BALDUR'S GATE 

REVENGE ОЕ THE BEAMOOG SOFTWARE ARE 
MAKING A NEW D&D GAME 

SMU RES or the last few years Beamdog Software 
has been working tirelessly on updating 

Baldur's Gate | and II for а new 

n late December of la: Y jer v nA є tt 5 wa: є generation of датегѕ. It would appear 
Perssor | л that all the hard work has paid off, because the 
Smurfs game that exists for the Amiga is a v them, b ee ent me rs to my team recently revealed that it's currently working 

PRESS FIRE TO. START 

[ hooter, so | thought it е nice to hav home adc t n | re j was fi on a brand new Baldur's Gate game. 
something better th lains. "It's not al tual f anyone wh What’s interesting, however, is that this 
because | like Smurfs. |h em! has t y homel jam isn't Baldur's Gate IIl, but a spin-off game that 

ientment is likely to continue because \ on those v г г J will bridge the gap between the two previous 
t releases. The new game is currently known only 

as Adventure Y, but it's already sounding like an 

interesting addition to the series. 

Adventure Y will use the Infinity Engine that 
has powered both enhanced editions of Baldur's 

Gate, making it antly familiar to fans of the 

series. It's unclear what systems it will release 
on, or even when the release will be, but we 

would hazard a guess that PC, Mac and tablets 

Au —— red releases seem extremely likely. Beamdog 
RF RESCUSS В announced another adventure game at the same 

Fe L 1 time, called Adventure Z, but it's unlikely that 

° it will be part of Dungeons & Dragons. Expect 
more news and a review later in the year. 

Uywa ry vo y eka rn NS 
| 

P Aa EA A DR 
o 

i T 

|| MUSAE W 4 
lAmiga] We're not sure how this Disney 

[crossover would go down with Studio Ре IPC] There are no screens yet, but the engine used means 
Adventure ¥will look very similar to Baldur's Gate: Enhanced Edition. 
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Ona related note, the business of playing versus games 

between countless iterations of Game Boy hardware, each 

requiring a different cable or adaptor, and recognising the 
АС адаргогв instantly by sight has to be one of the most 

consistent sources of stress throughout my twenties. 

We've wasted years of our lives accumulated from the 
loading times of PlayStation, Saturn, Dreamcast and Xbox. 

This didn't improve at all with PS2, PS3 and Xbox 360. It's still 

crap for PS4 and Xbox One - even when playing off digitally 
downloaded versions (how old-fashioned is that going to 

sound soon too eh). There are always these hold-ups, at 
which you can only grimace and bear it. 

Поме it though, the fact that there has always been the 

rough with the smooth, the things to worry about while 

the payoffs can be so great. It's like one huge experimental 
journey devised by Doctor Emmet Brown or Egon Spendler. 

This is crazy but it just might work. 

So when PSN goes down or The Master Chief Collection 
just doesn't work because sights are set too high, or basically 
not well enough understood or out of control, this always 

reminds me that games continue to be a work in progress, a 

kid that keeps making mistakes, or an elderly relative who's 

now out of their mind — but kind of knows it too. 
I think whenever, if ever, gaming becomes a straightforward 

exercise and everything is perfect, part of the reason | love 

the whole experience will be gone forever. Long live the 
heartaches in exchange for the heady thrills and may mankind 
never truly acquire the knack of the flawless videogame. 

Our work is never done. The super meter is never full. The 
experience points required to attain the next Level Up are 
almost too many to achieve in our lifetime or the next. * 

H: Преси tery U m 

t's 2015 and this is the future that my 15-year-old self once 

tried to imagine. I've got TV on my phone and there's a hover 

board in development. However, the simple act of trying to 

play a videogame can still be a pain in the arse. 
When you sit down to think about why games are so 

adorable, part of the attraction for old timers like me must 

surely be that the experience has never been truly perfect. 
| mean, never ever. Actually | will say that the ZX81 and ZX 

Spectrum home computers kind of were perfect for what they 
were. So maybe the real issue here is my levels of expectation 
after those golden eras being set sky high. 

For 30+ years there have been weird and niggling obstacles 
in the way of our enjoyment, or rather the instant access to 
entertainment we expect compared to switching on the TV. 

But because the images on screen and the occupation of your 
hands when, say, Jet-Pac finally loaded was so mind-blowing 
the faff of waiting for a well worn cassette tape to fulfil its 

destiny was perhaps forgivable. 

With the Game Boy | was constantly trying to find a decent 
light source that wasn't the sun (because there was rarely any 
sun in Rochdale after 1976), and even then | was fiddling with 

the contrast wheel to see a discernible image. No pain no gain. 
| was getting used to this by now though. 

E Яе 

T o cancel Press BREAK twice 

What do you think? 
Do you agree with Paul's thoughts? Contact us at: 
Ei RetroGamerUK м | @RetroGamer_Mag retrogamer@imagine-publishing.co.uk www.retrogamer.net/forum 



Forum 

DISCUSS 

© www.retrogamer.net/forum 
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editions. 
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W | wouldn't say that | 
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mi. 
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пе vau rr 

Tetris Heat 
Change Mug 

rather like this heat change m 

\ 
А 

Keep Сат And пуаде T-Shirt 

бок 

fone. Pour а cold drink into it and you'll 
be treated to the early stages of 
Tetris. Fill it a hot beverage, ! 
and it transforms formidable Space Invaders merchandise is everywhere, 

blocks with г about to score а adorning everything from moneyboxes to rubbers. 
Naturally, we fer a hot d Rather than get bored of it, we're always looking 
had a few of these mugs in the past, but this for the next cool item instead and we believe we've 

the best, both in terms of it: found it in this rather natty official merchandise, 

It takes an overused popular slogan, but marries 
it to the coolness of Taito's game. The end result 

is a rather impressive and cool T-shirt that should 

please retro fans and hipsters alike. 

and the quality o! actual 
the dis! ugh 

ват the hard way. Like Darran did 

Price: £7.99 
From: www.amazon.co.uk Price: £14.99 

From: www.funstock.co.uk 

NES Classic Controller 
Reversible Messenger Bag 
Messenger bags are all the rage at the moment, 50 why not get one that's 
styled around one of gaming's most iconic controllers? Designed to look like 
a giant NES pad, it comes with a reversible flap, but we greatly prefer the 
single graphic instead of the smaller images. It's roomy too, meaning you'll 
be able to cram a fair amount of tat in there. 
Price: £24.99 From: www.funstock.co.uk 

Screen v 
fridge mag 
one version o 

thrills and 
arcade g: 

Price: £5.00 
From: www.amazon.co.uk 
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F POWERDRIVE "4 
(SEGA GAME GEAR) 

£1,000" 
PAID: £7.00 P 

(SG-1000) 
such but an 

NAME: Russell Piper 

ESTIMATED VALUE: 
£55,000 

MOST EVER SPENT: 
£750 on Blue Box World 
Championship Soccer 2 and 
Lakers Versus Celtics And The 
NBA Playoffs 

FAVOURITE CONSOLE: 
Sega Mega Drive 

RETRON 5 
"1 know lots of people 

p. РАО: £150 

MACHINE 
upinthe 

hildren all the games | 
ht them a machine for 

e think it is quite safe 

to say that Russell is 
Sega nut, as he owns 
complete collections 

for every one of its consoles. Yes, 

that's every Master System game; 

a 

every Mega Drive game; every Mega- 

CD game; every Game Gear game, 
and every Saturn and Dreamcast 
game. "I had Sega consoles as a 
kid when everyone else | knew had 

root for the underdog." Russell's 

collection began in 2003 when he 

started a company for importing pet 

toys. While selling his products at car 
boot sales he would often notice the 
stalls around him laden with Sega 
Mega Drive games. 

Having collected every PAL game 
for the Mega Drive, Russell decided 
to focus his collecting on the famous 
developer and publisher. "It went 

H ' 

H 

Н 

H 

Nintendo,” he tells us, “and I always! 
Н 

Н H H Н 

H 

H 

Mega Drive, Mega-CD, 32X, Master 
System, Saturn, Dreamcast, and then 
everything else PAL Sega," he says 
proudly. His efforts were not without 
pitfalls, though, as he explains, 
“Lakers Versus Celtics appeared оп 
all of the early Mega Drive collecting 
tick lists but nobody had ever seen 
a complete one, and many assume 
it was the common NTSC version 

that had been added by accident to 

the PAL list. | was one game away 
from a complete Mega Drive set 
when a member on RetroCollect 

posted a picture of a copy. | 

offered the owner a large amount 
of money, but he didn't want to 

sell. | stopped collecting for about 
a year until someone gave me a 
heads up of a copy and | made the 
seller a offer, he agreed!" 

But we save the big question 
for last - having completed his 

De NTSC only | though 
ollection due to it, 

it outof. 

ta EE 
COLLECTORS СОВПЕВ 

1 [PR h t 

THE FAERY TALE 
ADVENTURE (SEGA 

MEGA DRIVE) 
“lam a big RPG fan and 

jon to the genre. The 
ame was my 

a bundle on eBay for p 

Sega collection, is Russell tempted 
to collect for another manufacturer in 
order to feed his habit? “Since | have 

completed my sega set | have had 
no withdrawl symptoms,” he says, “I 
remember working overtime at work 

and instead of thinking of the pounds 
per hour, | converted it into games 
per hour. | haven't been tempted to 
start collecting Nintendo games or 

go on an Atari binge buy.” 
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moment with... 

How did you find the original 
transition to writing for TV? 
It was a gradual thing - | was already 
writing TV stuff for years before | 
chose to leave Digi, so | had time 
to get used to it. When it looked 

as if | could make a living out of it, 
that's when | threw in the towel. 
The hardest adjustment was losing a 

regular monthly wage. Now, ironically, 

I'm taking a step back towards what | 

used to do. And it feels right. 

Why have you decided to return to 

the world of videogames? 

Гат still a gamer and | always will 
be one. Too often in recent years 

| have played a game or disagreed 
with a review, and wanted to have a 

platform to tell people! Plus it is nice 
to have an outlet for the nonsense 
that swirls in my brain. For a long 
time | never thought | would return, 
but late last year | finally felt ready 
to come back. | had been gone long 
enough, and my reasons for leaving 

are water under the bridge now. 

Why have you set up Digitiser 2000? 

| miss writing about games. | miss 
writing stuff that isn’t scripts. | miss 

writing with the sort of stupidity and 
freedom that only Digi allows, and not 
having a million notes, or writing ten 
drafts of something. | set it up to have 
some fun, but then people started 
asking for it to become permanent. | 

would love it if it was. 

What is it like having fun with 

characters like Gossi The Dog again, 

after all this time? 
It's incredibly liberating. It's weird how 

easy it has been to slip into that Digi 

style again. Probably because that's 

my natural writing style now that 
| think about it. I've loved working 

in TV and films, but it's always a 
collaboration, and it has meant I've 

had to compromise what | feel | do 

Paul “Mr Biffo" Rose discusses 
the return of Digitizer 

best. Digi 2000 lets me scratch away 
at that itch with a wire brush. 

How do you think games journalism 

has changed since Digitiser first 
closed down? 
It has changed a lot. | have had many 
journos tell me that Digi was an 

influence, but if | am honest | only 
really see that coming through in 
podcasts or personal blogs. | see 
the Edge influence much more. 
Games writing has become 

singly intellectual, and lost some 
of its sense of fun 

Have you decided on a funding 
scheme for Digitiser 2000 yet? 

Well, we're trying to go the crowd: 
funded route with Patreon - which 

is going pretty well. But to bring Digi 

back full time we need to really get 

the word out there, and raise some 
serious funds. | can't just throw in my 
day job (not that | necessarily want 
to yet). We're working on a range of 

Digi merch, but it'd be great to have 

someone with real resources backing 
us. At the moment, it's just me and 
my girlfriend running the site. It's 
rewarding on all kinds of levels, but 
we're already finding ourselves pretty 
stretched 

Have you been pleased with the 
reception that Digitiser 2000 
has received? 
I've been blown away. It's utterly 
humbling that so many people have 
such affection for it — and that they're 
willing to help pay for it, to ensure 

they get a regular dose. | can't wrap 

my head around it 

Would you be interested in writing 
scripts for videogames? You 
certainly have the credentials. 

| would love to! I think games — in 
one form or another — are going to be 
the future of storytelling. 

A selection of the crazy characters found in Digitiser 2000. Which ones are your favourites? 
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Digitiser 29 2000 has prove co enr Since its retum in Dee scemo а Popular 
roar 

[Xbox] Paul was also behind the story for the 
rather enjoyable Future Tactics: Uprising. 

| miss writing with the sort of 
stupidity and freedom that only Digi 

allows. | set it up to have fun 

{Wa UJ n addition to the usual relevant humour, 
Digtiser 2000 в also reviewing new games 

TeGdds YNE 
+JUNGLE ++ HIP HOP ++ ELECTRIK BOOGIE+ 
DER FRESCHEN LP FUR DER DISCO VOLK! 

Paul wrote the screenplay 
for Pudsy The Dog The Movie. 

KKK a = Жжжж * * x * x: KKK x 
Mit und 
Mit und 
Mit ñ und 
Mit k I und 
XX £ t £ X t tX ttt t 

а 
вин 

+++++++++++++++++++++++i+i+i++ 

"Ja, ist cool! 
One of the old fake adverts that 

Paul used to use on Digitiser. 
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FEBRUARY 1998 
— Aloha to Klonoa, 
Solid Snake creeps 
back, The Sentinel 
returns, it all kicks 
off with Match 
Day 3, Robotron 
goes 3D, and 
welcome to the 
jungle for Pitfall 
3D. Richard Burton 
steps on 
a scorpion... 
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fter its release in Japan 
and North Americ: 
European release of 
Namco's side-scrolling 

platformer game Кюпоа: Door To 

Phantomile due for the PlayStation. 
Despite the game being daubed 

in cutesy appeal with a cuddly main 
character, Klonoa, alongside colourful 

and a sickly back story about 
he city Phantomile, 

you could be forgiven for thinking this 

graphic 
dreams powering 

was aimed at younger gamers. 
The game itself was precis 

produced with 12 testing 
it was anything but a cak 
some diffi ses to defeat and 

puzzle elements that were equally 
as daunting. There re complaints 

focussed on the not-quite 3D camera 
perspective making jumping difficult to 

short length of 
nis did not distract 

ige, and the relative 
he game, however 

from what was an accomplished title. 

Konami had good news regarding 
its keenly anticipated Metal Gear Solid 

he PlayStation. It had been 
al 

game for 

well over ten years since the orig 
MSX2 releases had introduced us to 

Solid Snake. This time around, Snake 

had more nuclear prol blems to fix with 
an elite terrorist group threatening to 
launch untraceable warheads while 

holding some high-profile hostages. 
The gameplay style stayed true to 

its predecessor games but Metal бе; 

Solid stepped up its graphics with a 
3D approach, jumping between first 

and third-person perspective as and 
when it was required in gameplay. 
Cinematic cutscenes were interspersed 
in gameplay providing us with some 
Hollywood-style presentation. 

You may have been laden with 
weapons and rations but the key to 
success was stealth. Utilising gadgets 
such as night vision goggles and 
creeping about without being caught 
was infinitely more rewarding than 
barrelling in with weapons ablaze. 

Although Metal Gear Solid was 
still only half complete, it was already 
shaping up to be something quite 
special for Konami. When it did arrive in 

Europe it was established as a 
piece of gaming, not just in gameplay 
terms, but in defining the stealth genre, 

THIS MONTH IN... 
CU AMIGA MAGAZINE 
Regular retro look-back colur 

Tragedies' focused on the comp 

that didn't hit the mark. This month the 
spotlight was shone firmly on the Jupiter 
Ace, the FORTH based 
ZX81 clone designed by 
two ex-Sinclair Research 

employees. Sadly, it 
was not from Jupit 
and it defnitely was 
not very ace 

NEXT GENERATION 
With Rare's stupidly popular James 
GoldenEye 007 game currently all the 
гаде on the Nintendo 64, Next Generation 

magazine pulled off something of a coup 
by getti Г 

Chris Stamper, to gve 
ameaty in-depth five 
page interview on the =. 

CERA 
[d 

o's past, present 
and future projects. 

COMPUTER AND 
VIDEOGAMES 
With Japan going bonkers for all things 

Pokémon, Nintendo revealed that 

the bandwagon is coming to Europe 
very soon. So Europe 
prepared for Pikachu 
images everywhere, 
Game Boy's and school 
kids literally knee deep 

in Pokémon trading 
cards. Gah... shinie 



3 February saw tragedy in 
Cavalese, Italy, when a low-flying 
American Marine Corps Prowler 

attack aircraft flew too low during 
test runs through the mountains, 

at approximately 500mph. One 
Prowler hit and severed a cable 

holding a gondola on the cable-car 
system. 20 tourists died when it 
plunged 250 feet to the ground 

6 February saw Austrian 

musician, Falco, prolific in his 
native land but most famous for his 

worldwide one hit wonder Rock Me 

Amadeus, killed in a car accident 

when a speeding bus collided with 
his vehicle. He was aged 40. 

6 February saw the worldwide 

premiere of Blues Brothers 2000, 

the sequel to cult classic from 1980. 

Once again starring Dan Ackroyd as 
Elwood Blues (minus John Belushi 
who died in 1982), and the addition 

and as being one of the finest games 

released on the PlayStation. 
In the mid Eighties, a unique strategy 

game called The Sentinel was released 

by Firebird. It had loads of levels, 

delightfully crafted graphics, and an 
excellent, albeit rather slow, first-person 
perspective... but that was the Eighties, 

this is February 1998. The Sentinel, err 
returned, in Setinel Returns for PC, and 
it looked more atmospheric and detailed 

than ever. In both Sentinel games you 

play as a Synthoid that must absorb 
its surroundings, such as trees and 
boulders, and use them to create a new 
body. The sole aim of the games was 
to achieve a greater height than the 

titular Sentinel, allowing you to absorb it 
and advance to the next stage 

of John Goodman, they set off 
on another 'mission from God' to 

funds for the orphanage in the 
original film. Much hilarity ensued 
with cameos, great musical tracks, 
and the usual bonkers car chases/ 
crashes culminating in a Battle Of 
The Bands finale. Not bad, but not 
good either. 

8 February also saw the death 
of Irish comedian Dermot Morgan, 

10 played Father Ted Crilly in 
the award winning comedy series, 

Father Ted. Morgan died of a heart 
attack just 24 hours after finishing 
filming on the third series of the 
show. He was 45. 

Notable album releases in the 
music world for February included 
Destiny's Child (Destiny's Child), 
Facing The Anima (Yngwie 
Malmsteen), Yield (Pearl Jam) and 
Bustin’ + Dronin’ (Blur) 

While the level count dropped, the 
graphics were upgraded with a more 

foreboding feel and muted colour 
palette. The breathing rocks and fleshy 

looking Sentinels gave the game a 

survival horror tinge. Gameplay was 
similar to the original, and even with the 
3D acceleration of your PC, the game 
was still ponderous work. The Sentinel 

was superb in the Eighties and Sentinel 

Returns was equally as superb, further 
highlighting that both games were 

indeed timeless classics. 

Supposedly due for an imminent 

release was another retro gaming 

throwback in the form of Match 
Day 3 for PC and PlayStation. In this 
instalment of the 8-bit footballing 
favourite, Match Day 3 had reportedly 

> [PlayStatios 
ake returns af 

Solid 

> [PlayStation] What started out as Match Day 3morphed 
into Super Match Soccer and was not well liked, 

run into technical and legal problems. 
The official release date came and 

went, and there was no response 
from the developers, Cranberry Source, 

which was programmer Jon Ritman's 
company. Match Day 3 finally arrived 

Six months later than anticipated but 

with a legally enforced name change. 
No longer Match Day 3 it was renamed 

as the less nostalgic Super Match 
Soccer. Software house Acclaim 
published it rather than Ocean which 

may explain the cautiousness in using 
the Match Day name. When Super 

Match Soccer finally hit the shelves, it 

was disappointing with the majority of 
reviews not impressed with either the 

games mechanics or graphics. 

Another arcade coin-op and all time 
classic which received a makeover 

was Robotron: 2084. The fast-paced 
two dimensional multi-directional 
shoot-‘em-up was about to enter the 
third dimension with a bag full of new 
weapons, multiple camera angles and 
some very smart looking graphics on 
the Nintendo 64. In Robotron 64, the 

gameplay and storyline were much 

the same as the original, with your 

superhuman character taking on robots 

in relentless waves of attacks. While 
the 3D graphics were a welcome 

update, they were understated and did 
not get your gaming juices flowing. The 

industry standard techno soundtrack 

that attacked your ears throughout got 
tiresome quickly, and although every 
camera angle was covered, it didn't 

actually help your gameplay, leaving 
you little time to react should an 

off camera attack occurred.It was a 
creditable offering but despite the 

enhancements, the 

» [PlayStation] Deceptive looking with colourful cutesy 
graphics, Klonoa was a right old tester of а game. 

Diddy Racing Kong 
(Nintendo) 

2 GoldenEye 007 
(Nintendo) 

3 FIFA 98: Road To The World 

Cup (Electronic Arts) 

4 Mario Kart 64 (Nintendo) 

Super Mario 64 (Nintendo) 

PC 

1 Quake 2 (Activision) 

Tomb Raider 2 (Eidos) 

Championship Manager 
2: '97-98 (Eidos) 
FIFA '98: Road To The World 

Cup (Electronic Arts) 

Blade Runner (Virgin Games) 

1 FIFA '98: Road To The 

World Cup (Electronic 

Arts) 

2 Final Fantasy VII (Sony) 

3 Tomb Raider 2 (Eidos) 

4 Toca Touring Car (Codemasters) 

(Namoo) 

Time Crisis (Sony) 

SIC 

Doctor Jones (Aqua) 

2 My Heart Will Go On 

(Celine Dion) 

Never Ever Al Saims) 
You Make Me Wanna (Usher) 

Gettin’ Jiggy Wit It (Will Smith) 

фо 

original соп-ор is still the definitive 

version of the game. 
The retro vibe continued unabated 

with Activision's latest game in the 

ongoing Pitfall series. Pitfall! 3D — 
Beyond The Jungle saw our jungle 

exploring hero Pitfall Harry Jnr. find a 
new female companion called Mira 

who wanted his help in freeing her 
imprisoned people from the hands of 

the evil Scourge. 

This third-person perspective in 

the Pitfall! platform game gave you 

exactly what was expected, a standard 
platformer in the style of Tomb Raider 

smattered in fun. It remained loyal 

to the familiar style and feel of the 
original source material which was 
commendable. There was also the 

almost inclusion of the original Atari 
2600 version of Pitfall! tucked away as 
an Easter egg, as was the case with the 

previous Pitfall! games. 
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Изи асасзса сага гъ 

Big Mac The Ма 
aintenance Man 

TONY KELLY » COMMODORE 16 » 1985 

You might be forgiven for assuming you are 
taking on the role of a popular three-tier double 
cheeseburger, but the Big Mac we have here is the 

name of a quite insane maintenance man whose 
latest mission is to shut down all 15 power vaults 
of an enemy power station. 

The story behind this is anybody's guess, but | 
like to imagine that they're hell-bent on destroying a 
popular fast-food restaurant empire. Mac's primary 
objective is to turn off all the switches in each of 
the 15 vaults. Once each vault is shut down he then 
has to make his way to the flashing EXIT which 
will suddenly appear to escape to the next vault 
Throughout the game you will encounter enemy 
cannons, ladders, moving elevators, many dissolving 
platforms, and a rapidly depleting energy bar which 
serves as a time limit, so there's no hanging around. 
Every time Mac clears a level, the remaining energy 
will add points to your score and he will regain an 
extra life up to a maximum of four. 

As platformers go, this is up there in the top tier. 
It starts off nice and simple to ease you in, but a: 
you progress you will find out just how much more 
devious the level designs gradually become. It takes 
quick thinking, and you will often find yourself wanting 
to pull your hair out in frustration 

The graphics are pretty simple but they are crisp, 
bright and colourful. The sound effects are few, but 

the high pitched tones may have you turning the 

sound down low, however, the music on the rather 

nice title screen is quite fun and bouncy. 

Anyway, this is a seriously addictive gam 
still return to 26 years later. It's very good fun to play 
and the high score leaderboard means that even once 
completed it, you will soon be coming back for more 
trying to beat your previous score. It even rivals the 
excellent C64 version which was also programmed by 
T. Kelly. There's nothing cheesy about this Big Mac. Ж 

BARRY FLOWERS 
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One ofthe first 
games that | tested 

at Rare. Tricky controls 
but mastery Бори ahuge 
sense of accomplishment. 
vividly remember tonguing 

the giant foot on the 
moon to win. 

Gregg Moyles, 
e 

SNAKE RATTLE 
'N'ROLL 
W DEVELOPER: Rare # YEAR: 1990 W GENRE: Platform 

Born from an experimental drive to create 
2 a small NES cartridge, Snake Ваше 'N' Roll 

ees players chasing down and eating Nibbley 
Pibbleys in order to grow their snake, in order to tip the 

level's scales and open the door to the next stage. Rare's 

isometric action game is a tricky one to categorise — but 
that's not a bad thing, as it's a unique experience. Be sure 

to try the simultaneous two-player mode, too! 

CHIP 'N DALE: 

I DEVELOPER: Capcom 8 YEAR: 1990 

M GENRE: Рат _ 
While Capcom is 

2 best known for Street 
Fighter and Resident 

Evil today, the NES era saw the 
company make a name for itself 

based on a range of high quality 

platform games. The gameplay 

is good here, but it's striking how 
few cartoon licences capture 
the look and feel of their source 
material as well as Chip ‘N Dale, 
the game boasts detailed sprites 
and colourful backgrounds which 

emphasise the size of our heroes. 

BUCKY O'HARE 
I DEVELOPER: Konami 

YEAR: 1992. 'ENRE: Platform 

on Bucky O'Hare for long, but Konami 

ured that he got a very gc 
platform game while it did. It's similar to Mega Man 
in structure, with Bucky s his crew 

mbers from the Toad Empire across a variety of 

planets, which can be tackled in any order. Arriving 
late in the life of the NES, Bucky O'Hare provided 
ame of the most ive visuals on the system 

2 The spotlight might not have shone 

j licensed 

alongside some pretty strong gameplay. 

THE GREATEST NES GAM 

ИХ ПАДА 
ОООО ООН 

SW Wve лаада алаа аа — Бл 

тт D 

1:18:06 J> 6:51:08 

EXCITEBIKE 
I DEVELOPER: Nintendo R&D! 

В YEAR: 1984 BI GENRE: Racing 

One of the interesting things 

2 about the NES is that the machine 

had a very long shelf life, with 
over a decade between its Japanese release 
as the Famicom and the final officially 

licensed games in the mid-Nineties. With 

so much time for developers to extract the 

best performance from the machine and 
all of the additional chips utilised over the 

years, it's easy to expect that the console's 
early releases would be overshadowed by 
the more complex games - but that's not the 
case, as games like Excitebike show. 

Excitebike is a simple game. th 
Either alone or with computer 

controlled riders, your goal is 
to beat target times on each, 
course in order to progress. 
This is complicated by 
obstacles including grass, 
mud patches, barriers, 

and the ever-present ramps, 

which require players to correct 
their landing angle as they fall - a 
simple challenge, but one which remains 

challenging to consistently perform over a 
long period. Falling off your bike will cost you 
valuable time, as will overheating the bike 

by overusing the high speed button. As the 
game goes on, the courses become more 
complex, with high angle ramps and fewer 
clear stretches on the track 

The main thing that set Excitebike apart 

from other NES games was the inclusion of 

a level editor. While the option to save and 
load these creations was never available 

to the West as it required the Japan-only 
Famicom Data Recorder 

add-on, the mode extended 

the game's life considerably Ш 
once they'd exhausted all | | 
of the pre-designed stages. Ë i 
While Excitebike might not 
have been the flashiest 

game in many players' NES 
collections, the combination 

of this mode and the 

compelling gameplay meant 
that it was often revisited. 

Typical 
Nintendo, simple 

as anything, but hard 
| to master, and itis so 

much fun. 99 

adippm82 
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KID ICARUS 
19 DEVELOPER: Nintendo R& YEAR: 1986 W GENRE: Platform. 

t, Kid Ican. 
other games 

xu off by ser 

a game that 

Kid Icarus start 

raps horizontally across the screen 
It's a feeling of difference that permeate 
it ne 

pror with only a Gar 
continued in the shooter Kid / 

Y arcade success 

ith games as Renegade 

and Double Dr. 
'em-up innovators Technos retumed 
with a NES title that took the genre 
in a more console-focused direction. 

As well as beating up all manner of 
weirdly-named gangs like The Squids 
and The Generic Dudes, players can 
leam moves, develop stats, and even 
buy items. River City Ransom wasn't a 

Ss when it arrived in North 

ind it didn't fare a great deal 
better when it was released in Europe 
as Street Gangs, but th 
reputation has grown, 
following, earning 
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TN 
/ Great challenge 

and once you ge 
used to it, a great 

|. platformer. No wonder 
| we begged for a sequel / 

t from its platformi 

ou'll typically tra е from right, b 
rd joumey, with a playfield that 

ht edge, he'll appear on the left 
le the game offers items and upgrade 

ne of Nint 
°, until Pit's ac 

ру аан олау сану pSESCSESEEES Fo Ris SS CS CS 

res,rrrhüz5, 

1р ummm HI в160 
116 vv TIME Зва 1Р возо 

DOUBLE 
DRAGON 
W DEVELOPER: Technos Ш YEAR: 1988 W GENRE: Beat-'em-up 

The hit beat-'em-up came to the NES, 

19 but rescuing Marian from the clutches 
of Machine Gun Willy wasn't quite the. 

same proposition as in the arcades. For a start, the 
simultaneous two-player mode is nowhere to be 
found, and enemy numbers are limited. Further, 

stages received some interesting redesigns and 

all but the most basic fighting moves were gained 
through an experience system. Despite these 

changes, Double Dragon remained a compelling 

and challenging beat-'em-up that retained enough of 
the arcade essence to be truly worthy of the name. 

Multiplayer fans can also check out Mode B, which 

features larger character sprites in one-on-one 
battles and it even allows players to control enemy 
characters - an interesting novelty, to say the least. 



ZELDA Il: THE ADVENTURE 
OF LINK 

DEVELOPER: Nintendo R&D4 W YEAR: 1987 W GENRE: Action-RPG 

ee huge sales of over 4 million copies, the first 

of De over the years However lots of you i hold the 
opinion that it is unfairly maligned and we're inclined to agree. 

Link's Adventure retained the first game's top-down viewpoint for 
overworld exploration, but the meat of the gameplay was found in 
side-scrolling combat sections. Additional RPG 

elements were also introduced in Zelda Il, 
including experience levels, a magic system 

and more extensive interaction with the 
поп-ріауег characters you found in towns. 

Players have come down hard on Zelda II 
for departing so heavily from the gameplay 
of the original title, and future 2D Zelda 
games stuck much more closely to the 
top-down action of the first game. 
However, it highlights Nintendo's 
willingness to experiment as a game 
developer — a commendable quality, even if 
it doesn't always guarantee popular results 

THE GREATEST NES GAMES 

FAXANADU 
DEVELOPER: Hudson Soft W YEAR: 1987 W GENRE: Action-RPG 

We hear your cries, dear readers! Faxanadu is a game that 

you've highlighted as being something of a forgotten gem, 
nd its appearance in the top 25 is testament to your strength 

of fee this matter. The player is cast as derer who retums 

to his home town only to find it in a state of severe decline, and being 

attacked by dwarves. The high fantasy setting is aided by the fact that 

Faxanadu doesn't utilise the cartoonish look that many NES games 

adopted, giving it a more mature impression. 
The game itself is a side-scrolling action-RPG of the kind that will be 

familiar to players of games such as Zelda I and Wonder Boy IIl: The 
Dragon's Trap. Faxanadu includes many of the key trappings of the RPG 

genre, with a protagonist whose capabilities grow with experience, a 
wide range of non-player characters to chat to, and full inventory options, 
but combat and exploration are handled in a traditional platform game 

fashion. Give it a go if you haven't yet played it - with prices hovering 
around £10, it won't break the bank and you wont regret it. 
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tell leet 

Ние 

. DEVELOPER: Capcom 

Е: 89 — GENRE: Platform 
| 

1 Capcom offered an 
excellent choice of 

licensed Disney platformers 
on the NES, and you guys 
liked DuckTales the most. 
We love Scrooge McDuck hopping 
around on his cane, and the structure 

which requires you to obtain items in 
various stages to progress is very cool. 

KIRBY'S ADVENTURE „ 
.. DEVELOPER: HAL Laboratory 

93 — GENRE: Platform 

1 4 Players that kept thei | 

NES hardware deep tata 1 i B #0000000 [E 
into the 16-bit era were wa 
rewarded with this incredible | 1 ? 

platformer. It wasn't ће 8 
hardest game to complete, but the ability 

to copy enemy attacks offered a twist on 
the platform genre which ensured tha! TEENAGE MUTANT 

we remained interested throughout. NINJA TURTLES 

SUPER MARIO BROS. 2 
. DEVELOPER: Nintendo R&D4 

T I itil eg 

DEVELOPER: Konami Ii YEAR: 1989 Wi GENRE: Platform 

If there was one thing that kids couldn't get enough of in 

10 the late Eighties and early Nineties, it was this quartet of 

pizza-loving crime fighters, and Konami sensibly snapped up 

the videogame rights early. The result was a brilliant, strong platformer, 
although one which had the incredible ability to frustrate players — in 
particular, the infamous underwater bomb disarming stage is one of the 

most frustrating levels in any videogame ever. 
While the game was popular intemationally, UK-based Nintendo 

fans have a particular fondness for the game as its placement in a NES 

bundle over Christmas 1990 meant that it was the first game many 

— players owned. The presence of the Turtles drove up desire for the NES, 
RC PRO-AM and even helped it briefly overtake Master System sales in the UK. 

EVELOPER: Rare 
YEAR:1987 GENRE: Racing 
1 This racer is one of 

Rare's earliest hits on 
a Nintendo platform, and DUCK HUNT 
features radio-controlled 
cars battling to take victory DEVELOPER: Nintendo R&D1 

across 24 tracks. We mean YEAR: 1984 Bi GENRE: Lightgun Shoot-em-up 
it when we say battling, too - these little 

wasn’t always a Mario 
game and feels slightly 

different as a result of that, 
the fact remains that it's 
still an excellently designed platformer. 

Being able to control Peach and Toad 
was very cool, and Luigi became distinct 
from his brother with his floaty jumps. 

cars pack some firepower, with bombs Packed in with all but the basic NES console 

and missiles available to take out rivals. bundles, Duck Hunt was a comerstone of many 
en gamers’ NES experiences and was the only 

MIKE TYSON'S Zapper title to make your top 25 list. What makes 
PUNCH-OUT! Duck Hunt so memorable is its simple yet captivating 
тома оти — gameplay – one or two ducks fly out and you need 

EVELOPER: Nintendo R&D3 to shoot them down, ideally with as few misses as 
= possible. There's also the clay pigeon game in 

1 Taking the action of Mode С, in which discs fly into the distance. 
Nintendo's arcade в But let's be honest, it’s ай about bagging birds — and 

boxing series and taking of course that pesky dog. He certainly adds character, 
itto the home consoles, proudly displaying your hits when you make them 
Punch-Out!! knocked players and mocking you when you fail to do so. Our canine 
out with memorable characters and companions sniggering definitely triggers some of our 
compelling mechanics. Best of all, Tyson more violent urges, but try as we might, we can never 
himself put in an appearance. take out our frustrations оп him by just blasting him 

away. That is true sadness, there. 



M DEVELOPER: Sunsoft W YEAR: 1989 W GENRE: Platform 

The caped crusader has had a number of videogame 
incamations over the years, but few have accompanied a peak 

interest in Batman like this one, which followed in the wake of 
the 1989 film starring Michael Keaton. The videogame was themed 

after the film and took the form of a platformer which allowed you 

to fight the likes of Killer Moth, Firebug and, of course, the Joker 
as you sought to clean up Gotham. The game has since achieved 

recognition on its own terms, with one company even releasing an 
action figure in NES colours. 

While Batman's weaponry was 
present, one of the coolest features 

in Batman was actually the ability to 
leap off walls with a secondary jump. 
Rarely seen at the time, this feature 

enabled our hero to ascend through 

narrow vertical passages and save 
himself from otherwise fatal situations. 

METROID 
DEVELOPER: Nintendo i YEAR: 1986 ж GENRE: Platform 

At its heart, Metroid а simple game - a 
platform-shooter in which Samus Aran seeks 
to recapture the dangerous Metroid organisms, 

set on the planet Zebes. However, it introduced 
many players to a new style of platform game, in 

which exploration was key and new abilities enabled 
access to additional areas. This template is so 

Closely associated with Metroid that it co-named the 

Metroidvania subgenre, along with the Castlevania 

series which later adopted this style. 
While the action is all well and good, Metroid's 

best bits are the memorable twists which stick in 

the memory long after you've beaten the game. The 

revelation that Samus Aran is a female protagonist 

might have lost its shock factor, but its importance 

remains. As for the other twist — well, don't put your 
pad down after Mother Brain has been defeated. 

CASTLEVANIA 
E DEVELOPER: Konami а YEAR: 1986 I GENRE: Platform 

Konami's developers rarely seemed more at home than 

when they were working on the NES, coming up with hits such 

as Castlevania. Borrowing some thematic cues from Capcom's 
Ghosts п Goblins, the game casts you as Simon Belmont, a vampire 

hunter out to kill Dracula. Each stage pits you against all manner of 

supernatural villains, but is well-designed to fit the crumbling castle 
theme and offers strong level design. The game is visually strong 

and offers memorable tunes, while tight control enables precise 

platforming and offers the use of secondary weapons such as axes 

and crucifixes, rounding off an excellent package. 

Me and my 
brother would play it 

and wed be like ‘who's 
going to be Arnie, who's 
going to be Stallone? 

Claudio Sanchez, 
Coheed and 
Cambria 
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THE LEGEND OF ZELDA 
W DEVELOPER: Nintendo В804# YEAR: 1986 W GENRE: Action-RPG 

From the second you start Link's first adventure and set off 
towards the cave, the game starts sinking its hooks Into you with 

the most lo-fi rendition of the now-familiar theme music - and 
just as later Zelda games can trace their elaborate scores back to Koji 

Kondo's chip music, they can do the same with their game design. The 
original Legend Of Zelda exemplifies the excellence of the core Zelda 

formula — a mixture of exploration, puzzles, and combat that draws you 
into the game until you're determined to see it through to the end. Plus, 
who doesn't love those beautiful gold cartridges? 

ЛЕ 

Anytime I'm feeling 
frustrated or depressed, 
or l'm lamenting the 

industry, all | have to do is load 
up Mega Man 2.| revert to being 
eight again, and | can't help but 

be happy, and smile. 

Jaime Griesemec, ex- 
je, Halo 3 lead 
designer 



platform games -the 
ime that spawned one 

million imitations. Nintendo ha 
been the most influential game 
developer of all time setting so 

many trends and such a high quality 
bar that we can easily forget the 
magnitude of their importance. 

e Jon Hace, Sensible 
oftware 

W DEVELOPER: Nintendo R&D4 8 YEAR: 1985 IIl GENRE: Platform 

Eighties and Nineties, console manufacturers often 
seemed to make a special effort to ensure that 

every buyer would have at least one excellent game 

to play - and Super Mario Bros. was most definitely 

an excellent game. While Mario had made his debut in 

Donkey Kong and become a headline name in Mario 

Bros., it wasn't until Super Mario Bros. that he became 

a real star. Whether it was alone or combined with Duck 
Hunt, Super Mario Вгоз. long-term status as a pack-in 
game meant that over 40 million gamers would get to 

experience this star-making game. 
One of the key secrets of Super Mario Bros.’ success 

is that the game explains itself very well through level 

design alone. The initial screens are a masterpiece of 
game design, as you're wordlessly taught the function 
of enemies, mushrooms and question blocks. As the 

first game that many players experienced on a new 
system - and as the NES introduced so many players to 
videogames - this ease of learning was absolutely vital. 

The learning curve also disguised that Super Mario 
Bros. was a complex game for its time, splicing many 
disparate elements of game design. We'd seen sections 
that allowed you to skip ahead in Pitfall/, power-ups 
in Pac-Man and bosses in Phoenix, but all of these 
combined in Super Mario Bros. to make an adventure 

of a kind never seen before. The variety was aided by 
the secrets that the game offered, from hidden items 
to warp zones, and difficulty was perfectly pitched 

to ensure while Super Mario Bros. posed enough 
challenge to last, but was no ordeal. Games that 
complement consoles this well are exceedingly rare. 

2 We miss the days of pack-in games. During the 

THE СВЕВТЕЗТ-ПЕ5 GAMES: 
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То те Super 
Mario Bros. onginal for 

NES is the definitive Super 
Mario platformer. Not only 
did it seta benchmark 

for platformers, it also had an 
awesome soundtrack. 
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Зепоизу лв has 
= to be the most impressive 

> -- game to ever fit on a cartridge. 
— There's so much gameplay, 

so much challenge packed into 
T ) this cartridge... | can't tell you how 

- addicting it was. | did finish the game 
and what a tour de force it was back in 
1990. This garne's inspiration is what 

= started Id Software —we replicated 
— i the first level as a test and sent itto 

Nintendo! 

John Romero, id 
Software 

ArcheicKoola 

h БЕ рев " 
Items like the Super Leaf 

gave Mario new abilities 
such as flight, enabling new 
level designs. 

Remains for It offers a huge amount поче pinnadeof 
of content, with dozens 2D platform gaming. 

of stages for players to Imaginative, infuriating, 

tackle and master. wonderful, frustrating, joyful, 
tearful and ultimately entirely 
rewarding and magical. | kept 

the NES on for a week to 
prevent loss of progress. 

Gregg Moyles, 
are 

Even the level selection 
‘screen exudes character, 

thanks to its framing as an 
animated map. 

If there's a argument 
against hopping 

around in a shoe, we have 
never heard it. 

It perfected the Mario 

model, providing the 
template for every 2D 
Mario adventure since. 
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THE GREATEST NES GAMES 

SUPER MARIO BROS. 3 
# DEVELOPER: Nintendo R&D4 Ш YEAR: 1988 W GENRE: Platform 

For Nintendo R&D4, developing Super Mano Bros. З must have been a tough 
task. It would have been absurd to expect the development team to take an 

already-beloved classic and improve upon it in every single aspect. It is to the 
credit of Shigeru Miyamoto and his team that they didn't just attempt it, but 

managed to succeed in doing so. 
The Japanese version of Super Mano Bros. 2 (known internationally as The Lost 

Levels) had been a very small upgrade over its predecessor, with slightly improved 

visuals and a few new hazards (such as the Poision Mushroom), and primarily offered 

more challenging stages for players that had mastered the original game. Contrast this 
with Super Mario Bros. 3, which offered all-new visuals, new music with additional 
sound effects, a variety of new enemy types, new power-ups, new blocks — if you could In 1991 asa 
name something in the original Super Mario Bros., Nintendo had managed to identify birthday treat my Dad 
and implement a fantastic new spin on it in their new game. took me to the World Of 

These new elements allowed for some incredibly clever level designs too, from the Commodore show and 
floating platform challenge of stage 1-4 to the complex cannon arrangements of the offered to buy anything | 

wanted. We left empty handed 
airship levels. Many stages take new mechanics, implement them in every way you can and instead bought Super 

think of, and then add a few you had missed just for good measure. Even something Mario Bros. 3. 
as simple as the introduction of sloped surfaces allowed for a new move and new SISAL SEL 
opportunities for fun, as Mario could slide downhill on his backside and take out enemies Sono et ital А 

with his momentum alone. What is truly amazing is that the high quality, inventive level J 

designs are so consistent, given how numerous they are — the game's eight worlds 

feature an astonishing 90 stages. 
With the American audience whipped into fever pitch by pre-release footage in the 

movie The Wizard, Super Mario Bros. 3was always going to do well. Even so, the game C 

was an unprecedented commercial success, becoming the best-selling non-bundled в 

NES game - and along with its predecessor, one of only two such games to exceed the Г (c) 
10 million mark. The game has been ported and remade often and continues to perform 

remarkably, selling over 3 million copies when remade for the Game Boy Advance, and as 

another milion as a Virtual Console game on the Wii S 
‘Super Mario Bros. 3is a game that contains just about everything that a fan of 2 E 

platform games could want. If you want a game with tight, responsive control, that's 

covered. If you want variety, the game offers dozens of levels, many enemies and an 

array of interesting power-ups. If you want clean, attractive visuals and timeless tunes, 

this classic beast of a game has them. If there is such a thing as a perfect videogame, 
Super Mario Bros. 3is the closest that the NES ever got to delivering it. 
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One of the last truly original - -— = 

games released for the C64, в т" — = 
š A - = 

Citadel was а futuristic shooter > cx г -EE 

by Martin Walker, author of =- 

Chameleon and Hunter's - 
Moon. It was famously the - 
subject of a diary feature in B E Б = 

Zzap! 64 magazine, where | x = E 
Martin revealed how he took - m - - 
inspiration from the work of 

Chris Foss, visual designer |: — ш ш = 
of Alien for his graphics, and Е == 
Moonraker for the laser sounds m - - 
in the game. Readers were also Ë -—  — oe Li 
able to witness how Citadel Ë = Е 
morphed from а simple š = = = 
twitch-shooter into something 
rather more subtle and unique... 

ПИ и 
1 

тараа 

Citadel I 
PLATFORM: COMMODI DEVELOPER: MART ER » RELEASED: 

t first glance Citadel appears to share 
certain similarities with another C64 
classic, Andrew Braybrooks's Paradroid. 

move and 

Players pilot an octagonal vehicle, the = = === 
Monitor, and blast their way through cyt LJ - — orioa md Beet g = = ú ú cityscapes populated by robotic drone: entient = 
turrets, attempting to locate the exit to the next level ee r 
Howe е d as a rather = 

game, a sort of c ween a ter and - 
ke grid = A—— нина —m 

e of - 
- 
= - = = БЕ 
= 
- 
- to tackle up 

in gu 
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MEL 

MORE CLASSIC 
CITADEL MOMENTS 

Double-tapping the f re button 
brings up a reticle that allov 
you to capture nearby enemies. 
aptured 

controlled with the joystick 
allowing you to position t 
between your ship and enemy 
fire. This means you can then 

use them à 
as a battering ram against pesky enemies 

Some traps are benign, opening 
al goodie ding 

to disable lethal 

door lasers and hand 

pickups. Indeed, locating 
elusive health pod when y 
are running low on j 
tremen 
are also a number of neat weapon power-ups, from high velocity 
bullets to ot weapons and baci 

The enemies all have 

attack attributes. Some 
attack if you engage them, 
others fire in certain directions, 
meaning you can take ° them out 
from the right position without 

them being able to shoot you. 
Later on, you meet drones that 

hunt you down. One tactic is to ge 

luring them into the laser bearr 

Unlike Paradroid's single layout 

h of the eight 
has a unique design and theme, 
from the shiny corridors of the 
early stages to the gothic visual 

of the fin 

ndishly 

floors linked by vario 

al city 

ward firing guns. 

them to kill themseh 

5 certain doorway 

designed, with a interconnecting layout of 
s lift shafts to ne iate 
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THE MAHING OF: BATMAN 

When Jon Ritman delivered Match Day to Ocean Software * 
he was-given a game that would inspire his next project. 
Rory Milne learns how Knight Lore and Channel 4 reruns of 
a classic TV show inspired an isometric Batman 

ou could forgive 

Jon Ritman for 
taking a break after 
presenting his. 

seminal football 
title Match Day to 

Ocean co-founder David Ward. But 
just hours after a subsequent visit 
to see friends at developer Crystal 
Computing, Joñ had already 

started planning his next game. “1 
had gone to Manchester to hand 
over the final copy of 

Match Day. [David Ward] 
told me that Ocean was 
distributing Ultimate's 

new game and that | 
needed to take a look 
at it. Whenever | was 
in Manchester | used 
to visit Crystal, and so 

with a talent for drawing cartoons 

to a computer arts package. "Some 

of mine had formed a band 
and Bernie [Drummond] was [their] 

drummer. Bernie drew stuff all the 
time and l could see he was much 
better than | was. | didn't know 
anyone else who was even half as 
good as Bernie. The package that 
Bernie used was written before 
he was on the scene, although | 
constantly added features. It was a 

simple joystick-driven 
drawing package that 
| think I called ‘Pablo's 
Paintbrush’. The package 

was drawing using 
an XOR (exclusive or) 
function so each time 
it went over a pixel it 
changed state. Bernie 

shortly after being given "BATMAN 101" just seemed to wiz 

Knight Lore | loaded it up W A sprawling isometric the cursor around and 
with several of Crystal's Batcave containsseven around. | watched this for 
guys standing around to sections of a disassembled two hours with nothing 

see what the fuss was Batcraft. Finding and more than a mess of 
about. | was completely assembling these requires dots being produced. 
knocked sideways by the collection of equipment I was convinced he 

game and l wasn't alone. allowing Batman tojump, Wasn't ever going to get 
| simply had no idea glide and carry objects anything out of it when 

how they had done the and is made easier by he suddenly stopped and 
layering of the graphics invulnerability, extra- said, "That's a good eye.’ 

having never seen 
masked bitmaps. | voiced 

this out loud, Simon 
Brattel claimed to know 
but refused to tell me, 
the bastard. The game 
was just what | wanted to 
do -a ‘playable Disney cartoon,’ | 

called it at the time.” 
It was obvious to Jon, however, 

that Knight Lore was as much a 
product of accomplished pixel 

art as clever coding, which led to 
a decision to introduce a friend 

»IZX $pectrum] Batcave locations simply require crossing 
мио falling but these areas feature impressive visuals. 

speed and higher-jump 
power-ups. Securing 
objects and progressing 
through locations depends 
on dexterity and solving 
logistic puzzles. 

He was right; somehow 
this random stuff had 
produced a nice eye. 

Bernie got careful, 
deleting everything 
except the eye and 

drawing another just 
like it. Within a very short time he 
produced a full character that was 

used in the game. Bernie christened 
it, ‘Budweiser’ – don't ask me why." 
When asked about this first 

bitmap, Bernie Drummond credits 
‘Pablo's Paintbrush’ for allowing him 

> [ZX Spectrum] The firststep to curing one piece of the 
Batcraft s heading a giant bubble 

to make the jump from pen to pixel. 

“At first, | found pixel nudging very 
restrictive - a curve was achieved by 
calculating a series of steps rather 

than a flourishing pen stroke - but 
soon the advantages of XOR and 
cut/paste became apparent. Jon's 

art package was the key; at the time 
it enabled me to see a real-size 
sprite on the same screen as the 

magnification | was working оп, so | 
could see what adding or removing a 

pixel did to the finished graphic." 

s well as artistic 
contributions, Jon recalls 
Bernie's TV viewing 

habits helping to decide 
the player character for the pair's 
emerging project, which they soon 

mocked-up for Ocean's 'child at 
heart’ co-founder, David Ward. “I 

had a conversation with Bernie, 
saying we needed a recognisable 
character – either a legendary figure, 
or something more current- and 

gave Batman as an example before 
saying that was no good as it had 
been off of the TV for so long. 

Bernie then told me | was wrong 
and [that] the Sixties series was 
being shown on Channel 4 and loads 
of kids were watching it. Bernie 
drew [an] animation of Batman 
walking, | mocked up a room, got 

the animation walking around in 

it - this was before the engine was 

written — and took it to Manchester. 
Now, | want you to imagine a little 
kid playing choo-choo trains, running 
around pumping their arms back P 

IN THE 
HNOUJ 
» PUBLISHER: 
OCEAN SOFTWARE 

> DEVELOPER: JONRITMAN 
АМО BERNIE DRUMMOND 

» RELEASED: 1986 
» PLATFORM: VARIOUS 
» GENRE: 
PLATFORMER / PUZZLER 
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HEAD 0VER HEELS 
(PICTURED) 
SYSTEM: VARIOUS 

YEAR: 1987 

SYSTEM: VARIOUS 

YEAR: 1987 

MONSTER MAX 
SYSTEM: GAME BOY 

YEAR: 1994 
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MATCH DAY II 

and forth. Now put a full-grown, 
nearly bald man in the kid's place, 

singing the theme from the Sixties 
series - that was David Ward!” 

Ocean's other co-founder, Jon 
Woods, remembers having to 
negotiate the deal that would 
facilitate Batman's first videogame 
appearance, "I ultimately had 
a relationship with DC Comics. 
| [first] had a relationship with 
Warner Brothers in London - it was 

Universal, actually, but they handled 
Warner Brothers. They didn't want 
to license the game because Batman 

the movie was coming out. They 
didn't want anything to clutter it. But 
we did end up getting both." 

With an artist and licence in 
place, Jon Ritman started work on 
Batman's coding and design, which 
would require an 11-hour workday 

where Jon favoured spending 
time with his girlfriend over sleep. 
“A typical day would be to get up 
at around 12 and work during the 
afternoon “till my partner returned 
from work, have an evening with 
her ‘till she went to bed around 11, 
then back to work "till whenever — 
possibly four or five in the morning. 

The engine for Batman was a 
huge task that took three months 
of solid work before | got stuff on 
the screen. All the code was from 
scratch. There was so much to do, 
the masking part was only a tiny bit 
of it, a short routine. Much harder 
was the sorting system to decide 

what depth each item was. As was 
the system to scroll the images to 

the correct alignment- remembering 

that there were eight pixels per byte 
and an image could be in any of four 

alignment positions and [that] | didn't 
want to store four copies of each 
graphic. Even once | had the graphics 

running there was the complication 

of mapping all the rooms to use 

the least possible amount of space, 
using bit streaming so not one 
Single bit was wasted." 

LINE UE — a" 

s Jon's coding progressed, 

evolved such as the 
requirement for essential 

abilities to be collected alongside. 
power-ups, while regular playtesting 
highlighted necessary gameplay 
refinements. “I just made it up as. 

| went along, по pre-planning at 
all. | would come up with ideas for 
puzzles and throw them into the 

game and then try them, adjusting 

gradually until they felt right. | would 
watch friends play them and make 
adjustments if | felt they had been 

too hard. | did learn to keep dexterity 
puzzles separate from thought 
puzzles after | spotted people were 
thinking their way through a puzzle 

but then deciding they must be 
wrong because they had lacked the 

dexterity to do it. | had decided on 
what Batman would be able to do 
and just thought it would make the 
player feel they had achieved more 
if they had to earn each ability. The 
power-ups were not essential but 

could provide shortcuts." 
Jon's approach to Batman's 

graphics was to give Bernie a 
framework within which he could let 
his imagination run wild. Characters 

had to be one-third head, one third 
body, one-third legs, and objects 

had to fit required dimensions. “1 
think the one-third method really 

came from the 'Budweiser' character, 
there was so much character in 
the face and if we had gone for 
something more approaching 
normal proportions the face would 
have only been a few pixels across. 
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THE MAHING OF: BATMAN 

. 
titles with quirky casts 

HAUNTING x 
m SYSTEM: Arcade HYDROFOOL m SYSTEM: Game Boy ISOLATED STARRING BIKER MICE FROM 
m YEAR: 1982 SYSTEM: Spectrum, m YEAR: 1991 WARRIOR POLTERGUY MARS 
One of gaming's earliest Amstrad No strangers to the format — m SYSTEM: NES m SYSTEM: Mega Drive. m SYSTEM: SNES 
isometricefforts-andthefirst ш YEAR: 1987. having developed the fantasy- ш YEAR: 1991 m YEAR: 1993 m YEAR: 1994 
to feature weird creatures. ‘Sequel to the bizarre Sweevo's — theffled NES title Solstice Defunct Japanese outfit KiD's In addition to a poltergeist Konami developed numerous 
Q'bert places a strong World, Hydrofool sees the year earlier - Software isometric forced-scrolling protagonist the household videogame adaptations of the 
‘emphasis on the strange from — Gargoyle's robotic dogsbody Creations’ subsequent shooter is noteworthy for objects іп EA's gamebecome mousey heroes in the Nineties, 
its Esher-inspired attract draining a huge aquarium. isometric project retains the its strange alien soldiers. frightening and decidedly odd but they never expected these 
mode onwards. Starring a Naturally, Sweevo rusts tricky puzzles and dexterous These minions look ordinary, monsters when possessed, games to sell purely on their 
‘sweary, orange, big-no: il ashe swims around his challenges of its predecessor however, when compared to Роцегдиу аз to scare afamily ^ licences. So while this high- 
‘on legs, this classic's central environment, but discarded but has a Sci-Fi B-movie vibe! Һе game's outlandish bosses. ^ stupid by making sofas grow octane racer's curious cast 
premise of changing the ойсапѕ remedy this condition. Cue robots seemingly built This challenging title's more huge mouths andvacuum and includes mice on motorbikes, a 
colour of pyramids remains as While performing his aquatic from tinfoil-covered boxes and — curious mayors include an transforming coffee tables thug on a motorised insect and 
infuriatingly addictive as ever. duty, Sweevo fights jellyfish  rubbery-looking aliens. ancient titanic cyborg and a into giant spiders. ‘a huge man driving a ball the 
| oodrescuesgnomes. ШЕШЕНИН massive tentacled brain. ЕТЕ 
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> [ZX Spectrum] Finding this area's hidden Batcraft part. 
requires three teapots and а question-mark bowling ball. 

> [ZX Spectrum] Stacking this area's items and jumping 
upwards from their summi accesses a higher level probably didn't see it “till the game 

was finished, [Batman's villains) 
were never part of our vision for 

the game. Anyway, once you have 

a villain you would have to use him 

in some sensible way that covered 

the entire game, in that environment 
1 have no idea how | would have 
achieved that. We had thought of 
having [Robin] randomly appearing 
very, very rarely, so only say one in 

a hundred players saw him and then 
they would never be believed, but 

[we] never got around to it.” 
Omissions aside, once Batman 

was completed it still required DC's 
approval. DC asked Jon to make it 

clear that Batman didn't take drugs, 

however, Jon substituted a Batcraft 

We realised early on that we could 
have a greater range of objects if 
we didn't worry about scale. The 

method of [superimposing] one 
picture over another was a faster 

version of [Bernie's] scribble method, 
he just wanted the mess to suggest. 

Batman running across the keys of 
a giant typewriter was as much an 
influence. | was never a conventional 
artist — [I was a] Jazz / Punk musician 
with a habit of doodling. Jon knew 
| had no formal education in the 
field [but had] an imagination with a 

a memory of spare memory that 
makes him smile. "It was too hard 
near the beginning but barring that | 

am very proud of it. As for additions, 
when it was finished | discovered | 
had 14 bytes left on the Spectrum. | 

used those bytes to hack the graphic 
of Batman standing still so that it 
looks like he is tapping his foot when 

you leave him for a while – | think 
every review mentioned it." * 

Thanks to Jon Ritman, Bernie 
Drummond and Jon Woods for 
sharing their memories. 

"= 
something to him. | gave 
him rules about the sizes 
of objects and that when 
he drew things they 

should fit the size given as 
closely as possible, apart 

from that, he was given 
freedom to do whatever 
he felt like. Bernie was 
a perfectionist, he could 

spend an entire night 
moving one pixel trying to 

decide what looked best.” 
In terms of influences, Bernie 

cites Sixties art, comics legend Neal 
Adams and a musical background as 
inspirations for his Batman visuals. “1 
was a great fan of Neal Adams, but 

it would be fair to say that a Batman 
Annual from the Sixties featuring 

some great imagery - [such as] 

GGI would come up with 
ideas for puzzles and throw 
them into the game and 

then try them 79 
JonRitman 

comedy / horror sensibility. We both: 
knew we had something stunning 
compared with the competition." 

As Jon explains, Bernie's art 
intentionally excluded bitmap 
versions of Batman's villains 
despite two featuring in the title's 
plot alongside Robin. "The plot 
was written without my input and I 

for the Batmobile purely 
for technical reasons. 

“ОС Comics asked] 
me to change the term 
'Bat-Pill' [that] | had 
used in the blurb, so | 
changed it to 'Bat-Power'. 
There was certainly no 
talk of the Batmobile - | 

don't remember any 

restriction. | think 

we chose 

the Batcraft as it 
meant we could 
design anything we a 

wanted.” 
Jon's final 

thoughts are on 

Batman's difficulty, 
how proud he is 
of the game and 
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The Transformers is arguably 15 of the worst 
minutes you can ever have while gaming, Th 
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СОА АТОМ 
ТООМ ВОИ 

What's better than опе submachine-gun? Two of course! Just ask Chuck 
Norris. Martyn Carroll blows the lid off Operation Thunderbolt, 

Taito's explosive sequel to Operation Wolf 
veryone fondly remembers 

Operation Wolf, Taito's arcade gun 

game from 1987. It was one of 
the most popular coin-ops of the 

era, with gamers eagerly feeding 
it coins for a chance to annihilate 

some baddies and become an action hero. But 
just how popular was the game? Was it the 

top-performing coin-op of 1987? It's almost 

impossible to say for sure due to the lack of firm 

figures. Rumour has it that demand for the game 
caught Taito by surprise, forcing the Japanese 
firm to bulk order extra memory chips to keep 

the cabs rolling off the production line. 

" But we do have a little more than folklore to 
k go on. Chiefly, Operation Wolf was a ubiquitous 

sight in arcades everywhere, with the cab 
usually positioned near the entrance, so that 

visitors could gawp at the imposing cab with 

its mock submachine-gun bolted on in front 

of the screen. If you were playing the game, 
gripping the recoiling gun like the infant son of 
John Rambo, you would almost certainly attract 
onlookers (who might have even shouted advice 
like "Don't shoot the nurses!", or "Shoot the с а 
coconuts!"). Now if only there were two guns so j 

a second player could battle alongside you... P> i! | 
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ULTIMATE GUIDE: OPERATION THUNDERBOLT 
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PIXEL PERFECT 
The art of Operation Thunderbolt, extracted and exposed 
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P Another sign of the game's 
popularity was that Ocean Software, BOSS RUSH тез motor 

THE RUSSIAN 
B This heavily-armed guard looks like a close 
relation to a similar foe in Operation Wolf He 

shows up at the end of stage four (and midway 
through stage six on higher difficulty levels) and 
blasts you with his Gatling gun. He's wearing a 

bulletproof vest so only head shots count. 

THE GENERAL 
1а The local militia leader tries to block your exit 
from the enemy HQ at the end of stage six. He 

fires a flurry of rockets that deals lots of damage, 
so hit him rapidly with your own grenade rockets. 
Intwo-player games he's able to sustain double 

the amount of damage before dropping. 

THE HIJACKER 
The chief hijacker stands between you and 
your escape. You don't want to use grenades 
as this will injure the pilot and fast-track you 

towards the bad ending. Wait for the boss to open 
fire and then quickly try to get in as many shots 

as you can, Accuracy and speed are required. 

GG Operation Thunderbolt took the 
tried and tested route of taking 

what worked first time around and ̀  
multiplying hy two 72 
m... E. 

HWGH сазна: 
ооо 

»lArcade| Take out the armoured vehicles and 
watch towers before picking off the men. 

4222350 

the UK's biggest software house 
at the time, snapped up the rights 
and released home versions in 
time for Christmas 1988. The 
conversions were generally 

excellent, surpassing expectations 
(particularly on the 8-bit machines) 

and scoring Ocean a Christmas 

number one. Yet perhaps the 

biggest sign of the game’s success 
was the speed in which Taito 

deployed the follow-up. Operation 
Thunderbolt was released in Japan 
in December 1988, barely a year 

after the original's debut, and then 
it popped up around the rest of 

the world in early 1989. Given the 

repute of Operation Wolf, both in 
the arcade and at home, the sequel 

was hotly anticipated. In Europe it 

debuted at the ATEI (Amusement 
Trades Exhibition International) 
show in January 1989 where it 

was tipped to be one of the year's 
biggest coin-ops alongside Taito's 
own Chase НО, Atari's Hard Drivin’ 
and Williams’ NARC. 

Operation Thunderbolt took the 
tried and tested route of taking 

what worked first time around and 
multiplying it by two. There were 

many more enemies for a start, 

with soldiers and combat vehicles 
literally filling the screen and 
attacking you from all angles - it 

was relentless, making Operation 
Wolf look like Desert Bus. There 
were more stages too, and some 
ended with boss battles against 
heavily-armed super soldiers. The 

most obvious doubling-up, though, 
was the addition of a second 
character. Roy Adams returned to 
liberate hostages but this time he 

was assisted by his Green Beret 
buddy, Hardy Jones (no kidding). 
Of course, this meant that two 
guns were now welded to the front 
of the machine. As a result the 
new cabinet was 25% bigger than 

Operation Wolf, adding more to the 
cabinet's ‘hell yeah’ factor. 

In two-player mode you took 

on enemies together, although an 
enjoyable competitive element was 
present. At the end of each stage 

you could compare each other's hit 

rate to determine who was the 
best shot, but the real fun 
was had in the thick 
of the action 

> [Arcade] Now this is just ridiculous - enemies В 
and bloody After Burnerto contend with 

> [Arcade] The old dangling from the ceiling trick. Brace 
Yourself boys, you're coming down with a thump, 

4 

din. 
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when supplies such as ammo, 

health, bulletproof vests and so on 

were at stake. А supply crate would 
either parachute into play or you'd 

have to blast an unfortunate animal 
that darted across the screen, at 
which point both players would try 

and be the first to bag it. The item 
would whiz towards the player who 
shot it first, but if the other player 

was quick, they could shoot it and 
make it travel in their direction. 
Hence impromptu games of ping 

pong would break out as players 
fought to claim vital supplies. 

Besides the two-player option, 

the other main addition was the 
introduction of 3D-style stages. 
Operation Wolf just scrolled left or 

right, but now, alternating stages 

moved “into the screen', with Roy 

and Hardy running headlong 
into battle or travelling on 

". vehicles. This added 
more urgency to the 

proceedings as 
you'd want 

to shoot 

THE HOSTAGES ARE ALL ERO. 
YOUR MISSION HAS FAILED. 

B Your mission comes to an abrupt and 

tragic end if you fail to save at least one 

hostage on stage four or stage six. Even if you 
have credits in the bank, it's game over. 

» [Arcade] Ensure the poor hostages pass 
safely to the other side of the screen. 

5 ERE 
3 

ТО ENTER GAME 
CREDIT 0 

enemies before they could get up 
close and open fire. Visually, the 

perspective was a bit wonky but 
movement was rather smooth. 
While Operation Wolf ran on a 

68000 system, the sequel used the 
same arcade board as Full Throttle, 
Taito's turbo-charged racing game 

that preceded Chase H.Q.. 
Operation Thunderbolt looked 

impressive in the arcade but the 

mix of scrolling and 3D sections, 
coupled with the intensity of the 
on-screen action, made the home 
conversions a challenge. To no 

surprise, Ocean secured the rights 

and lined up the game as one of its 

big prospects for Christmas 1989. 
Ultimately, the versions for the 

Spectrum, Amstrad CPC and 

Commodore 64 struggled 
a 

THE PILOT 1$ DEROY 
ESORPE 15 IMPOSSIBLE 

18 If you reach the cockpit on the final stage 

and accidentally kill the pilot being held by the 
hijacker, then there's no-one to fly the damn 

ENDGAME 
How will this perilous mission pan out for you? 

plane home. Back to the start for you, soldier. 

ULTIMATE GUIDE: OPERATION THUNDERBOLT 

INSERT COIN 
d» [Arcade] The race to secure extra legroom 

seats quickly spiraled out of control 

to do the coin-op justice in the 
same way that the Operation Wolf 

conversions had. The 16-bit Atari 
ST and Amiga versions were much 
better, being closer to the coin-op 

source. Taito itself produced a SNES 
version several years later which 
was sadly far from perfect. 

The third game in the series, 
Operation Wolf 3, didn't arrive in 
arcades until 1994 and by this time 

other developers had muscled in 

with their own rival games. These 
included Sega's Line Of Fire, SNK's 

Beast Busters (which upped the 
ante with three guns) and Namco's 
Steel Gunner (the sequel to which 

was made available as an Operation 
Thunderbolt upgrade kit). Taito also 
released the sci-fi-flavoured Space 

Gun. Compared to these games 
Operation Wolf 3 
was curiously devoid 

> As per usual, Ocean's home versions were 
adomed by striking Bob Wakelin artwork 

---<“ o ——— 

ESORPE SUCCESSFUL? 

В А successful mission! You managed to 

defeat the hijacker without capping the captain 
so you can ай fly out of this hellhole and return 

to the USA where a hero's welcome awaits. 

home all 18 hostages. For completing this feat 

of thrills, reverting back to the 

static, shooting gallery game that 

Operation Wolf so successfully 
reimagined. A far more 
enjoyable third sequel, entitled 
Operation Tiger, arrived in 1998 and 
provided a decent, modern update 

of the familiar hostage rescue 

situation we were familiar with. The 
game cannot currently be emulated, 

so the final entry in the series is 
definitely the most obscure. 

For the fans of Operation 

Thunderbolt, Taito released a more 
fitting follow-up in 1989 - and yet it 

didn't even feature a gun controller. 

The POW rescue scenario of 
Operation Wolf was clearly based 

‘on the second Rambo movie, so 
when the third film hit cinemas 
Taito quickly grabbed the rights 

and produced the official arcade 

game to the film. While the playable 
characters (Rambo and Colonel 
Trautman) were shown on screen 
and controlled using standard 
joysticks, Rambo lll was very much 

the next iteration of the Operation 

series, featuring a mix of scrolling 
and 3D scenes - and not forgetting 
outlandish levels of over-the-top 

action and a staggering body-count 

which went into the thousands. Ж. 

HOSTAGES 

MISSION COMPLETED! 

в To get the best possible ending you must. 

defeat the hijacker, save the pilot and bring 

you'll earn a bonus of 1.8 million points. 
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COMMODORE 64 
I The full story behind the C44 version probably deserves its 
very own article. In short, the original version of the game was 
scrapped after several months of development and some of 
Ocean's finest had to step in and turn out a releasable game 
in just a few weeks. Different teams worked on the 2D and 3D 
sections concurrently, so the end result was a patchwork affair, 
but it was playable and it did at least resemble the coin-op. It's a 
curious mystery as to why 2гар! magazine awarded it 92% in a 
review featuring screens from the earlier, scrapped version. 

GG impromptu games of ping pong 
would break out as players fought 

to claim Vital supplies 99 

Developed alongside the Spectrum 
version, the CPC version was 

predictably similar but it did benefit 
hugely from the colour graphics 
(providing you weren't a green screen 
user!) You could actually see what 
you were shooting for a start. Like 
all of Ocean's Operation Thunderbolt 

conversions, the game suffered from 

having a tiny, almost invisible 
gun-sight which made targeting 
enemies difficult (the laser-sight. 

upgrade should have been the default. 

gun-sight). At least the developers had 
the sense to include a level skip cheat 
so you could reach the later stages. 

COMMODORE AMIGA 
а This was almost identical to the ST 
version, and as such it was joy to play, 
particularly when using a mouse to 
aim. On loser inspection you'd notice 
some subtle Amiga-only additions. In 
3D sections there were extra objects 
such as the roadside bushes on stage 
one, for example. The improvements. 
were minor but they were enough to 
single out the Amiga release as the 
best version of Operation Thunderbolt 
released at the time. 

home versions of Operation Wolf were generally 
regarded, but how did the follow-up fare? 

Expectations were high when Ocean 
revealed that Andrew Deakin and 
Мап Нот, the pair that successfully 
brought Operation Wolfto the 

Spectrum, were teaming up again to 
convert the sequel. The end result was 

disappointing, largely because they 
upped the enemy count to ridiculous 
levels. Right from the off you were 
facing several choppers and an enemy. 
platoon - all at once! The result was 
an almost impossible challenge and 

while it was technically impressive, 
the screen was so busy it became a 
monochrome mess. Ocean's Cabal 

conversion, released at the same time, 
was the better bet. 

AMSTRAD GX4000 
E The Amstrad cartridge games were 
a series of missed opportunities and 
Operation Thunderbolt was one of the 
most regrettable, This was the same 
game as the existing tape/disk version 
only with more on-screen colours 
thanks to the Plus range’s expanded 
palette. This should have been an 
improvement but it actually resulted 
in arather drab display compared to 
the standard version's vibrant colours. 
Ideally the developers should have 
gone back and redesigned the game 
around the Plus hardware, using its 
sprite capabilities to produce a far 
more fluid and faithful version. 

В What prompted Taito to release a 
version for the SNES in 1994, almost. 

six years after the coin-op's debut is 
anybody's guess. It did sport some 

enhancements, though, such as 
afleshed-out backstory and the 
ability to choose from six different 
soldiers. The core shooting game was 
unchanged, however, and it lacked the 

speed and smoothness of the coin-op. 
In its favour it did include support for 
the SNES Mouse and Super Scope. 

LIFE 
Ш 



W John Brandwood (code) and Rob Hemphill (graphics) 
did an great job of bringing Operation Thunderboltto the 
16-bit machines. The presentation was spot on, featuring 
the arcade intro (enlivened by a new Jonathan Dunn tune), 
sounds and sprites grabbed directly from the coin-op. The 
graphics were downsized slightly and the scrolling in the 
3D sections lacked the original's smoothness, but overall 
this was a fine conversion. lt also added improvements, 
such as the jeep bouncing up and down on the road in 
stage three and the water reflections in stage five 

PC/PS2/XBOX 
If you wanted an arcade perfect version of the game 
you had to wait until 2005 and the release of Taito 
Legends. The compilation included Operation Thunderbolt 
anda further 28 titles from Taito's catalogue including 
Operation Wolfand Space Gun, plus classics like Bubble 
Bobble and New Zealand Story. The emulation was 
generally faultless and the only noticeable thing missing 
was light-gun support (although you could use the mouse 
to aim on the PC version). For shooting games, though, it 
was possible to fine tune the analogue settings. 

- 

JOHN MEEGAN 
The ex-Ocean coder reveals how he helped rescue the C64 conversion 

Operation 

Thunderbolt sounds 
like one of the 
more ‘eventful’ 
conversions. Can 
you explain what the 

Situation was? 
Ocean's Gary 
Bracey had hired a 
programmer named 
Trevor Brown on the 

basis of a 3D Atari ST 
demo. Trevor was at a loose end for a couple 

of months after his hiring so he was allocated 
Operation Thunderbolt on the C64. This was 
problematic as Trevor had no C64 experience, 
or of writing in assembly, or of the convoluted 
dev tools chain that Ocean used back then. He 
was given the source code for all the essential 

components including multiplexers and scrolls 
by Paul Hughes. Paul also spent a considerable 

amount of time telling Trevor how all these 

elements worked. Unfortunately, against all 

advice he decided to hardcode set raster splits 
to allow bigger sprites on screen. The problem 

was that the sprites couldn't move vertically. He 

had made seque! g attacks impossible. He 

never tackled the issue of 3D sections or how 
to make a vaguely convincing 3D movement 

оп screen. | think the expression for this is an 
'omnishambles'. It became obvious to Gary that 

Trevor was out of his depth. In faimess to Gary, 
he wanted to give poor Trevor time to turn it 

around. Unfortunately Trevor was the wrong 

man in the wrong job 

o 
y инининици 

It sounds like a horrible nightmare! So 
what happened next? 
The project was reallocated to myself, 
Paul [Hughes], Rich Palmer and Steve Thomson 

with the direction was to get it finished as 

soon as possible. | did the quasi-3D stuff. It 

as six weeks of unrelenting misery as | 
remember it. On one occasion | woke up 

from under the desk covered in ants. New 
programmers like to romanticise about pulling 
all-nighters but it was hellish 

Were you able to salvage anything useful 

from the aborted version? 
The code base was junk. There were kilobytes 
of target code that just did nothing. Gary found 

it almost impossible to believe none of it was 

useable. The graphics all had to be redone too, 
with maybe the exception of the title screen. 

The sprites were too big and had overlays that 

could never be used. Brian Flanagan was pretty 
gutted that all the graphics work he'd done to 

that point was discarded out of necessity. 

Given the circumstances that you were up 

against, how satisfied were you with the 

finished version of the game? 

| think for six weeks of hard work everyone 
did as good a job as you could expect in that 
given time. All of the parts looked decent and 
it played well enough. 

Did you get a bonus for digging Ocean out 

of this particular hole? 
Yes. It was hell, but a lucrative hell. 

/ 
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Retro Gamer Travels 

» [PlayStation] The 
most infamous line in 
Revelations: Persona. 
has become so well 
loved among fans that it 

FORMAT 
PlayStation 

DEVELOPER 
Atlus 

YEAR 
1996 

ORIGIN 
Japan 

LOCALISED FOR 
USA 

REASONS 
Commercial 

в As a result of Final Fantasy VII's runaway success, 

many of the PlayStation's Japanese RPGs are localised 

fairly sensitively and retain the original content, as 

publishers were more confident in the sales potential 

of Japanese RPGs. Megami Ibunroku Persona made it 

to North America as Revelations: Persona before that 

landmark release though, and the mangled localisation 

has made it the black sheep of a distinguished series. 

Many of the problems stem from attempts to hide 

the fact that the game took place in Japan. Character 

portraits were redrawn to create more Western: 

looking characters, with most having their skin tones 

whitewashed (save for Masao, who became the 

African-American character Mark) and many receiving 

altered hairstyles. The names of towns, characters and 

Personas were altered to fit too — for example, Eriko, 

Yuka and Kei become Ellen, Alana and Nate. The job was 

half-hearted though, leaving Shinto shrines and other 

obvious artefacts of Japanese culture behind, including 

very noticeable voice clips that are repeated regularly 

in battle. Beyond that, the game contains a rather poor 

translation which features numerous editing issues, 

including infamous lines such as "Mark danced crazy!” 

LOST IN 
TRANSL 

some ve 

The gameplay doesn't escape unscathed, either. The 

‘American version has been made easier than the original 

by decreasing the enemy encounter rate, weakening the 

enemies themselves and awarding more experience per 

battle. Wo 

but major story thread which offered several hours of 
yet, the Snow Queen quest - an optional 

gameplay - was completely removed from the game. 

The changes made in Revelations: Persona would 

go on to affect the North America's version of Persona 

2: Eternal Punishment. While the game was a far more 

faithful product than its predecessor, a number of 

characters from the first game reappear and Atlus was 

mindful of the established naming conventions. 

When Persona was given a PSP remake in 2009, the 

localisation was redone from scratch. The new game 

was much closer to the Japanese original, featuring 

an unaltered difficulty level and the Snow Queen quest 

There was almost no trace of the original localisation, 

save for a couple of dodgy lines from the original retained 

for comedy value. While the PlayStation version is still 

enjoyable, we'd recommend the PSP game over it - not 

only is it a more faithful representation of the original 

game, it's the only version to have seen a UK release. 
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FORMAT 
PlayStation 

DEVELOPER 
Capcom 

YEAR 
19% 

ORIGIN 
Japan 

LOCALISED FOR 
Rest of World 

REASONS 
Substances 

FORMAT 
Arcade 

DEVELOPER 
East Technology 

YEAR 
1990 

ORIGIN 
USA 

LOCALISED FOR 
Japan 

REASONS 
Commercial 

W Resident Evilis a fairly famous case of international 
censorship, with a lot of the Japanese version's most 
graphic imagery removed in international releases. 
Much of this comes in the game's introductory FMV. As 

JPN the voiceover discu: the various murde: 
on City, the J 

hows corpses which are replaced in t 
release with ne 

taken place near Racc 

e international 
spaper headlines. We then see the > [PlayStation] Joseph's demise 

r old Joseph atthe teeth ofthe zombie dog is 
shown in graphic detail in Japan. 

STARS team investigating the area, and p 
finds a gun being gripped by a severed hand 
isn't quite apparent outside of Japan, thanks 
discretionary zooming. He's then attacked by a zombie 
dog, a sequence which suffers heavy cuts to remove all 

of biting, as well as the dog being shot to pieces 
and a look over Joseph's corpse. 

A couple of other scenes wer The iconic 
tisis. EEEIEE » [PlayStation] Look how lazy и also alter PPA otage of is not smoking i 

poor расейска ће oignal FMV 

cutscene when you meet the first zon 
to remove a shot of Kenneth's half-eaten head dropping 
to the floor. Additionally, Chris Redfield's smoking habit 
s excised from both the intro and an e ing. While 

ns have claimed to be uncensored, the 
only one to contain all the FMV completely un 

Us ver: 

tis the 
1997 PC release, which also restores to the intr 

W So here's an odd one - a game developed in Japan, 
which was released in the USA first and then was 

say that 
the original version of the game was an enormous cash 
localised for the domestic audience. It's fair 

grab. The big, innovative feature in Double Dragon lll was 
the inclusion of a shop, from which you could purchase 
weapons, more health, new moves, and even additional 
playable characters that functioned as extra lives. This "TTPTDTPITTTTITTITITITTTETTTA 

all sounds great, but each purchase cost a full credit! This INSERT ONE COIN TO P| = 
microtransaction model is common in modern gaming, ANY OF THE А TEMS BEL м ~ 

but it was truly shocking at the time. Unlike A 

The game's director Yoshihisa Kishimoto has been 
open about the fact that players hated this feature, 
and the entire concept of an item shop was removed x x x 

e EXT. 
electable 

from the Japanese ver 
OONA DO JPN 

n as a result, requiring s 
adjustments. The e haracters were 
at the start of the game, and additional то 
available by default (although harder to perform). 

5 strewn around the floor Meanwhile, меароги 
of each stage as in previous games. With no need to » [Arcade] The infamous 

shop is rather like every other 
shop in videogames, except it 

actually drains your wallet 
X X X X X X XX X X XX X X X X X X X X X 

pressure players into buying upgrades, the game was 
also made easier, with enemy attacks dealing less 
damage in the Japanese version. 
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Studio 
The RCA Studio ІІ, an obscure Seventies console long 
glossed over in the annals of video game history, gets an 
exclusive origin story by Retro Gamer's Marty Goldberg 
that you certainly will not want to miss 

CLEAR 



he RCA Studio ll has to be one of 
the more unique and interesting 

consoles for us to write about. Not 
just because it was only on the US 
market for about a year, sandwiched 
in between the Fairchild Channel F 

and Atari Video Computer System, but because of the 

new found respect for this console that tracking down 

its origin history provided us, a history that has never 
been presented before, until now. 

The origins of the Studio Il present themselves in 
à time in history when there was a moverent in the 

electronics industry towards pursuing the next big 
thing in computer technology. We're talking about 
the idea of shrinking the CPU of large mainframe 

and minicomputers down to a small IC chip called a 
microprocessor. It was being done out of the desire 
to pursue the next generation of computer driven 

devices for the consumer market, which included the 

march towards microcomputers. While it sounds like 

common sense, the notion of being абі shrink 

computers down to a for the classroom, or even 

for the home, was revolutionary at the time. 

RCA STUDIO ІІ 

Electronic component companies like Intel and 
Fairchild Semiconductor had started research in 

the late Sixties and were soon joined by the large 
consumer electronics companies that had research 
divisions such as RCA. RCA itself had been releasing 

mainframe computers since entering the field under 

the direction of RCA general manager, David Sarnoff, 
in the late Fifties. Becoming one of the 'big eight" 

manufacturers of computers during the Sixties, it was 

only natural that it joined in the electronics arms race 
for the miniaturization of the computer. RCA's high tech 

charge into the field was lead by Joseph Weisbecker. 

Joseph Weisbecker had obtained his Bachelor 
Of Science in Electrical Engineering from Drexel 

University in 1956. Joseph was interested in computer 

technology for educational use from the beginning, 
designing things such as a Tic-Tac-Toe computer out 

of relays and several grade school educational aids 
using lights and switches. In 1956 he found himself in 
an internship with RCA installing its first commercial 

computer, the RCA BIZMAC (a large $4 million 

computer composed of 25,000 vacuum tubes). Upon 
graduation he joined RCA and became a member № 



INTERVIEW WITH 
Forrest 

MacGregor 
We take a closer look at the 
creation of the RCA Studio ll 

How did you get involved at RCA? 
In 1976, | graduated from Appalachian State 
University in Boone, NC with a degree in 

Industrial Arts and Computer Science. | had 
made a special study of microcontrollers, 
which were just emerging. As luck would have 
it, | applied at RCA Distributor and Special 
Products Division in Swannanoa, NC, and they 

were excited to find someone with formal 
training in micros. First job out of college for 

me, they promised that they would employ 

me in a videogame project, but it wasn't quite 
ready to start so for several months. 

How was production done at RCA, 
considering it was the first videogame 
system it had created? 
It was made on a human intensive assembly 

line of 125 or so mostly women. Chips were 
hand inserted, as were discrete components. 

Everything was wave soldered except a few. 

wires. Board cleaning was in an ultrasonic 
degreaser using Freon ТЕ. (I have a good 
memory.) Production rates were 1000 units a 
day on a single shift. Three or four adjustment/ 
troubleshoot stations were in the line for rough 
testing of the RF components. We had a small 
cartridge with a test program for the console 

that put different patterns on the screen, tested 

the keys, beeper, expansion slot 

Considering its brief production, what 
were some of the signs on your side that 
the Studio Il wasn't doing well and how 
did production wind down? 
Units piled up in the warehouse and never did 

sell briskly. Competitive product from Fairchild 

and Atari were color, high resolution, sound- 
via-TV stuff wtih joysticks, so the monochrome 
block displays and keypad-only Ul were 

outclassed from day 1. After 6-8 months, 
units were made available to employees at a 

discount. Eventually, RCA saw the writing on 

the wall, abandoned software development and 
the Studio 3, and shut it down. Inventory was 
sold to Radio Shack for 10 cents on the dollar 

50 | RETRO GAMER 

of the small team that developed RCA's first 
transistorised computer, the RCA 501, which he also 

coded a series of test and measurement programs 

for. Between the 501 and being co-architect of RCA's 

601 system, Joseph had been gaining the foundation 
and experience he would put into good use for the 

design of his microprocessor years later. In fact, he 

was becoming a person who was able to predict 
coming trends, such as the time when he saw the 
move to mini-computers in the Sixties and proposed 

that RCA start planning its own, speccing out a system 

incorporating a low cost dot matrix serial printer, ROM 
subroutine storage, and combination projector-CRT 

display. RCA ignored his idea, and would continue to 
churn out large mainframe computers for the rest of 
the Sixties before exiting the market in 1971 

One area of Josephs's research RCA didn't ignore, 

though, was his research into the future applications 
of Large Scale Integration (the process of fitting 
thousands of transistors on a single chip) during the 
early Sixties, which was a time when the idea of 
integrated circuits was still very new, and the industry 
was still struggling to fit hundred of transistors on a 

single chip. It lead to him being a consultant on future 

products for RCA for much of the rest of the Sixties, 
besides designing unique |/O and storage systems 

for RCA's mainframe computers. 

FRED (Flexible Recreational And Educational 

Device) is really what became the genesis of the RCA 

Studio II, Conceived in 1970 as а full microcomputer 

system based around a custom of the to be created 
microprocessor, encompassing ай of Joseph's 
advanced LSI research, its first incarnation was the 

System 00 built in 1971. FRED/System 00 called for 
the FRED microprocessor, (8-bit single chip) along 

with 64K of RAM (DMA access), a cassette tape 
based storage system, a gravity card reader, small 

keyboard for input, and a standard TV set as a 

display for the output. As Joseph wrote in a 1972 
memo, “FRED is an exciting new consumer product 
possibility. For the first time, a full power electronic 

Studio IT 
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computer could be available at the price of a 

Hi-Fi system or color TV. Every home and classroom 

is a potential customer." 

Joseph had a TTL (transistor-transistor logic, the 

same technology early video arcade games were 
based off of) based prototype of the microprocessor 

completed in 1971. Formally designated the COSMAC 
microprocessor in 1972, the full FRED prototype was 

completed that year, and its unique reduced instruction 
set architecture is considered the grandfather of 

today's RISC based microprocessors. Small changes 

include FRED's keyboard being realised as small 

16-position keyboard, and a low-resolution black and 

white dot matrix TV display system that was chosen 

for both flexibility and low cost. 
Work on software began that very year, too. 

Joseph's own vision for the software was for a 

complete computer suite including "a collection of 

programs that will demonstrate the power of [its] 

hardware in entertainment, education, and utility 

applications. Games, stimulants of artistic flair, 

simple drill-type learning programs, and calculator 
functions are included.” 

s 1973 rolled around, the tech 
world around Joseph seemed to 
be changing, and he seemed to 

find himself in direct odds with it 
at times. Joseph's vision was to 

make computer power available 
for the masses by making it affordable. It was a vision 
not unlike the one Jack Tramiel would summarize over 

a decade later as, "computers for the masses not 

the classes." The problem was, the microprocessor 
'arms race' had now begun and everyone was chasing 

more and more powerful chips against making 
microprocessors for a lower cost. 

As Jack summarized in a later internal article at 
RCA, "There is no shortage of ideas for using 
computers, but there are no computers with a 
mass-market price tag. For widespread home and 

School use, the price of a free-standing, self-contained 
computer system should be well under $500. This is 

the price level for colour TVs, quality audio systems, 
home-study courses, air hockey games, pool tables, 
one-week vacations, cheap electronic organs, and 
encyclopedias." He further illustrated, "Unfortunately, 
old habits are hard to break and we can also expect 
to see increased emphasis on [microprocessor] 

performance instead of cost." 

The first fabrications of the low cost COSMAC had 
been completed towards the end of 1972 in a 



> We quite ike the design ol the 
RCA Studio Il even it does look ike 
some hi-tach telephone. 

2-chip format that Joseph spent 1973 integrating into 
FRED as FRED2. Joseph and RCA set up a field test 
program with Random House, the New York based 

children's publisher and RCA subsidiary who at that 

time were the gold standard in elementary schools. 

Random House helped define the creation of 
programs for reading and mathematics, and the entire 
process lead to the creation of the RCA Microtutor 
(a stripped down version of the $300 COSMAC 
based tutorial computer for learning the principles of 
microprocessors) the following year. In fact, most 

“Towards Ше end of 1974, КСА now 
wanted to see about leveraging 

FRED for coin hardware 99 
RCA becomes aware of the lucrative coin-op market 

of the games and 'edutainment' software later 
available to the RCA Studio | were actually written 
during the 1973-1974 period. As Joseph noted at the 

time, "there has been no problem in motivating people 

to write game programs." 
At a time when home games consisted of basic 

Pong style play that needed two players, the games 

being designed for FRED2 such as Tic-Tac-Toe, 
Hexapawn, Twenty-one, and Space War were able to 
use the computer as the opponent with a rudimentary, 
yet adaptable Al. "The computer learns to play 

perfectly only after a number of games have been 
played," stated Joseph in 1974. The entire offerings 

of games, had they been released as a commercial 
product at that time or the following year, would have 

placed a home entertainment product on the market 
that was miles above the Magnavox Odyssey and 
the forthcoming onslaught of Pong derivative consoles. 

Joseph and PK. Baltzer coded most of these titles, 
and even Joseph's daughter, Joyce, joined in to help. 
with her father's work. 

» Like many early systems, the RCA 
Studio ll used cartridges for playing 
its games library 

> Joseph Weisbeckar as 
he appeared during the 
вагу Seventies when he 
was designing FRED. 

With the increased popularity of arcade videogames, 

RCA wanted to consider entering into this market too. 

RCA had been flirting with the medium ever since 

it been approached in 1969 by Sanders Associates 

and Ralph Baer in order to license the technology 

around Baer's Brown Box prototype to create a 
videogame console. Contracts were drafted and upon 
their completion in March 1970, Sanders decided 

to walk away from the deal, with Ralph later saying 
that the deal had been too onerous. One of the RCA 
team members left to became VP of Marketing for 

Magnavox, scoring the console for Magnavox and its 

historical 1972 release. 

Towards the end of 1974, RCA now wanted to see 

about leveraging FRED for coin hardware. There was 
‘one minor change, however, the games would be 
in removable ROM packs. The prototype would be 

completed in 1975 and moved to testing at several 

malls in the New Jersey area. Ultimately RCA decided 

Not to get into the coin-op business or license it, but 
had it been released it would have provided switchable 

games almost a full six years before the Japanese 
DECO cassette based system was unveiled. The 
one positive thing to come out of those tests, 

CONVERSION DRILL 
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however, was that it became obvious that the 

FRED technology combined with the new removeable 
ROM technology could be scaled for a programmable 
home game console. During the second half of 1975, 
several prototype FRED-based consoles were Бий into 

attaché cases for demonstration and field testing. It did 

well enough that a console project is formally proposed 
to RCA's Engineering/Distributor and Special Products 

Division (D&SPD) to create a console with a planned 
targeted release in 1976. 

he Studio ll officially started 

development in January 1976, with 

the mandate of taking the modified 

FRED design and creating an actual 
product out of it. The vision for the 

console still aligned with Joseph's 

original goals by bringing a programmable computer 
into the people's homes for a low cost. The team 
consisted of a talented and dedicated set of RCA 
engineers including Dave Callaghan, manager 
of engineering and responsible for all product 
development at D&SPD, including the Studio II, Bill 

Stonaker, who was responsible for the Studio II's digital 

Circuit design, and Walt Stobbe, who was responsible 

for the Studio Il's unique RF/power box. 

The Studio II's design was timed just right to take 

advantage of the newly released single chip version 
of the COSMAC, the 1802, further lowering the cost 

The technology, behind TOSHIBA VISICOM COM-100 
the cancelled Ц Ц-Соог — mReleasedin Japan, the Visicom includes 

RCA Studio lll was amore computer like look and detachable 
licensed CA tO — joysticks. It also uses a different cartridge format 
al FETS than the other clones around at the time, and as 

around the globe who =, ithasits own series of games. 
uilt their own versi 

of the console much like 
3D0 would be marketed 

almost two с 
Released in 1978 -1979, 
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of the console. Ultimately, RCA divided its product 

into three areas needed for any console of the 
time: the main unit, the switch box and the power 

supply. A problem with most of the Pong consoles 
at the time was that the controls were directly on 
the console or in the vicinity of it. This meant either 

sitting up close to the television or leave a trail of 
chords (for power and RF) from behind the system 
to wherever the players were sitting 

The team came up with a unique method for 
Cutting down on cables by having a single power/ 

RF cable go from the console to the switchbox 

connected behind the TV. The power supply is in 
turn plugged into the this RF switch box, and the 

entire system is turned on by sliding the TV output 

selector on the switchbox. The unique setup would 

also be leveraged about five years later for Atari's 5200 
system which also didn't find success. 

The Studio Il was designed with keypads for input, 
which were in turn developed specifically by RCA's 
Deptford mechanical engineering group and purposely 
arranged in a touch tone telephone format for 
familiarity. Why keypads? In keeping with the unique 

keyboard input of the FRED, and already created 

program base, the team needed to support both 
gameplay and numerical/character input. That planned 

usage is also why the Studio II was billed as the Home 

TV Programmer on its release. Rather than create a 
multitude of controls, RCA felt the built-in keypads 

would provide a quick plug and play setup, low cost, 

and stand up to the pressures of the high excitement 
gameplay situations we have come to experience. 

The FREDs display circuitry and DMA memory 

circuitry were productized as the RCA CDP-1861 

video display generator, a custom IC that provides the 
Studio II with a black and white 32 x 64 dot display 

matrix. And while the FRED used audio tape in its 
casette player for sounds, the Studio Il uses а 555 
timer-oscillator circuit for generating its ‘beep’ sounds 

(which can also be shut off on the unit). Finally, five 
built in games were added: Addition, Bowling, Doodle, 

Freeway, and Patterns. 
Completed by Fall 1976, the console went into 

manufacturing for a January 1977 limited release which 
was followed by a larger national release. With a list 
cost of $149.95 and cartridges at $14.95 each, it truly 

represented an affordable way for the consumer to 

enter into programmable consoles 

HANIMEX MPT-02 JEU TV 
в The French version of the console. The 
keypads are actually removable in this version 
of the system to allow easy holding in the 
hands. Hanimex also released several other 
programmable consoles in the MPT series. 

MUSTANG 9016 TELESPIEL 
COMPUTER 
W Released in Germany, this clone more directly 

resembles the Studio Il in terms of visuals. 



After a disappointing Christmas, 
RCA announced in the spring of 1978 

it was cancelling the Studio II 

CA was proud of its new console, 
trumpeting in late 1976 that the RCA 
Studio Il "should offer the consumer 
a clear advantage over the subtle 
variations on the “ball going back and 
forth' type of game that has been 

available for the past year or so." That wasn't exactly 

the case. You see, the problem was that it took so 
long for Joseph's technology to get to market that the 

console became sandwiched between the release of 

the two consoles that had essentially leapfrogged it in 
terms of technology: the Fairchild Channel F and the 

Atari Video Computer System. 

After a disappointing Christmas, RCA announced 
in the spring of 1978 that it was cancelling the RCA 
Studio II. Work had immediately started on a full color 

version called the RCA Studio III which also included 

Joseph's new Chip 8 programming language, but 

the RCA Studio II's cancellation also put an end to this. 
However, the technology was licensed for 

leas] = SHEEN 1200 
MICROPROCESSOR 
PROGRAMMABLE TV 
R Also for the Aüsiralian market, this clone is 
basically the same as the Mustang, 

SOUNDIC MPT-02 VICTORY 
1 Similar to the Hanimex model, the main 
difference is that it can use detachable joysticks 
similar to the type built into the Visicom. 

— 
“dio рр 

` 
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use in Europe, Australia and Japan. Joseph's dream of 
low cost, affordable computing still lived on in the 

1976 released COSMAC ELF, and 1977 released 

COSMAC VIP, and his work on FRED and its other 
variants would win several awards including the 
David Sarnoff Outstanding Achievement Award. 

Unfortunately, the RCA Studio Il would sadly reach 
no such heights. The unfortunate console drifted off 
into relative obscurity it became an interesting 
footnote in video game history. The RCA Studio Il 

was the only console of the period to start its life as 
a personal computer and then be scaled down to 
a console against the promise of upgrading to a full 

computer that the other late Seventies manufacturers 
were chasing at that point in time. 

CONIC M-1200 COLOUR 
W Produced for the European market by Conic, who released a series of pong consoles 
during the late 1970s. It again is derivative of the Mustang and Sheen versions. 
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MASCOT 
In the late Eighties and early Nineties, mascots were becoming rather 

important for videogame companies. Mario had established himself at Nintendo 
and Sonic emerged in 1991 for Sega. So when Titus wondered how best to sell the 
1991 game Lagaf Les Aventures de Moktar - Vol 1: La Zoubidato an international 

audience (We needed to find a global title for export’, says Eric Caen), it was suitably 
inspired. Vincent Lagaf was a popular French singer and comedian and La Zoubida was 
one of his songs. It would have been too obscure a reference to sell outside of France 
so Titus seized the opportunity to make some use of the fox which adorned its logo, 

swapping the original game's Arabian man, Moktar, with a new character called Titus. 
As a side-scrolling platformer, it was hard not to fall for the charms of Titus the Fox: To 

Marrakech And Back. There were loads of cute enemies from bald-headed thugs 
to monsters that at first glance appeared to be trash cans and the game posed 

a serious challenge. It also looked amazing on every machine thanks to the 
skills of Francis Fournier and Stephan Beaufils. But why did Titus have 

a fox as its logo? "The fox is an animal with a solid reputation to be 
clever and always get in” says Eric. 
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FROM THE ARCHIVES: TITUS SOFTWARE 

: a Titus Software proved to be 
a wily old fox as it emerged 
from France to become one 
of the world’s largest gaming 
companies. It shrugged off the 
critics, a up studios and 
left many others in its wake for 
20 years. David Crookes talks to 

co-founder Eric Caen 

SOFTWARE 
n 2006, the French ister Of Culture, Eric created t 
Renaud Donnedieu de Vabres, sought old, in ће ѕесо 

to raise videogaming to the level of high 

art. He awarded the Ordre des Arts et 
des Lettres to Frédérick “Alone in the 

Dark" Raynal, Michel "Beyond Good 

put him in 

of 
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The company also employed Alain Fernandes who 
had written a game called L'Ete Sera Chaud for the 
Oric-1. Alain had unsuccessfully touted it to developers. 
Loriciel, but it had brought him to the attention of Eric 

who, lived in the nearby commune of Montfermeil. 

The newly formed group created titles such as 
Apprends-Moi à écrire for the Exelvision, and Des 
Signes Dans l'Espace for both the MSX 1 and the 
Philips VG 5000. The games were published by other 
companies but later that year, the Caens decided to 

change direction. "We'd had a positive year with EH 

Services," says Eric. "But we wanted to work on our 

own games and Titus became our publishing brand." 

With EH Services developing games and Titus 

publishing them, the Caens had greater control 

over their output. But the early days of Titus was a 

particularly tough time for the developers. In order to 

get the company up and running, the Caens needed 

to quickly build a solid portfolio of games. "The 
ambition was to get a maximum number of games 

produced in a short space of time and the quality was 
not important," recalls Jean-Charles. "I was able to 
convert games within a single month of work, so | 

converted more than ten games for them." 

n order to maximise revenue, Titus also 
wanted its games released on as many 

different platforms as possible. The 

developers had to quickly learn the ins and 

outs of the various computers they were expected 
to work on, often having just a day or so to get their 
heads around the architecture before producing their 

own game-making tools and getting on with the task 
in hand. Alain would later claim to have programmed 

games for more than 20 computers during his five- 
year spell at Titus, and, although it helped the company 
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to early sales of some £66,000, the workload 
inevitably caused some strain on the staff. 

| remember working ten hours a day and six days 
a week for a pittance," says Jean-Charles. But their 

endeavours were working. Titles such as The One, 
Erebus, Magic, Balthazar and the dog life-management 
sim, Maddog, were developed by EH Services and 

published under the Titus banner. Titus would also raid 
the archives of companies — Classique Vol 1 carried 
clones of Space Invaders, Pac Man and Breakout. 

Titus' early games were coded on the Amstrad 

CPC first and ported later. "It was the most powerful 

machine at the time, and Titus had good CPC 

programmers," says Jean-Charles. It made sense 

because it helped the company to gain a strong 

foothold in the French market where the CPC was 
king. By September 1986, Amstrad France had 
sold more than 200,000 CPC 6128s, making it the 
country's top-selling computer and Titus’ coders 

understood it well. This led to some groundbreaking 
developments including the use of overscan screens 
within CPC games such as Knight Force that used 
every pixel of the monitor. 

To aid development, the company also created a 
processing emulator — а CPC without its 280 chip that 

had been opened up and linked to a Z80 emulator. 
Caen explained that this made it a more powerful 

and flexible machine and it also allowed the team to 

develop for any Z80-based computer whether it was 

made by Amstrad, Sinclair or Sega. 
At the same time, the company was 

working with one eye on the foreign markets. 
Since the beginning we wanted to be global 

and not French or European," says Eric. It 
began to look at ways to crack the US where 
the American manufacturer, Commodore, 

was performing exceptionally well. In 1987, 
Eric decided Titus’ next title would be a driving 

game and he got down to work. "Titus had one 



» {AMSTRAD СРС! 
Titus produced three 
Classiques volumes i 
1987, each of which drew 
inspiration from gammg s 
earher titles 

леа а а m m 
of the Classique games 
was a fairly decent - 
rendition of Space = n00000 

premises, and it 
began to hire more people including Јеап-М 
Masson, Philippe Pamart, Eric Zmiro, Vincent 
and Alain's brother, David Fernandez. At the same » [AMSTRAD CPC 
time, it set up Titus (UK) with assistance from the The games were not so 

much homages as direct British company, Entertainment International. It 
copies to a degree - as 
this Pac-Man clone Jbsequently rele: 

PARLORS есле 
AMSTRAD CPC] The 

graphics of this Breako shoot-'em-up Fire And Forget on the 

ed part fs ee as with Cra 
Classiques volume. 

And yet th xortant. Titan in 
1989 was a solid achievement on the 8-bits and Crazy 

‘ars II - complete with an overscan intro screen - sold 
42,000 units on the Amstrad CPC. Titus claimed that it 
was the biggest seller of all time for the format 

What's more, Titus' experience with 8-bit machines 

d it to enter the console market. The Blues 

of the first Amigas in France," says Jean-Charles. "So 

Сагу Cars was originaly writen on the Amiga “Since the beginning we wanted to be 
With Hervé as producer and Olivier Corviol working on the gephic, Ei de huge dip global and not French or European,” 

of inspiration from Sega's Out Run. He produced a SIC CAEN WANTED TITUS TO TAKE ON THE WORLD 
fast-paced game that was reasonably well-received by 
Amiga reviewers, "it is one of the first game of its kind price I'm not so sure.” The Commodore 64 fared Brothers was released for the NES in 1992, following 

on the Ami rote Vipul Kapadia in Commodore little better. "I remember finishing Crazy Cars on the debuts on the main home computers a year earlier. It 
User, “it will somehow keep you playing for hours Commodore 64 in about a month, id Jean-Charles. wasn't an easy transition — “the main difficulty we had 

— and it also sold incredibly welll. “ Crazy Cars on the The issue, he adds, is that Titus was с s moving from computers to consoles – the QA 
Amiga was our first hit,” says Eric. “It sold 250,000 only with ensuring the game was released in the process of Nintendo was a lot more severe than our 
units and it was ported to every other machine. United States. “We shot a video to show the own QA”, says Е but it was necessary. “ The Blues 

Yet the rush to release the subsequent conversions game and | wrote the code for the demo but the Brothers licence on the NES was a key event for us, 

to those machines backfired. Amstrad Action criticised deceleration was greater than the ас ration. Jus! followed by Prehistorik Man on the SNES." Titus ум 

the дат sound and it p out th as the it was hit by another growin growing 
corners would a t of nowhere", "as a and the speed went to zero. It meant the car found Ye sudden reliance on licences was 
budget game, this would be worthwhile, itself blocked in just before the finish line." And yet surprising. Hervé had gone on record to say that 
the reviewer concluded, he claims the company, showed a lack licences were good for profits. "Even without a dis 

But at full of concern about this. "That was in the box it will sell,” he said. But he also indicated 
the mentality at Titus – that it was “harder to do a program that comes from 

IN г | ̀HI у К NOW games had to come nowhere and harder to do the creative work," adding 
any state. but we prefer it that way." And yet rather than » 

мед classic arcac E Titus distribut 
game: d it inspired him to learn British companies includi 
6502 Assembler and A\ from th 

brother Hervé and made garr 
inded EH Services with E The company was loyal to the 

Loriciel, Infogrames and 

EB Eric went on to become inv 
more than 120 g; 
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concentrate purely on original 
games, The Blues Brothers was just 
one of many licenses bought by Titus 
as it sought to keep up with rivals such 
as Electronic Arts and Ocean Software. 
“We did a lot of licences,” says Eric, 

before listing "Xena, Hercules, Robocop, 
Superman, Kasparov, Quest For 

Camelot and Lotus." 

Unfortunately, too many of the 
licences bought by Titus had proven 

to be rather poor in execution. Critics 

were also finding the company to be slapdash and 
cynical since it would, at times, re-release games that 
were hated the first time around. One of the worst 
examples was in 1990 when it took the atrocity that 
was DickTracy, and, without taking advantage of 

the greater power and improved graphics capability 

of Amstrad's ill-fated GX4000, merely stuck it on 

cartridge and sold it as-was. In the face of that, 

The Blues Brothers was a ray of sunshine for Titus 
so bright that the sunglasses worn by the game's 

protagonists were entirely appropriate. 
Indeed, The Blues Brothers helped to rehabilitate the 

company to a small degree. An explorative platformer 

in which players controlled either Jake or Elwood (the 
eponymous Blues brothers), the game was very well 

received, with great visuals and a pounding soundtrack 
It helped to wash away the memories of the poor 

ports and stinkers that Titus had been dishing out to 
people. The likes of Knight Force and Wild Streets had 

become bywords for poor quality. 

Charles Goodwin 
The man behind Prehistorik 

and Titus The Fox worked 
on Fish Fillets for ALTAR 

Interactive in 2004. It is 

the last game listed for 
this programmer who, 
presumably, left the industry. 
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Indeed, in its review 
of The Blues Brothers, 
Amiga Power included 
a line that was more 
damning than praiseful 
“Don't let the Titus name 
put you off," it said. 
They've finally come 

good." Ironic, then, in 
the wake of The Blues 

Brothers, it was the 

unique games which 

subsequently stood out. And it is fair to say, in the early 
Nineties, Titus hit something of a stride. 

he company worked with external 

teams such as Cybele which produced 
Prehistorik for the Atari ST, taking 
the game and converting it for other 

platforms. It also spent money on a superb sequel, 

Prehistorik Il, for the Amstrad CPC and DOS in 1993, 
a game that was ported to the Game Boy and SNES 

as Prehistorik Man. Titus was employing some of 

Europe's best talent, among them Charles Goodwin, 

the 36-year-old programmer behind both Prehistorik 
and Titus The Fox, games that had outstanding 

graphics and played very well. " Titus The Fox was a 
great game," says Eric. 

By the mid-Nineties, it was building on previous 

franchises. It released Lamborghini American 

Challenge — or Crazy Cars III as it was originally 
intended, it published the platformer, Quik The 

Thunder Rabbit, which had been 

developed by Stywox. It also 
began to deliver a range 

of chess titles 

Jean-Charles 
Meyrignac 
Having left Titus in 1989 after 

two years and eight months, 
Jean-Charles worked for 

Ocean Software France for 

a year before taking on a 
roles at companies such as 
Cryo Interactive, Quantic Alain Fernandes 
Dream and Infogrames. 
He is now a development ind 

engineer for a French 
company which provides 
software to marketing and 
‘communication professionals. 

Olivier Corviole 
Although Olivier only briefly worked for Titus, his impact 

was keenly felt. He became an artistic director for a 

technology institute, the IUT de Montreuil 

Alain continues to work in the games 
y and he has enjoyed a 35-year 

career, working for Ubisoft, Loriciel 
Renders, Ocean, Mindscape and Otaboo. In 
2014, he worked on converting Titan for the 
Sony PS Vita, browsers, PCs and Mac. 

number of companies in France. He is now “professeur 
en licence communication’ at the University of Paris VIII's 



And as the years rolled by, Titus expanded faster 
than it had ever done before. It already had a US-arm 

called Titus Software Corporation in California but the 

industry was changing and Titus had to continuing 
adapting. “It was hard to move from 20 to 3D," 

Eric says. And so in 1996, in order to give itself a 

better chance of success and raise money for further 
growth, Titus floated on the French stock market 
as Titus Games plc, moving to Le Nouveau Marche 
Stock exchange a year later. It then began to look for 
potential acquisitions. "It was hard to find talent," Eric 

concedes. "It was faster to buy companies." 

By 1997 it had sales of more than £14.5 million 
but its gaming output was mixed. While Automobili 
Lamborghini was a fine racing game for the Nintendo 

64 (and sold in an improved form in Japan as Super 
Speed Race 64), Incantation had been a poorly 
received late-SNES platform game, and Quest For 
Camelot bombed on the Game Boy Color. The N64 

version was scrapped. 

But in 1998, Titus snapped up Digital Integration, a 

London-based studio which made flight sims for the 

PC and this allowed Titus Games to grow strong in 

the PC marketplace. It also bought BlueSky Software 

which gave Titus a firmer foothold in the attractive 
PlayStation market. “After our IPO in 1996, we 
raised money and with that cash we bought many 

competitors. That was almost the only way for us 
to grow rapidly,” says Eric. 

“That was the 
mentality at Titus — 
games had to come 
out in any state” 
JEAN-CHARLES MEYRIGNAC ON THE POOR 

STATE OF SOME GAMES 

he expansion should have meant Titus 

was stronger. Digital Integration's Top 

Gun: Combat Zones in 2001 was one of 
Eric's favourites, and Titus was offering 

a mix of licenses and unique games during the frantic 

late-Nineties, from Virtual Chess on the Nintendo 64 in 

1997 to Superman on the Game Boy. Titus snapped 

up Smart Dog and Virgin Interactive too, renaming the 

latter Avalon Interactive in 2003. 
But the quality was dipping as Titus headed 

back to its early reputation-denting days. 

This was never more starkly seen than with 
Superman on the N64. Based on Superman. 

The Animated Series it was released in an 

astonishingly bad state. Superman N64 is 

known to be not as great it could have been," 

Says Eric, with stark understatement. "You 
can never be satisfied with every game 

when you are developing so fast." Titus was 

having a torrid time: Blues Brothers 2000 
attempted to roll back to the good days but it 

achieved a Metacritic rating of 32 out of 100. 

Then, in 2001, Titus bought a majority 
stake in Interplay which had been struggling 

FROM THE ARCHIVES: TITUS SOFTWARE 

THE DNA OF TITUS 
SOFTWARE 

Gallic flair? Diverse development — Recognisable logo Arrogance? 
Titus entered the market Titus seemed to excel when Thename Titus does not A sheer number of games 

later than firms in America it developed platform games immediately conjure up combined with the attraction. 

a vision of a fox but these 

animals are certainly a cuter 

and Britain (most of France's 

industry started between. 
1985 and 1987) so it could 

see gaming's potential 
Creativeness arguably took 
more of a backseat as a result 

but itis impossible to pin the 
company down to a genre 

of licenses, ensured Titus grew 
veryrich. In 2000 when it was 
riding high, it was expecting 
500% growth, It allowed it to 

swallow up other companies 
but dd it become too arrogant? 

or two. It produced puzzle 
games, driving games, FPSes 
and chess games. fit could 
potentially sell, t made it 

option for a logo than а Roman 
Emperor. The fox logo was 
used very early on, appearing 
on Titus games around 1987. 

Global outlook Familiar games Licenses galore Terrible titles 
Today, France is the Ifa game was proving popular, Titus bought lots of licences Titus’ reputation - except for a 

second largest producer of Titus we inon the action. (even going as far as signing good spell in the early Nineties 
videogames in the world after 
the United States and 80 per 

cent of its games are exported 

Crazy Cars was inspired by Out 
Run; Incantation on the SNES 
was like Mega Man, Off Shore 
Warriors was Crazy Cars 
on water. Eric Caen said the 
company became influenced 
by Mario and Zelda. 

Gary Kasparov for its chess - typically took a battering. The 
game) and, as with all company would rush some 
publishers which did this, saw 
itas a way to guarantee a hit. 
The Blues Brothers worked 
well; Superman, Dick Tracy. 
and Robocopless so. 

games and the results were. 
Titus was an early pioneer. 
It had offices in Paris, Los 
Angeles, San Diego, London, 
Leamington Spa and Toyko. 

ами. Knightforce on the 
Amiga was unplayable. Tiny 
Skweekson the SNES was 
just frustrating, 

America 
he Super Sc since 1998. “Our group 

became the 12th largest in the 

world,” says Eric proudly. Hervé 
became Interplay's CEO and 

the firm started to make some 

major decisions. Interplay's 
Shiny Entertainment was sold 

and BlueSky Software was 
eventually axed. 

As more and more of 
Titus' attention was paid to 
shore up Interplay in the hope 
of bolstering both firms, a 

humongous collapse ensued. Lawyers swooped 
and Titus was forced to go into liquidation. It filed 

for bankruptcy on 9 January 2005 with around 
£25 million of debt. Interplay continued with 

Hervé at the helm. “Multiple factors were to 
blame [for the collapse,” says Eric. “But mainly 
the cash crunch on the financial market prevented 

us to roll the debt raised in 2000 to buy Interplay." 

In the end, "we were young and 
inexperienced", concludes Eric. "but after all it was 

an amazing ride, don't you think? “Looking at their 
story, it is difficult to disagree. Ж 

е Light 
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I'm not sure that it's entirely 
natural for me to have 
developed a fondness for 

winter sports - | come from a town where 
the dry ski slope was demolished, and 
haven't actually seen any snow years. 
The closest | have ever me to actually ski 

jumping was falling c a patch 
hile mildly inebriated. But | do love 

snowboarding from a spectator's perspective, 
and quite a few of my favourite ga e 
winter sports games like SSX Tricky, Winter 

t and Epyx's excellent Winter Garr 

Vhat hooked me on Winter Games as a 
as the variety of the game. Each of the 

distinct and Epyx clearly didn't 
them - they all look very nice 

and have well-developed play mechanics. Over 
the long term, my favourite event has become 
the biathlon, as it conveys the length of the 

real event and really rewards you for building 
up a good rhythm over the course of your run 
Managing your heart rate for steady shots is 
a rather cool mechanic too, and predat 
diazepam-aided snipi etal Gear Solid. 

But my favourite 
always the Hot Dog, and it's still the event 
that brings the biggest nostalgia rush. Besides 

to do backflips 
and the crash animations are amusing. In fact 
the ridiculous name, you 9 

I'll occasionally land my jumper on his head 
deliberately, purely to please the childish part of 
me that still gets a kick out of them... Ж 
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» Kats Sato has worked on 
‘a number of games at Sega, 

including being dir 
of product development on 

Headhunter and Shinobi 

> Jon Burton, the co-founder of 
Traveller's Tales has received three 
Baftas and stil makes games there. i. 
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E wi. 8 

arly 1997 saw a contrast 

between Sega Of America 

and Sega Of Europe's 

contributions to the Sonic 
The Hedgehog franchise. 

Sonic X-Treme - a long-running and 
troubled project of Sega's US 

division - had collapsed leaving the 

Saturn without a polygon-powered 

Sonic title. By comparison, Sega Of 

Europe had recently helped deliver the 

platformer, Sonic 3D, for the Mega 
Drive and Saturn in partnership with UK 

developer, Traveller's Tales, and Sega of 

Japan's Sonic Team. 

Soon after Sonic X-Treme's 
cancellation, Sonic 3D's success 
ensured a second collaboration, as 

former SOE Senior Producer Kats Sato 
recalls,"Sega Of America planned to 

internally develop Sonic X-Treme on 
Genesis [but] the target platform was 

soon changed, and finally this project 

failed. After the success of Sonic 3D, it 

was very natural that Sega Of Europe 

continued working with Traveller's Tales 

on another Sonic project." 

Traveller's Tales founder, Jon Burton, 

cites serendipity and familiarity with 

tight deadlines as reasons for Kats 
inviting him to work on Sonic's first 

polygonal title but doesn't remember 

the responsibility causing concern. "I 
think it was a matter of timing. The 
Sonic X-Treme team had obviously run 
into trouble, and Sega were looking for 
an alternative they could quickly bring to 

market. We'd completed a successful 

Sonic game on time and on budget for 

them, so | guess they were reasonably 
happy working with us again. We had 

always been able to develop games in 
timescales that would normally send 
other developers running, so for us the 
timelines involved weren't impossible. 
I'm not sure we felt extra pressure as 
such. | just thought it would be cool to 
make the first 3D Sonic game." 

As Kats explains, the initial ideas for 
this new project would come out of 

discussions between Jon and himself, 

with Sonic Team's involvement coming 

at a later stage. "Jon Burton and | had 
a unique race game idea using Sonic 
characters. This was the start of the 
project, and | am not conscious of 
working with Sonic Team at that time. 
Jon and | were calling the game 'Sonic 

TT at the beginning. | was meaning 
Tourist Trophy, but Jon was thinking 
it fitted his company name. | don't 

remember why we started to call it Fi, 

but | think it was a decision made by 
Sega Of Europe marketing,” 

The uniqueness of the pair's 
racer was laid down in these early 
discussions and hinged on their decision 
to include explorable off-course areas. 

"The Sonic games are known for having 
many different routes through a level," 

Jon points out, "so it was natural that 
our game should provide the same. This 
would also help the title stand out as 
not just being a standard racing game; it 
would have the Sonic distinctiveness. 

On Sonic Team's induction into 
the Sonic R project, Kats details the 

complicated division of duties that L 

IN THE 
HNOUJ 
» PUBLISHER: SEGA 
» DEVELOPER: 
TRAVELLER'S TALES / SEGA OF 
EUROPE /SONICTEAM 

» RELEASED: 1997 





p. was arranged. "After getting the 

project green-lit, my main counterpart 
lat Sonic Team] was Takashi lizuka, 

and he provided me [with] design 
documents, which included maps of 
сисийз with hidden areas. Hirokazu 

Yasuhara designed some of the maps, 
but not all of them. The project was 

managed by me in England, but [the] 
official producer was Mr. Yuji Naka 

[who] was overseeing the project and 

gave some opinions to us from Japan." 
In order to get a running start on 

Sonic R, Jon remembers reworking 
the beginnings of an F1 Saturn game 

"We'd got basic Al working and had 
the basics of a render engine that could 
draw the track and cars, but we hadn't 

built many assets beyond a McLaren 

and a test track. The factors that led to 

repurposing the title were the timelines. 
Sega felt the best chance of getting a 

Sonic game to market quickly was for 

us to re-task our F1 project." 

While the results of Jon's coding 

and Sonic Team's beautiful hand-drawn 

course designs spoke for themselves, 

Sonic R's evolving gameplay required 
the skills of the project's only Japanese 

and English speaking member. "Kats 
was the conduit for most of the 
communication as he was around in 

person most of the time," Jon notes, 

“He'd then communicate with Japan 

SEGA RALLY 1995 
в While retaining conventi 
various racers that came before it, 

Sega Rallysomehow also manages 
to feel completely different from 
any of its predec 

ic delivers rally car r 
ing road handling 

road surfaces against the clock 
where the slight 

ег distinct 

your way into first position 
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frame-rate, drift s 
analogu 
and remixed soundtrar 
demands relentless тоте 

separately.” Kats expands 

on this aspect of the game's 
development, "Takashi lizuka sent very 

layouts, but the game 
design and flow documents were 
not so detailed, [instead] we always 
discussed the game design by chatting 
with Japan. None of the staff at Sonic 

Team could speak English fluently at 
that time [so they couldn't] provide 

detailed game design to Jon.” 

led cour di 

hen asked about the 
aesthetics of Sonic 
R's courses, Jon 
highlights references 

to Sonic 3D as well as earlier Sonic 
games. "Certainly the look and feel of 
the circuits were inspired by other Sonic 
titles. Probably most strongly from Sonic 

3D - but most of [its] zones were based 

on the original Sonic games. | know 
we had buildings on the first track that 
would have come from Sonic 3D." 

Clever reward mechanics soon 

emerged from the ongoing gameplay 
discussions where unlockable content 
was tied to winning races and collecting 
coins and Chaos Emeralds, which 

Kats reasons broadened Sonic R 

without overtaxing the Saturn. "Sonic 

Team - lizuka mainly — asked for 
additional features all the time. Jon and | 

examined those opinions together with 
our ideas. Honestly speaking, we were 

always facing technical problems. The 
Saturn wasn't so powerful a console, 

so we tried to make the gameplay fun 
within its limitations." 

DAYTONA USA: 
CIRCUIT EDITION 1997 

failings of each pr 
Daytona ort - it has a high 

tings for 
introls and b 

The title 
mand 

unrealistic aspec 
al along the dual 

reactions in order е - like buses dri 
addt 

Other aspects of Sonic R were also 
taking shape, such as the character 
models for the game's colourful line-up 
of racers. "All the 3D models were 
created by Traveller's Tales based on 
[Sonic Team's] 2D sketches of the 
characters," Kats reveals, "lizuka gave 
comments on not only the 3D models, 

but also the characters' animation. | 

think we did not change the character 

line-up, but we probably added the 
hidden characters like Metal Knuckles 

and Tales Doll later on." Jon's memories 
of Sonic R's characters are of coding 

TOUGE KING THE 
SPIRITS 2 1997 
mThe 
to steep Japanese mountain passes 

bends for the built with multiple 'S 
of heavy vehicles. Graphic 

eequel improves drama 
on earlier instalment: 

iagewaysof the 
ving at 90 — just 

Г not to mi 

Touge' in Touge King refers 

while keeping 
5 on high-speed touge racing 

where drifting around bends is critical 
vival. бм 

14900000 
tools that dovetailed with modelling 
software. “We developed all our tools 
to work directly with Softimage. We did 

all our modelling and animation — as well 
as our ring placement and power-up 

placement — with Softimage and then 
converted that data to the Satur.” 

Additional coding considerations 
included accommodating Sonic R's 

off-course areas within Jon's 
repurposed F1 3D engine and perfecting 
the game's 3D camera, the latter of 
which Jon acknowledges took some 
work. “We have always created our 

MANX TT SUPER BIKE 
1997 

B Matching Sega Rallys twisting 

ourses and Daytona USA's pace, 
x TT a control method unique to 

ling allowing you to manage 
ly rd you lean into corners. 

vhile trying to 
maintain a perfect racing line. In 
terms of visual detail, TTbetters the 

ementioned Saturn rac 



Е MAHING OF: SONIC R 

BRILLIANT 
BURTON 
Hoe ice picks fi from Jon 

rton's back-catalogue 

LEANDER 
в SYSTEM: Amiga, Mega Drive 
m YEAR: 1991 
А Nineties Psygnosis release that 
looks the part - its visuals scream 
Roger Dean - but unlike Shadow 
Of The Beast, Jon's hack-and-slash 
platformer has as much substance 
as style. Influenced by titles of 

own 3D engines and have designed 
them to be flexible. [So we could) 

easily flip from racing to 
platforming. 3D cameras 

are very difficult to get 
right and it was a definite 
challenge so early in the 

lifecycle of 3D games.” 

Jon also pushed the 

Saturn in order to produce 

stunning visual effects, 
which is something he 

fondly remembers doing 
"| loved programming 
the Saturn, | was pushing 

DEVELOPER 
HIGHLIGHTS 
MICKEY MANIA 
SYSTEM: MEGA DRIVE, 

MEGA СО, SNES 

split-screen option also proved 
challenging. "It was difficult to make 

Sure you couldn't cheat too 

easily and cut huge corners 
off of the course, making 

it too easy to win,” Jon 

admits. “So each short cut 
needed a penalty # you 
got it wrong and required 
real skill to use. Getting 
split-screen to work took 
a lot of time. | needed to 
recode the effects that we 
had working." 

everyday to get the most YEAR: 1994 ith Sonic 

out of the hardware. | just TOY STORY нстияво) R's соге 
spent lots of time trying SYSTEM: MEGA DRIVE, gameplay 
different things; really doing SNES, PC in place, 

things the hardware wasn't YEAR: 1995 the task of fine-tuning 
designed for to see what SONIC 3D the game's courses and 
effect it would create. | 
was really pleased when 
we got transparencies 

and fading working, and | 
loved the water effect, but it was the 

reflective surfaces that | was most 
pleased with. The Saturn wouldn't 

support reflective surfaces - full stop. 
So we wrote a reflective renderer in 

software and l ran it on the slave CPU." 
Naturally, Sonic Team were keen to 

see Jon's progress as well as receiving 

reports from Kats who reflects on the 
difficulties of sharing game builds in 

the Nineties. "It was 1997 when the 

SATURN, PC 

YEAR: 1996 

Internet [had] not spread, so we could 

not share the data easily. | think we sent 

CDs on each milestone stage." 
Gauging Sonic R's difficulty and 

implementing the game's two-player 

SYSTEM: MEGA DRIVE, other aspects of the 
title remained, which 
fell to Sega Of Europe 
and visiting Sonic Team 

member Hirokazu Yasuhara. "We did 

not have time to get opinions from 
Japan for the final tuning of the game," 

Kats concedes, "so we asked Hirokazu 

Yasuhara to come over to England. The 
days Yasuhara-san stayed were only a 
part of the whole development period 
of the project. Yasuhara-san fine-tuned 
the game, and we did respect his work, 
but he wasn't the only person to [do 

so]. We also allocated testers [from] the 

Sega Of Europe offices for checking the 

quality including the gameplay balance." 
Sadly, despite Kats’ vital roles of 

breaking down language barriers to 

allow Sonic R to be co-developed and 

managing the project from England, the 

producer's hard work would ultimately 

the day, Leanderboasts refined 
gameplay and smooth animation. 

go uncredited. “I had to change some 
of the game design due to technical PUGGSY 
problems and schedule matters,” m SYSTEM: Amiga, Mega Drive, Mega CD 
explains Kats. “lizuka, my main m YEAR: 1993 
counterpart agreed [with] my opinions, 

but Mr. Yuji Naka didn't. | had a quarrel 

with Naka-san, and | decided to remove 

my name from the credits. But | had 

many conversations with Naka-san 
after | left Sega, and Naka-san, lizuka, 

Yasuhara-san and even Oshima-san are 

still Facebook friends." 
A late decision of Yuj Naka's was 

that the tunes on Sonic R's soundtrack 

Another scrolling platformer 
published by Psygnosis, although 
Puggsytoregoes Leander's 
slice-and-dice adventuring in favour 
of head-scratching puzzles and 
tests of dexterity. Jon's colourful 

thematically or visually 

MICKEY MANIA 

platformer couldn't be more different — | 

should all feature singing, which Jon 

appreciates now despite considering it 

mad at the time. “l didn't know it was 

[Yuji Naka's] decision actually, and | 

thought they were crazy when it was 
suggested, but Richard Jacques did a 

great job and | always play it with the 
Singing on now." 

Although completed on deadline, 

Sonic R still had to be manufactured and 

delivered to shops in time for Christmas 

Developing the cute-but-tough 
Puggsyno doubt proved useful 
to Jon when it came to producing 
Traveller's Tales first game for 
Disney. Mickey Mania's whimsical 
playing environment revolves 
around a well thought out 
time-travel mechanic. 

m SYSTEM: Mega Drive, Mega CD 
YEAR 1994 — — 

а 
— and in the case of the US, in time for Щ TOY STORY 
their slightly earlier holiday season. "For @ а SYSTEM: Mega Drive, SNES, PC 
the final submissions, | delivered the m YEAR: 1995 
build CD to America for manufacturing. 

We [paid] for an air-ticket [just to get] 
the [build] data there," Kats discloses. “I | 
think we released the US version first, 

and it was a tight schedule for delivering | 
the product to the warehouse for the 
holiday season. If my memory is right, 
we had different manufacturers for each 

territory. We sent the data by a normal 
courier service to Japan afterwards." 

Jon's memories of Sonic R are of the 

pleasure he still gets from playing the 

Saturn racer he co-created. "Given the 
time we had, and considering we had 
to learn a completely new hardware 

system and push it to the maximum, 
I'm really pleased with the result, and 

yes, | still play it from time to time! 

1 

This adaptation is best 
remembered for its impressive 
pre-rendered sprites, Jon's 
adaptation of the Pixar classic 
faithfully follows the film's plot via a 
series of mainly platformer-based 
minigames supplemented by others 
representing almost every popular 
Nineties arcade sub-genre. 

SONIC 3D 
m SYSTEM: Mega Drive, Satum, PC 
m YEAR: 1996 
Conceived as a goodbye for Sonic 
on the Mega Drive, Sonic 3D was 
also co-opted as a last-minute 
Substitute for the troubled Saturn 

title Sonic X-Treme. On both 
formats, Jon's take on the spiky 
blue mascot adds exploration to 

Sonic's mad-dash formula. 
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Terranigma 

ENIX QUINTET 1992 

Seen as the first part of an unofficial trilogy that features both //иѕіоп of Time and 

r is an action RPG based around the theme of resurrection. 

ngeon-crawler, the player is tasked with freeing the souls of lost 
ns which, once released, rebuild the towns around them on your way to 

g The game tells a simple but poignant story that certainly 
power to draw the player in. Combat is also rather simple but somehow it 

Тепапота, Soui 

Essentially a di 
ae 
defeat e evil 
has th 
all works like a dream because it's fast-paced, with plenty of enemies and some 
excellent boss battles. A forgotten gem you need to experience. 

y thanks tc 
random ba 
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IN-HOUSE 1994 

PUBLISHER: SQUARE DEVELOPER: G-CRAFT YEAR: 1995 

Released only in Japan in 1995, Front Mission still managed to gain a cult following 

in the West and was finally released in an officially translated form in North America 

during 2007 on Nintendo's DS. The game is an RPG of a tactical nature with linear 

game progression and a deep, entertaining plot. Set in 2090 and revolving around 
the colonisation of a fictitious island in the Pacific Ocean, Front Mission tells a tale 
that's as intriguing as it is fresh. The battle system is mostly in the usual tactical 

mould, however when attacks are performed, the game cuts to a close-up of 

the target in question for some spectacular visual effects. Depth comes from the 

customisation on offer. The majority of units are Wanzers, giant walking tanks that 
have four unique health bars: one each for the legs, left arm, right arm and body. 
Each is upgradable as the game progresses. It's different, but highly recommended. 

ENIX (JP) NINTENDO (WORLD) QUINTET 1993 
RPC 
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ЕМХ QUEST 1995 

One of the most important things about Ogre Battle is that it launched one of the 

most successful careers in Japan, namely Yasumi Matsuno, who went on to create 

several mega hits, two of which scored 40/40 in Famitsu. The other most important 

thing is that it's also an excellent strategy RPG, although it plays out more like an 

RTS title, such as Command & Conquer, upon entering battle. Ogre Battle has plenty 

of depth when preparing for combat. It features a tarot card system that can be 
used to add certain effects at certain times. There's an alignment system that's a 

play on the good/evil theme, a day/night cycle that affects how certain cl or 
cards react in fights and more than 70 different classes of units to control. Set to 
a gripping, politically motivated plot and boasting some lovely visuals, Ogre Battle 

comes highly recommended to those that like a good challenge. 

PUBLISHER: SQUARE DEVELOPER IN-HOUSE Yr AR 1995 

In 1995, Super Nintendo f. iere є 
Instead 

SQUARESOFT 

This epic RPG was developed by 

Squaresoft and featured a creative team 
that had fans of the genre salivating. 
Hironobu Sakaguchi, the creator of Final 
Fantasy, Yuji Horii, creator of long-term 
rival Enix's Dragon Quest, and Akira 
Toriyama, artist of Dragon Ball Z and 

Dragon Quest, were all lead designers 
on the project. This led to Chrono 

Trigger being massively anticipated by 
Japanese and Western RPG fans alike. 
Мете pleased to say this masterpiece 
delivered on all counts. 

The first thing you notice about the 
game is the very Dragon Ball Zstyle art 
It's striking compared to the sombre 
styling of Final Fantasy VI. Characters 
have wild spiky hair, colours are vivid 
but retain a realistic style that sits 
somewhere between other popular 
Squaresoft games. 

On the surface, Chrono Trigger seems 
like any other Japanese RPG, however 
it contains several important innovations 
that set it apart from them. The first 
of these is the complete elimination of 
random battles and the separate battle 
plain. Enemies are visible at all times, so 
once you come into contact with one 
the battle begins and plays out on the 

same screen, rather than cutting to a 

IN-HOUSE 1995 

battle map. This helps to not only avoid 
the frustration of random encounters, 
but also allows the level of immersion 

into the world to remain high without the 
jarring change of scenery. 

The next major innovation is its many 

multiple endings. Chrono Trigger features 

no fewer than 14 different endings 
to discover, many of them accessible 
through the excellent new Game Plus 

feature that's now standard on many of 
today's games. 

Throughout the game, lead character 
Crono travels across various time zones 

ranging from 65000000BC to 2300AD. 
This gave the developers a real freedom 
o create very diverse and interesting 
locations, ranging from the dinosaur- 
infested forests of the past to the 

malfunctioning domes of the future. 

The story itself is excellent with 

intriguing enemies, genuine heart-felt 
moments and a great translation that still 
stands up today. 

Chrono Trigger is a masterpiece of 
game design and it hasn't aged at all 
since it was first released in 1995. 

Anyone with even a passing interest 
in the genre should check it out 
immediately. Just be aware that it's a 
little on the pricey side now. 
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PUBLISHER: NINTENDO DEVELOPER: SQUARESOFT YEAR: 1996 (NTSC) 

Super Mano RPG is a landmark title in many different ways. On the one hand it was 

a stunning collaboration between Nintendo and Square, but on the other it was one 

of the last Square-developed titles on a Nintendo platform for some time. 
The first thing new players should do when starting the game is to watch the 

brilliant Attract mode. This gives players a great idea of the sheer amount of superb 

ideas that have been crammed into it. Featuring a mix of action platforming and 
turn-based combat, Super Mario RPG is a fast-paced, absorbing adventure, which is 
incredibly accessible to even the most novice of RPG fans. Visually the game looks 

32-bit, as it features similar rendering techniques to Donkey Kong Country and a 

distinctive 3D isometric viewpoint. The music is suitably twee but never annoying as 

expected from now industry legend, Yoko Shimomura. 

И there is one thing that Super Mario RPG does so well, it's that it highlights 

Squaresoft in its prime and how big a deal it was when Nintendo finally lost the 
talented developer to Sony. 

DATA EAST/LASER BEAM BEAM SOFTWARE 

One of the mo: 
RPG-style gar H sofi 
popular on с s at the time. Set in the r 
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Mana is a hugely popular 
and for good reason 

Squaresoft's game features sumptuous 
incredible music and a 

ing three-player mode that 
instantly made it stand apart from other 
RPGs of the time 

First released in 1993 and a follow up 

to the Game Boy classic Mystic Quest, 

t Of Mana captivated audiences 
1 the get go. It tells a simple 
y of a young boy who discovers a 

mysterious sword that he pulls, Arthur- 

from solid stone. It turns out that 

na, the lifeblood of the land, is being 
by the enemy in order to control 

e world; leaving the hero to energise 
the failing Mana Sword and hopefully 
restore balance to the land 

о 

Visually, Secret of Мапа is stunning. 
with some of the best visuals to be 

seen on a 16-bit system at the time. 
Locations are diverse, ranging from 
desert plateaus, bustling villages and 
evergreen forests, with Upperland 

being a standout location, as you literally 
walk through the forest as the seasons 
change from one to the next. Sonically 

PUBLISHER: SQUARESOFT DEVELOPER: IN-HOUSE YEAR: 1993 

the game doesn't disappoint either. The 
music in the opening sequence is still 
one of the most stunning in gaming, 

even today. Using sampled pipes, bass 
and various synthesised sounds among 

others, Secret of Mana's soundtrack is 
diverse, often beautiful, yet dark and 

dramatic when it needs to be. 
At its core, it's an action RPG 

featuring character levels, weapon levels 
and magic levels. Eight weapons are 

available to the player, which can be 
upgraded throughout the adventure. 
Magic too comes in eight forms and 
covers a variety of traditional elements. 
The biggest aspect of the game, 

however, is that it can be played by 
up to three players using a multi-tap. 
This is something that has rarely been 
done since, which is disappointing, as 
it completely takes a usually solitary 
experience and livens it up immensely. 

On the downside, when in single player 

the Al can cause a few minor issues, 
although its behaviour can be adjusted 
Ultimately though, Secret of Mana is 
another classic RPG for Nintendo's 

16-bit console. 



Earthbound 

° longe 

SQUARESOFT IN-HOUSE 1995 

SQUARESOFT IN-HOUSE 

Leading up to the release of Final 
Fantasy VI, Squaresoft was building a 

massive reputation in the RPG scene. 
Enix, developer of Dragon Quest, 
was the most popular in Japan at the 
time, but Final Fantasy VI certainly 
marked a shift in Square's favour. It 

was simply an astonishing package, 

which was wonderfully ambitious 
with its storytelling and dark themes. 

Couple this with glorious visuals and 
a critically acclaimed soundtrack and 
it's no wonder Final Fantasy VI is often 

heralded as the best game in the series 

by American and Japanese audiences. 
The plot is quite dark and at times 

even depressing, as you work your 
way through the many areas of the 
game, meeting hundreds of interesting 

characters along the way. The central 

character of the story is a young girl 
called Terra. When you first meet her 
she has been brainwashed by the 
evil empire and is being controlled in 
order to attack Espers (magical beings) 

and wipe them out. Once free of the 

empire, Terra goes on a journey of 
discovery to find out where she is from 

and rediscover her forgotten memories. 

Along the way some absolutely 
magnificent characters are met: Shadow 
the ninja with his trusty canine sidekick 

Interceptor; Edgar, the King Of Figaro, 

who has an eye for the ladies; Ultros 

who is apparently octopus royalty; and 

Kefka, the antagonist of the game and 

none other than a court jester! Kefka 

aims to defeat the Espers to take control 

of the magic and indeed the world. 

It's the duty of the player to stop him. 

Along the way, themes of love, regret, 
isolation, desperation and many others 

are carefully explored. Squaresoft did an 
excellent job with such a deep plot and 

it still impresses today. 

Plot aside, Final Fantasy VI plays 

out much like traditional Japanese 
RPG with active turn-based combat 
and plenty of random battles. With 

14 playable characters and masses of 
customisation, it's an all-time classic that 
is climbing in price and desirability. 

аһ: || [Enan 
LOCKE 

magic TERRA 
Item 

Despite never being released outside of Japan, Seiken Den: Зпаз built up 
a huge following over the years, with many fans that are still desperate for an 

official translation, There are many reasons for this, but the most 
obvious are its graphics, which are achingly beautiful and easily sit 

alongside some of the best 32-bit 2D RPGs. 

Like its predecessor, Secret of Mana, Seiken Densetsu 3 is 

an action RPG with deep combat and a multiplayer option, 

although it only supports two players. It's packed with many 
unique features, however, including a branching story М, 
arc, absolutely huge bosses and a day-and-night cycle 
with each day based on an element that affects magic 
as a result. Seiken Densetsu 3 never made it to the 

West because of a few technical problems in the 
game's code, but it has been translated by fans and is 
fully playable in English, although sourcing a Japanese 
copy is still worth doing. 
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ROGUE'S GALLERY 
Meet the various rivals looking 

to put you on the ground 

competitors you would need 

to navigate the various bends and 
trials of the US highways. As with 

Super Hang-On the trick was in 

the careful manipulations as you 
turned, ensuring each corner was #% 

taken at the perfect combination of 

speed and correct angle. Road Rast 

mimicked that sensation elegantly, ` 
but the thing that made itfeelso `` 
different wasn't nearly as graceful. 
Among thé various challenges you'd 
encounter — such as the oncoming the rough terat and (ao likely) 
traffic and the corners - the addition into á passing tree or road sign: 
of vehicular combat added a whole `: brought a whole | new. level'to the 
new dimension. Riders could kick * racing genre, ahd helped-solidify the” Po 
and punch each other, lowering , game's status asa musti have. 
their stamina and their ability to c A AQ 
stay atop their bikes, openinga > ut there was: Бе toit ma 

whole new element to the racing = that. Where other ‘raversiof - Ы 
genre. Rather than most combat А the time had.implëmented 
games where the environment was hills and, uñdulations in A, 
stationary, here, with Road Rash, it their tracks, попе Matched!” 
was ever changing, and how you Road Rash's physics, system. 
could react to your opponents + * Anincline would slow the bike .... |, 
was affected completely by your allowing for a very realistic féel to 
situation. Notice an oncoming car? the bikes themselves. И allowed, `` 

Well that's the perfect opportunity for truly exciting races as youi + 2 

to launch a rival into its path, timing 4; barrelled down a hillside and sped -+ 
your shunt just right to put them around a bend, arid the physies 

out of the race. Not permanently, „ even enabled you to hop over the. 

of course, but it was an advantage peaks of certain hills and launch 
all the same. Or how about slightly yourself high into the air. The added . 

nudging them closer to the edge of challenge of having to adapt your 
a particularly sharp corner, causing turning while doing so on an incline 

them to careen off the track onto was something of a revelation at 
the time. This was Road Rash's 
advantage: while Super Hang-On's 

AACE-HESULFTS sense of speed was a thrill, it was 

= artificial. Even Chase HQ's use of 
bumps had little impact on your 

actual speed, which made Road 

Rash feel all the more compelling. 
But where Chase HQ had you 

playing as the good guys - the right 

side of the law – Road Rash stayed 
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rin keeping with its renegade street 
+ гасегарреа!. Here, the police were 

pi ç ў r, a threat, а means.of weeding out 

. Thef г, the weaker players not able to keep 

E up, or punishing the lax racers 
f, * * m unable to ride'safdly. If wasn't 

«common to be arrested early.on. ` 

án the game, but as the difficulty 
in stages ramped up, it became 

ВР s Нага to.stay-on the track - and,» 
те Y s therefore; your bike ~ as it was 

` ` toshake the inergasingly tougher 
>” rivals and police force. Ву the end, 

} © having not seen the failure screen 

„Узотейтд of á feat. ( 
"Нова Rash.being relaased оп 

v. “tha Mega Drive was something 
of a necessity; then. The console 

аз capable of tffe, higher speed 
'talculations that were really _ 
heeded to match the arcade feel’ 

a 

m. Prompt ‘Busted!!!’ would have been + 

that EA had so clearly wanted to 

recreate, and that sense of speed 
couldn't have happened elsewhere. 

Electronic Arts was emboldened 

by its successes on the Mega 

Drive, yet it was Road Rash that 

advertised what was capable on the 

machine. While Sega would focus 
on its own Super Hang-On - and 
the title's arcade heritage meant 

that was a safe bet for the console 
manufacturer - gamers in the know 
would flock to EA's motorbike 
racing game. The popularity imbued 

further success for the thriving 

developer and publisher, but it also 

lead to expansion for the franchise. 
Sequels were expected, but the 
original itself saw it ported to a 
heap of different platforms from 

the technically comparable but 
much slower Amiga version or 
‘the considerably weaker portable 
versions on Game Gear and Game 
Boy. The 1994 3DO version was 

, the real treat, however, featuring 

a truly 3D rendering system that - 
pre-PlayStation.- was something of 

vw technical achievement. Its cheesy 

live action video opening - even 

ULTIMATE GUIDE: ROAD RASH 

ROAD-RASSIF 
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ROAD RASH SEQUELS «212. 
ROAD RASH II ROAD RASH 3: TOUR DE FORCE 
B The quick turnaround of this sequel - it came only a year B Once again appearing on the Mega Drive - this time in 1995 — this 
after the original - meant that there wasn't much new to the version brought with it seven different locations across the world, 

experience; more bikes, more environments, the inclusion upgradable bikes and a collection of different weapons - now eight 

of split-screen multiplayer, and improvements to the menu in total — to round out the combat experience of the game by even 

navigation issues of the original meant this was about as allowing you to carry multiple weapons. 
complete a package as it needed to be, It also added the 
now-iconic chain weapon to the foray. 

ROAD RASH 3D 
mThis PlayStation game was more of an upgraded version of the 

300 version and maintained the sense of speed that the series Had 
been known for. Combat was pared down slightly, but the stronger 
opponents meant that the brawling could go on for much longer, I 

lacked many fancy extras, bùt it got the experience just right. — 
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a much bigger 
like many of the AI 

> [Mega Drive] Police wer 
threat in later levels and – m 
rivals — differed in how aggressive they were. 

replete with Soundgarden's 
Rusty Cage as a backing track + 
might've done enough to sell the 

concept to excited fans, but it was 

# the in-game graphics that really 
blew players away. 

' By now there's probably 

sómething of a question to ask: 

,. "Road Rash really was one'of the 

1 better Facing games of'its time, so. 
what happened to EA's,stalwart 
motorbike gdme? Well the answer 

tomes along with examples its + 

‘brethren, too, the likes of, OutRun 
and: Super Hang-On that - even 

m since the Mega Drive = haven't really 

maintained the same success. EA, 
of course, made sequels to Road ` 
Rash, but the Moye to 3D was not 
particularly a good one, fof the А 

A “series. Road Rashi arrived а year 
later on the Méga Drive with little 

. Moré than a split-screen multiplayer 
feature - rather thap the turn-by-turn 

method of the original - a handful 

ofinew. bikes’ afd a chain to use as 
а weapon: After that came Road 

Rash 3: Tour De Force in 1995, but 

“again offered the same again, yet 

“7 

ROAD RASH 64 
@ As impressive as the character and bike models had. 

been for the N64 version, it stil managed to look rather 
ugly - especially if you got out in front with nothing but the 
open road for company. Combat was especially weak here, 
While the driving Itself didn't manage to achieve the right 
balance of speed and tactility 

with different locations from across 
the world. By the time the 3D0 

version was ported to PC and a new 
3D PS1 game was released in 1998, 

interest had already begun to wear 
thin and the new PlayStation era 
was a tough bridge for the series to 

cross, Crashes became impossible, 
instead you'd experience illogical 
ricochets after hitting a car or other 

obstacle, and while weapons would 

still-feature, it became a much less 
important aspect to the franchise. 

The original Road Rash may well 
have been a product of its time, but 
its violence was as much its identity 
as its motorbikes. Sure, it was a 
simple addition to make — but it 
brought something completely.new 

to the genre that would brand 
itself or the minds of Mega Drive 
owhers everywhere. Itis funny 

how a simple spot of violence can 
get gamers excited 

тИ 
256 

ROAD ВАЅН JAILBREAK 
m The PS!'s Jailbreak offered much better 
visuals than its N64 equivalent, but a sort 
Of silliness that the series hadn't really 
been known for: Combat remained weak. 
however, though it didallow for some power 
attacks that were fun to use. А GBA port 
was released, too, th: 
experience very similar to the original 

tually provided an 

ULTIMATE GUIDE: ROAD RASH 

IAN FISC 
What was it you enjoyed 
about Road Rash? 
| think that 
Road R 

hat make 

constantly 

at games 
days it 

yina 

environment doesn't n 
come into play. But with 
Road Rash the environme 
really determines what 
can do to your opr 

Do you think lence was 

a big factor for the game's 

enjoyment? 

action game 
| understand tha! 

essarily dire 
affect gameplay, but if you're 

Of Duty, if y 
t big reaction 
ot someone 

with the blood spurt and the 
dramatic death and if, for 

ot a laser 
blinked out 

instance, yc 
and they ju: 
existence it would take a lot 
of the fun and sati: 
away. And | think 
is the same way. 

Why did you decide 
to try and reboot this 

type of game with Road 
Redemption now? 
There are some games that 

How Road Rash inspired 
Road Redemption 

For instance, any game 
hat is primarily in 
2D. | guess 

example; you 
can make a ne 
version of Sonic 

jsing modern š 
aphics but it's not 

going to really be 
the same game, 
>t even necessarily 

going to be better than the 
2D. Whereas 

vays 
originals ir 
Road Rash 
something where the 

te Yology hadn't quite 

caught up to the game 
vision, in terms of havi 
realistic physics, having a 

t of cars and riders on the 

terms of being able 
to run competent Al with all 
that going on. 

Did you replay the original 
for inspiration during 
development? 

Ne used it as a 
reference - which parts 
the series worked and whict 
parts didn't. What v 
s the 

th ments with 

other rid 
that's 

Absolutely 

orked 
ays you can have 

a hard thing to do. The 

original 2D games had you 
strafing back and forward in 
t een and your enemies 
kind 

in the 3D v 

to do that 
didn't rely on combat 

f glued to your sr 
ions it's easy 

which is why they 
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to fin 
ones are WO 
ofa mention.

.. 

EG Pang's basi meplay owes a 
great deal to an even older arcade 
game: Arari’s iconic Asteroids J 

5 
YOU'VE NEVER PLAYED 
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MINORITY REPORT: AMSTRAD GHYOOO 
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ASTEROIDS BUBBLE BUSTER BLITZ 
VARIOUS ZXSPECTRUM ACORN ARCHIMEDES 

B The 1979 arcade game by Atari feels B Also known as Cannon Ball on the B This game is a straight up clone of 
ike it has been converted to almostevery Sharp XI and MSX computers, this respect, but it is a very "a 
system known to man in one form or 5 the true predecessor to Pang. It's nat. The fancy backgrounds 
another. The premise is exactly the same basically the same game but without and sound effects really up the stakes on 
as Pang; clear the screen of objects by the backdrops or power-ups. This early the presentation front, while keeping the 
breaking them into smaller pieces. As Sinclair release does have afewissues core gameplay the same. If you are lucky 
the game goes on, the objects increase in but itis fun to play, andit'samysteryhow enough to own one of the Acom RISC 
number and speed making it tricky it was forgotten about so quickly. machines then you should check this out 
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SWITCHBLADE IE: -g 
© Gremlin didn't give a great deal of support to Pq Eas fa cs ал r- 
Amstrad's console but it did choose to publish 

one of its biggest hits of the time on the machine, 
to the delight of GX4000 owners everywhere. 

Designed by Simon Phipps at Core Design, this 

manga-inspired platform style adventure sees you 

take on the role of Hiro, a Japanese warrior on a 
mission to recover the 16 pieces of the Fireblade — 

a sacred symbol of the ancient Switchblade clan. 

Unlike many other games of its type, Switchblade 

doesn't scroll, you simply progress from one 

screen to the next; this seems a bit unnatural at 
first but you soon get used to it. You also have to 

upgrade your fighting power as the game goes on 
by finding weapons hidden in the various rooms 
among other useful items. The main upgrade Ы Е возвавововевевев 
here from the original СРС release is in the colour, 
making the game much closer to the 16-bit original. 
Switchblade is much deeper than many of the 

other games you will find on the machine and 
with its attractive graphics, great soundtrack and 

long-term playability it's considered one of the best 

game on the machine. 

»16Х4000 | One you get inside the underground caverns all k 

*|GX4000] S 
wally nice intro sequence explaini 

Р РА z7---- И mmm 0 е 
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PLOTTING 
ALTHOUGH THIS 15 a conversion of a Taito 

arcade game, it's a pretty obscure one and might 

seem like a strange inclusion in the GX4000's 

Top 3. Plotting is a title that we just keep coming 
back to, making it a must have game for the failed 

console. Also known as Flipull, the arcade game 

came out in 1989 with Ocean's home conversions 

arriving very shortly afterwards. The gameplay 
is very unique and requires you to bounce blocks 
off a wall to hit other blocks that contain the 
same symbol. Each level requires you to clear a 
set amount of different blocks and this is done 

against a time limit. On occasion a special block 
will be granted that acts like a wild card, allowing 
you to fire it at anything. Each level features a 
different arrangement of blocks and as the game 

goes on these become more complex. It's game 
over when either your time runs out or you don't 

MINORITY REPORT: AMSTRAD СНЧО 

* » (GX4000] A second player can. 
at any time fo 

»[6X4000] Pk 

1321: OSS 1751 pp ra F 
| Ë | M Ball TT 

————— Jg 

Lai 

PUSH 2P BUTTON 

| || 197 89! A 
EEr daiam 

have a move. Plotting is seriously . 
addictive in one player mode E This was Hu 
and takes on a whole new lease and we don't us y atrocious figp 
of life in spilt screen mode Simplistic gam, m term often, m ‘ 
against a second player. Don't Controls eon Y and rubbish 
let the simplistic looks put you make лу, xir. With tiny Sprite. 
off, Plotting is excellent fun. game on Дита the Worst 

пе так пе. 
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The true art of the remake is to strike a balance that can both 
appeal to legacy players and bring in a new generation. Back in 
2002, Capcom managed just that by turning a cult PlayStation 
classic into a GameCube showpiece. Luke Albigés opens that 

upon them. 

> [GameCube] Turn the nazzie the wron 
and you'll wilta perfectly good crop of her 

ry as it might to pretend 

otherwise, the original 

Resident Evil was a very 

silly game. It certainly 

didn't help that the cast's 

comical performances. 

only managed to lend a Troma-esque 
triple serving of ham to proceedings. 
The haunted house setting and undead 

denizens was reduced to cheap sets 
and poorly underlit puppets when 

framed by dialogue that was so badly 
delivered it's incredible that it even 
reached its destination. Capcom would 
go on to refine both the cheesy dialogue 

and game design of the original further 
for the sequel, cementing this as à 
series with its roots in B-movie culture, 

but with mechanics that would blush at 
the very idea of keeping such company. 

If only there were a way to replace 
the worst parts of the game while still 
keeping the best bits and even building 

oh wait, there was. 
Remaking Resident Evil for 

GameCube wasn't simply a case of 

taking the entire original PlayStation 
game and making it look a bit better. 

»[GameC 
mies is a sk 

door and enters the survival horror once more... 

Capcom was a good four games into 
the franchise at this point, and it had a 

hell of a job to do in trying to convince 

the world that the game on which these 

pillars were built was more than just 
a daft B-movie horror experiment that 
happened to go right. "The decision 
to create a remake on 
the GameCube was 
made by Shinji 

the first time around. It was a thing of 

beauty, and it's no surprise that the 
game consistently finds a way into lists 

of GameCube favourites. 
But why GameCube in the first 

place? "At the time the game was 

being developed, the GameCube was 
the most suitable hardware in 

terms of allowing us to realise. 
our vision with the title," 

Mikami," says states Kobayashi, and 
producer it's not hard to run 

Hiroyuki that statement under 
Kobayashi, the Logicoscope - 

and it Nintendo's console 
was the was a little more 

right play. ini powerful than С made by Shinji / Ду 
recasting all Mikami ” wasn't the western 
the characters Monstrosity that was 

with actors Hiroyuki Kobayashi the Xbox, making it 

the perfect home for 
? this remake, even if it did 

е have to span two discs in 

order to pitch camp. In fact, 
Nintendo's decision to do 

things so differently to its competitors 
arguably made this the perfect » 

who could actually 
act, and using the 
new tech to build on the 

foundations of the original, the team 
managed to create an experience that 

felt less like a remake but more like how 

you remembered the original experience 

Да 
Y 

»[GameCube| Lor't worry, Barry. 
ару isn't Chris’ blood. 
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» [GameCube] While you can am up and down, headsho 

P place for Resident Evil to go for a 
fresh start. Owners likely wouldn't have 

been aware of the original, and those 
that were, would find in this remake a 

showcase that placed the console on at 
very least an even keel with its peers. 

Even so, this was to be no ordinary 
remake and Capcom was keen to make 
the Spencer mansion welcoming (or 
unwelcoming depending on how you 
look at it) for all visitors. "We wanted to 
ensure that players who were familiar 
with the original 1996 version would 

have something to enjoy in the remake 
version as well," says Kobayashi. "We 
made sure to add and rearrange a lot of 
content." Whereas the Director's Cut 
version of the PlayStation original moved 
items around in order to keep players on 
their toes, the remake not only moved 
but also replaced elements and added 
to the puzzle formula. Even within the 
opening lobby, there are new areas, 
routes and puzzles, with changes only 

growing more obvious the deeper you 
venture into the mansion - newcomers 

would get a convoluted mansion to 

try and decrypt, while the veterans 
immediately knew that their previous 
experience of this horrible house won't 

be enough to get them by this time. 
There were new combat items to 

learn too, in the form of emergency 

defence weapons. Daggers, stun guns 
and stun grenades could be stockpiled 
and employed to immediately escape 
the clutches of the undead. "As part of 

rebalancing the gameplay, we wanted 
to give players an additional way to get 
away from zombies and add a new 

combat element," explains Kobayashi 
and while these items were useful 

on a first or second run, they became 

essential on the higher difficulties, 
effectively a free pass that allowed you 
to take a hit and come out unscathed 
without needing to waste any ammo. 

ny tngger randomly 

| огай that it changed, though, 

| the core of the game would 
| remain intact. "As | worked on 
| ËB tne 1996 PlayStation version, 
| | was already intimately familiar with 

it,” Kobayashi tells us. “But trying it 

| Out again at the time, | really thought it 

| was still a great game, and | still think 
that now!" There's certainly a case to 
be made for the PlayStation original 

| being the better game - its mansion 
is somewhat more coherent than that 
of the sprawling remake, its systems 

| less complex and the voice acting 

is the stuff of legend, with lines so 
awful that they will live on forever 
in popular culture. Even though 
the remake only offers a slight 

| improvement in this department, 
| itat least sounds like the voice 

actors understand the words 
| they're reading this time 

| around. But without Barry 

| asking what everything is, or references 
to Jill sandwiches and the 'maste 
unlocking’, we'll always have a place 

provement as this may 
be, you couldn't help but miss those 

ines — it's a little surprising that 
Capcom didn't offer both updated 

and original audio track, but a lot of 

the old dialogue simply wouldn't fit in 

the redesigned game. "The content 
of the game and the story details 
were changed so much that we had 
to re-record the dialogue," explains 
Kobayashi, although we're sure that 
isn't the only reason. To be fair, though, 

Capcom laughs along with the rest of 
us at the original dialogue; Dead Rising 

features a store called Jill's Sandwiches, 
while Strider has an Achievement 

simply called 'Master Of Unlocking 
Amazingly, Kobayashi reveals that the 

decision to recast and re-record th 

entire game wasn't even the hardest 
decision to make. "Balancing the 
enemies in the game was definitely 
the most difficult thing to do," he says. 

“We had the original as a reference 

point but wanted to improve on it and 
also include the new additions such 

as Crimson Heads without 

negatively affecting the 

Did anya 
shades inside 

M W 
Nesker? Nobody 
trusted. Fact 

DEVELOPER 
HIGHLIGHTS 
RESIDENT EVIL 2 

SYSTEM: PLAYSTATION 

YEAR: 1998 _ 
DINO CRISIS (picturen) 

SYSTEM: PLAYSTATION 

YEAR: 1999 
DEVIL MAY CRY 
SYSTEM: PS2 
YEAR: 2001 

» [GameCube] Hunters are just as savage 
remember, and their design В stil superb 

ae 

£6 Content of 
the game was 

changed so much 
we had to re 

ecord dialogue? 
Нкоук Kobayashi 

overall balance 

of the game." The 
mere mention of Crimson 

Heads is enough to send 
shivers down our spines, as 

it likely will be for anyone who has fond 
memories of the remake. Whereas 

downed zombies were gone for good 
in the original game, the remake 
gave them the ability to return to life 
(well, undeath) even more deadly than 

before. Faster, stronger, more resilient 

and even able to open some doors, 
fighting Crimson Heads - especially on 
tougher difficulty modes — was often. 
a shortcut to the famous ‘YOU DIED’ 
screen. Instead, preventing their arrival 

altogether proved the most effective 
way of dealing with this new threat, be 

it by removing the heads of zombies 
(which Ts basically a lucky critical hit), 
burning their bodies,pr simply not kiling 
the basic bfain-munchers in the first 
place. We сар absolutely seehow 
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ТОМВ RAIDER: ANNIVERSARY 
Anniversarywas originallyannounced 
to tie in with the 10th anniversary of the 

1996 original, this completely remade version 
of Lara's first outing didn't actually hit stores 
until 2007, Still, the new engine, graphics and 
mechanics combined with classic locations, 
enemies, puzzles, and story to excellent effect. 

P balancing these guys must have 
been a nightmare - they are the game's 
one example of enemy placement 

that is effectively player controlled 

rather than predetermined, placing a 

lot of pressure on Capcom to educate 

the new players in the importance 
of preventing Crimson Head revivals 
where possible and also to facilitate 

this act. "The idea for Crimson Heads 

actually came from the director, Shinji 
Mikami,” says Kobayashi. "I think they 

were a really successful new element 
that brought a new dimension to the 

zombies in the game.” 
It wasn't just new mechanics that 

had the team working around the 
clock either, with technical hurdles 
to overcome that arose from the 
fundamental style of the game. l 

“Creating the motion video backgrounds 
was a real challenge, in terms of making 
it work on the console hardware,” 
Kobayashi tells us. “We created them 
as 3D environments on what was then 

very high-end equipment, and then 

rendered still images and videos from 
those." It's only now, thanks to the 

new HD version, that we can really 
appreciate just how intricate these 
backdrops are - they obviously 

looked great on GameCube but in 

1080p, you can pick out every little 
detail. It's incredible to think that 
this level of fidelity was achieved 
over a decade ago, with the classic 

trick of using pre-rendered backdrops 
allowing Resident Evil to look and feel 
years ahead of its time. Code Veronica 
saw the team dabble in full-3D Resi, but 

the team wanted to stay true to its roots 

for the remake. While it would have 

THE SECRET OF MONKEY 
ISLAND: SPECIAL EDITION 

Tim Schafer's crew found perhaps the 

new version of the game alongside the original, 
with the option to switch between the two. The 
developer commentaries were a nice touch too, 
offering insight into the game's creation. 

ultimate way to do a remake - offer a 

L3 

PRINCE OF PERSIA CLASSIC 
Itis a testament to the original 

ba platformer's tight level design when all. 
Ubisoft had to do for this digital remake was 
to give ita new lick of paint. Some of you may 
prefer the original art style, but that doesn't 
change the fact that this is a brilliant and faithful. 
remake of a classic game. 

been possible to do the game entirely 
with polygons, the design wouldn't 
work without the static camera. 

ike the fixed camera angles, 
there are other seemingly 

outdated design choices 

evident in Resident Evil that 
through to the remake intact, 

and it's all done with game design in 

mind rather than out of blind love for 

the original. Tank controls weren't to 
everyone's taste, although the sluggish 

jovernent and inability to move while 
aiming still lend the game a sense 
of panic when an enemy is near. 
Similarly, using Ink Ribbons to fuel 
imited game saves made quite a lot 

of people angry back in the day, but 
PC quicksave addicts and the autosave 

n would both do well to realise 

typewriters are found in safe 
rooms, meaning you can just store your 
precious ink and use when needed. The 

inventory system took some getting 

to as well, especially if you chose 

METROID: ZERO MISSION 
While we still love it, the simple style 

ка of the NES original wouldn't be all that 
impressive on GBA. Nintendo changed a fair 
amount in terms of both content and aesthetic 
for Zero Mission, pulling it more in line with 
Super Metroidand Fusion. It also added an 
entirely new boss: Mecha Ridley 

Chris. With only six slots to Jill's eight, 
efficiency was key — you only had room 
for a weapon, a little ammo, a healing 

item, a key and maybe a puzzle item, 

with one space left for some stuff that 
you found along the way. 

"| don't remember exactly," muses 

Kobayashi when asked how long the 
project took to complete. "But | think 
the team was about a hundred people. 
and the project ran for around 18 

months." It's amazing to think that a 
remake of a PlayStation game should 
be about аз resource-intensive as many 
other projects at the time but then 
again, there isn't a single element of 

the original that hasn't been changed; 
maps and puzzles had to be redone, 
зе! pieces rethought, characters and 

backdrops created from scratch for 
new hardware. In fact, it's amazing that 
Capcom managed to pull all off in just a 

year and a half — many modern games 
don't even get out of the planning stage 

in that kind of time. Kobayashi explains 

that it wasn't all hard graft, either. 

"Designing the layout for the mansion 
was a lot of fun," he smiles. "We would 

try to put ourselves in the shoes of the 
player walking through the rooms, and 
imagine which areas would be the best 
place to hide something scary." 

Drawing on four games' worth of 
jump scares, devious camera placement 
and just-in-the-nick-of-time item boxes 

and save points, Capcom assembled 

pieces from all over its franchise and 

bolted them all onto the original game to 
make it something much bigger, much 
better and much more... well, evil. The 

first game didn't stray too far from the 
template laid out by Alone In The Dark 



THE KING ОЕ FIGHTERS 2002 
UNLIMITED MATCH 

With an expanded roster, new backdrops 
x anda host of new moves and gameplay 
tweaks, this belated update to an SNK favourite 
proved to be an all-encompassing celebration of 
the series and as good a greatest hits collection 
as there is on the beat-'em-up scene. 

a few years before, but the GameCube 
version's thorough makeover couldn't 
have put more distance between the 
two series - amusingly, it actually came 
out the year after the disappointing 

A New Nightmare. Capcom's 
remastered classic put the last nail 

in Infogrames series' coffin before it 

commited suicide with its own reboot 

in 2008 - a game so bad that you could 

Simply to choose to skip entire levels if 

you liked, such was the lack of faith in 

its quality and whether or not sections 
would actually work properly. With 
Silent Hill 2 and Fatal Frame on the 

scene, Resi had to be on top form, and 
the team made damn sure that it was. 

Just to be absolutely sure, though, there 
was Resident Evil 4 in the pipeline... but 
that's another story for another time. 

So what is the primary reason for the 

remake's lasting renown and popularity? 

“| would say it's because it isn't just a 

graphical upgrade, but an expansion of 
the gameplay that made the original title 

so popular," states Kobayashi, and it's 

a somewhat validating response - the 
team managed to breathe new life into 
a classic on more than just a technical 

level, to the point where 1080p 

зргисе-ир still makes it as relevant and 

> [GameCube] ve] Seeming 
from the original actua 

бапес, 
haveap 

THE LEGEND OF ZELDA: 
LINKS AWAKENING DX 

Still one of the best Zelda games to this 

ODDWORLD: NEW 'N' TASTY! 
Do you remember how good the 

BIONIC COMMANDO 
REARMED 

Around the same time as Capcom 

ax released its full-3D reboot of the Bionic 
PlayStation original looked? 

New 'N' Tasty actually looks as good as you day, Nintendo did an awesome job with 
remember it. Again, it's faithful to the first Commando series, it also saw fit to stay true upd: 

Boy Color. Not only is the full game a tehnicolour 
delight but colour even extends into gameplay, 
particularly in the additional dungeon. 

ing the game for the newly-released Game 
Oddworld game, the only real difference being 
that Mudokons come in greater numbers, 

meaning there are lots more in total to save. 

to the series’ roots with this digital update. 
Mechanically strong, the game even got a 
sequel, so it must have done alright. 

66The team 
was abouta 100 
people and [the 
project] ran for 
18 months 77 

Ніўкі Kobaya 

enjoyable in 
now as it was 13 

years prior. f anything, e 
it's even more important 

today. Since RE 4, the series has 
Clearly decided that it wants to be an 

action game, and it's no surprise that 

the copycats followed suit. But with 
the series falling out of favour following 

RE бапа the awful Operation Raccoon 

City, #5 time for a change. 

If the remake receives a warm 

reception, it's likely that said change 
will involve Capcom going back to the 

format that made both the PlayStation 

original and its GameCube update so 

special. Welcome back to the world of 

survival horror, people. 
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MARK HEALEY 
Mark, we've seen your appearance in the From 

Bedroom To Billions documentary and you give 
a very worrying account of how the stress of 

making videogames can affect your bowels. 
It was just before | started at Bullfrog. | was doing a day 

job and then freelancing at night, working in a dive of an 

office and sleeping on their floor. It was terrible. | was 

incredibly stressed and ended up doing this white poo. 

| looked in the bowl and said, “This is f**ked up man, 

I've got to change something here. 

Well... thanks for clearing that up for us. We 

hope that making games hasn't always been so 
detrimental to your health. 

Nah, ever since | got a Commodore 64 for Christmas 
in 1984, what excited me was making my own things 
with it. The manual was in my school bag all the 
time and the back of my maths book was full of little 

user defined graphics and data statements ready to 
type in when | got home. 

Did you manage to produce any games while you 

were still studying at school? 

| did write a text adventure in BASIC called 
Agoraphobia, which | made myself, | photocopied the 
cassette inlay and sold three copies in the playground. 

It was really crude and had about three locations. In 

the game, you were so agoraphobic, so you would 
brick up windows and doors. 

Erm, was this a case of art imitating life? 

Yeah, | spent an unhealthy amount of time in my 

bedroom, enough for my mum to worry, though, 

| did roam the streets, getting up to no good as well. 

Anyway, in the game, there was this naked woman 

on the bed who you had to do odd things to. You 

had to retrieve a snorkel from her and then flush 

yourself down the toilet. 

Let's move swiftly on to your education, shall 
we? Did you study programming at all? 

l actually went to art college to study graphic art and 
design. | told them at the interview that | wanted to 

make computer games and they laughed at me but 
they still let me join the course. Coming from a single 
parent family, | didn't have a lot of money so | got a 

A quarter of a century in the games business has seen Mark Healey go from 
pixelating Garfield to stuffing Sackboy full of love. Paul Drury hangs out in his pod 

grant to buy equipment. When І got to the start of the 
2nd year, | spunked my whole grant on a disk drive for 

my C64. | had to leave the course because | couldn't 

afford to buy paper and pens after that. 

Whoops. Was it a trip to the dole office for you? 

Nah, you couldn't just sign on, you had to go on a YTS, 
a Youth Training Scheme, or ' You're Thatcher's Slave’ 

as we called it. | said | wanted to make computer 
games so they put me on a business programming 
course. | was streets ahead of the teacher so | got 
really bored and got into trouble quite a lot. | ended up 
getting kicked off the course but one of the teachers 

knew someone on another course whose boyfriend 

was writing real Spectrum games and he hooked us 

up. That was my foot in the door of the industry. 

Who was this mystery boyfriend? 

Christian Pennycate. He was doing freelance stuff for 
Codemasters and he'd seen my demos so sent me up 
to see David Darling [who was head of Codemasters], 
which was really exciting. He was like a rock star to me. 
| got there and thought, shit | better pitch something! | 

came up with ‘Celestial Garbage Collector’, which was 

like Dropzone but collecting rubbish. David looked at 

me, clearly seeing | was new to pitching game ideas 
and said, why don't you do a C64 version of your 

friend's Spectrum game KGB Superspy? 

Sound advice, and KGB Superspy became your 

first published game in 1989. 
Yeah, | got £1700 for that which wasn't bad, though 
it took me four or five months, living at home. | didn't 

get paid until after it was all done, and | remember 

my mum nagging me for money towards my keep. 

She actually rang up Codemasters and gave them this 

massive nag. ' was like, Mum, you'll ruin everything!" 
But we got a cheque the next day, an advance. 

"Absolutely ап“, as the Darlings would say. 
We see you also did some work for Tim Langdell, 

the head of publishing house The Edge. He's got 
quite a reputation, these days... 

At the time, | got the impression he was a bit of a floaty 

character, in the clouds. He had this American wife 
who was like his mouth – the mouth of Sauron. > 
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The main character always reminded us of the 

youths you'd see walking around Northern 

towns, looking for a fight. We thought that's why 
he was called Biff. You really managed to nail 

that perfect Neanderthal look... 
[laughs] | didn't take it that seriously. It was just like, 
Bosh, there you go...’ | was getting pretty quick at 
boshing out graphics. | mean, Hook for Ocean only 
took me a few days. 

You seem to have stuck with the 8-bit machines 
right into the Nineties. Was it that you didn't P [ZX Spectrum] Mark provided the graphics for 
Sas Aa DOT ВИН А sequel was planned but never materialised. 

У The Bullfrog boys in the mid-90s 8 
during an Amsterdam ‘bonding’ trip. Yeah, the C64 was the computer | grew up with and it 

did have quite a long lifespan, didn't it? There was a bit You then worked on Magic Carpet, another 

of scariness involved when things started moving over ambitious and original game. 

SELECTED TIMELINE to the 16 bits but while | was still doing 64 stuff, | was The main artist was a guy called Finn, a Scottish guy, 
doing bits for the PC, ST and Amiga. It kind of blended апа it was more like, “You need a palm tree? А giant 
over nicely, a natural progression. crab? I'll do that!’ We basically just made it up as we 

[GAMES mw went along and | boshed stuff out but my big break 
# КСВ Superspy [C64] 1989 In 1994 you joined was Dungeon Keeper. 

в Darius+ [ZX SPECTRUM] 1 Bullfrog. Was it a É á 
i relief to join a big | said to Peter Ah yes, you seem 

name company to have had more 

# Sleepwalker [C64] 199 like that? 1 involvement with 

m Fun School: Paint and Create [DOS] 1993 God, yeah. The company Molyneux, Are the game design on 
# Theme Park [DOS] 1994 I'd started with friends had : that project as well as 

m Magic Carpet [DOS] 1994 gone bust and | had this We going to get the graphics. 
m Dungeon Keeper [DOS] 1997 weird period working a day constantly threw in ideas 
и Black and White [DOS] 2001 job at Bits in Cricklewood Dungeon Keeper and | tried to inject my 
в Fable [PC] 2004 and doing freelance work : t brash humour, like the 
m Rag Doll Kung Fu [PC] 2005 at night for Arcane on an g h f hand you can use to slap 
m LittleBigPlanet [PS3] Amiga game called Turbo moving or wna d or the imps and the exploding 

SAGES = " xx f m LittleBigPlanet 2 [PS3 Trax. That's when | did that f ks sake. P He grenades, Whioi were like 
white poo. ; creatures. There were only 

| К | К about four or five of us 
Getting any money out of them was like getting Let's not go back there. OO ed at me, l е, working on that game, па 

blood from a stone. A producer guy once tried to get Can you recall your first ‘Wh IS this ru nt room in Peter's house. 
me a bit of money for all the work I'd done. [Tim] got day at Bullfrog? у 

really angry and punched a hole іп the wall. | think they | walked in and said, 'Hi, M , You mean Peter рачките kikihana l СОА 
doing the graphics for The Punisher for the Amiga and just trashed someone's MARK HEALEY head of Bullfrog. What 

ST and | had to send the disk with them on by Red Star саг’ I'd smashed into was he like to work for? 

at the train station in London. | remember them telling Mike Diskett's car [lead on | remember talking to Peter 

me the account hadn't been paid for a year. | know now Syndicate Wars]. Bullfrog were just finishing off Theme near the start of Dungeon Keeper and | was a bit of 

Tim's made a career out of suing people for using the Park, though all | did for that was draw a font for it a cocky character. He was in the office one day and | 
word 'Edge', which just makes me feel really sad. but | did get myself noticed after a while. | was given went up to him and said, 'Are we going to get this thing 

the task of doing the graphics for the SNES and Mega moving or what, man, for f**k’s sake...’ He looked at 
You seem to have been happy and willing to Ddrive versions of Theme Park. | did them in three days 
take on pretty much any kind of freelance work and everyone was like, ‘f**k me, amazing!” | was just 

at this stage in your career. so hungry to prove myself. 
Yeah, | was trying to cling on in the industry any way | 
could. | did loading screens for Garfield on the Speccy 

and Amstrad, graphics for the arcade conversion of 

Darius and ended up forming a company with Christian 
[Pennycate]. Well, more of a collective really, with a 

bunch of others. We did loads of stuff for Europress, 

educational things like Fun School and Paint And 

Create, which, with hindsight, | kind of see as a very 

early flavour of LittleBigPlanet. 

We see you did the graphics for Biff, too. 

That was an evening's work! A friend of Christian's 

called Stephen Nunn was the Spectrum coder and he 
would never quite got it together to finish a game, so 

he asked me to help with some of the graphics work 

It was a weird little monkey. mara Зресиит Darius s was 
5 /-Typé, though as coin described in Your Sic Qpconversions go, weve pia a 
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KGB SUPERSPY 1989 
I Mark's debut was this competent 
scrolling shooter, which places the 
‘emphasis less on spying and more 
on killing... Well, everhything. In 
keeping with the Eighties obsession 
with helicopters, you pilot a chopper 
and deal out a helping of death to 
jeep drivers, tank commanders and 
that other Eighties stalwart, men 
with jetpacks. 

FIVE TO PLA 

DUNGEON KEEPER 1997 
Mark calls it his ‘first big break” 
at Bullfrog, Dungeon Keeper is 
the kind of game that became the 
company's trademark. Combining 
strategy elements with Populous 
‘hand of God’ controls and a dash 
of Tower Defence-style combat, it 
also works as a metaphor for life 
at Bullfrog. We wonder who the 
Horned Reaper represented? 

BLACK AND WHITE zo: 

IN THE CHAIR: MARK HEALEY 

Essential games by Mark that 
you need to play immediately 

LITTLEBIGPLANET 2008 \WAY 2013 
в Joining Peter Molyneux in m Part polished platformer, part mA wonderful journey through an 
his Lionhead adventure, Mark game creation tool, LittleBigPlanet enchanting paper world, this was 
was involved with this typically has been a revelation on the PS3, Media Molecule at its imaginative 
ambitious project from the start. inspiring users to create literally best. “I really just played it and 
‘Adding an intriguing nurturing millions of new levels. The loveable gave feedback, explains Mark. 
element to the God game genre, Sackboy became an unlikely “The only time | really stuck my oar 
budding deities can raise a gigantic mascot for Sony, starring insome in was convincing them to keep 
creature to help them protect or excellent sequels and handheld the finger mechanic of it poking 
destroy island life through judicious instalments and even ‘doing a through into the screen. That 
slapping and stroking. Mario! by hopping into a kart. almost fell by the wayside.” 

291С64) Sleepwalker, along with Hook, featured Mark's visuals and proved the 
aging 8-bit could stil? 

me, shocked, like, ‘Why is this runt talking to me? 

But | think he quite liked it. A lot of people there were 

quite arse licking and | was this cheeky git from a 

council estate. We ended up being really good friends. 

We still keep in touch. 

So why were you working at Peter Molyneux's 

house and not in the Bullfrog studios? 
It was a really weird time. Essentially Pete got banned 

from the office, which was ridiculous. | think he'd 

handed in his notice, so a bunch of us moved out to 
his house and worked there all day long. | remember 

thinking at the time that Dungeon Keeper was a parody 

of Bullfrog. Peter was like the Dungeon Master, going 
round and slapping people occasionally and there was a 
big thing in the game about the wizards. They were like 

the star programmers at Bullfrog and when they got 
too powerful, they'd start rebelling. 

Yes, things weren't exactly all rosy at the 

company by this point. 

Peter had left Bullfrog and it had been sold to Electronic 

Arts. | don't know what they're like now but back then, 

if they bought you it was the end of your company. 

They assimilated you into the Borg. What Bullfrog was 
essentially destroyed and all they were really doing was 
buying the name. Peter wanted to start again from 
scratch and | was happy to go with him. So | became 

the first artist at Lionhead. 

That was 1997 and work 
began on what would 

become Black And 
White, though it didn't 
get released until 2001. 

That's quite the long 

haul, Mark. 
Yeah, it was a tough one. It 
was a very organic process, 
all being made up as we 
went along. Lots of stuff 

was thrown away. Peter 
was funding it himself and 
he was getting stressed 
but he wanted it to be 

great. | do remember it 
being a good laugh and 
lots of funny arguments, 
with stuff getting kicked 

across the room. 

J) Mark in the early Nineties, 
Sraphic by day, grunge by night 

It sounds like an Alex Ferguson team talk. 

We always wondered if working with Peter 
Molyneux meant you feared him doing 
interviews with the gaming press because he'd 

end up promising the earth and you'd think: how 

the hell are we going to deliver that?! 
That was part of Peter's design process. He'd design 

features by talking to the press. That's no joke. He'd get 
steered into a particular conversation and the journalist 
would say, ‘Will you be able to do this or that,’ and 
internally Pete would be thinking, ‘That's a f**king 
great idea!’ and start talking like that was the plan all 
along. Yeah, there was a sense of dread among the 
programmers whenever Peter went to see the press 

because they knew whatever they were working on 
would completely change... redesigned in the process 

of an interview! But, you know, | kind of enjoyed it. 

You did some work on Fable, another game that 

was really talked up by Peter. 
1 ended up helping out towards the end. When 

Pete formed Lionhead, he had these 
megalomaniac ideas of taking over the world and 

started up all these other companies called 'Lionhead 

satellites’. One was Big Blue Box, which was basically 
the Carter brothers and they would work on a game 

and Peter would occasionally provide some ‘steerage’. 
That went on for ages and it came to a crunch point 
and we had to choose one of these satellite studios to 
bring in house and actually get a game finished. That 

became Fable and | did lots of the cutscenes and stuff. 

By this time, I'd moved more into R&D, working with a 

guy called Alex Evans, who eventually ended up being 
my partner at Media Molecule. 

At what point did you decide to leave Lionhead 
and set up your own company? 
Lionhead were up shit creek and Peter was trying to 

sell the company. Because | was a founding member 
| had some shares and Alex was trying to persuade 
me to start something with him. | wasn't sure - | had 
this nice cushy job at Lionhead. | went on holiday to 
think about it and when | got back, Alex said, ‘I've 
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YOU ASK THE 
QUESTIONS 
We convinced Mark to stop his 

enough ts inser Your questions 
MERMAN: Do you still have the machines 

you used to code for? 

Even now when I'm working on the PS4, I'll 

go home at night and think, how would | do 

this on a C64? | get obsessed with overlaying 

hi-res sprites over multi-coloured sprites, that 
sort of stuff. Quite sad. It's my safe place | 
go to when things get scary. | have slowly 
been making a new C64 game though | 
haven't touched it for a year. It's called Mega 

Annihilation Death. Essentially, it's the game 

l always planned to make back in the day... 
want to lay the ghost to rest! It's a cross 
between Delta and Mega Apocalypse and 
you can see a video of progress on YouTube. 

MERMAN: Could anyone ever recreate the 

special Bullfrog environment that gave 

rise to so many unique games? 

Yes, | think so. Peter [Molyneux] has his 
own eccentric ways and he is probably trying 
to recreate that at 22cans. You can see the 
spirit of Bullfrog in iOS startups, apart from 

the annoying accountants who seem to be 
getting involved in game design and free-to 

play-mechanics. 

MERMAN: What is your biggest regret, the 
one thing you wished had never ended up 
on the cutting room floor? 

А demo | did with Alex [Evans] called The 
Room. It had portals and virtual clay you 

could make things with and they'd come 

to life. In some ways it was a precursor to 

LittleBigPlanet and was way ahead of its 
time in terms of ideas and technology. It 
could have been phenomenal | think. Peter 

had got into this competition with Will 

Wright to come up with a game based on 
the poetry of Emily Dickinson. He came to 

us in a bit of a panic because he hadn't got 
anything and asked if he could he use our 

thing. We moulded it and added some words 

of Emily Dickinson over the top. It was a bit 
annoying... we had this amazing technology 
and it got spunked off on this bet! 

D An early sketch (above) of one of the monsters for Dungeon Keeper (below). 

handed your notice in for you’. | was like, ‘Ok, f**king 

great... Then | thought, ‘F**k it, I've got a few grand 

from the game, Rag Doll Kung Fu so at least | can eat 

for a couple months. 

Ah yes, Rag Doll Kung Fu, released in 2005. Was 

that you trying to get back into coding again? 
I'd taught myself С and was getting back into 

programming plus I'd made a silly kung fu film with 
my friends at the weekend so | thought, I'll use this for 
cutscenes and make a little kung fu game. | latched on 
to this idea of rag doll characters and worked on it in 

my spare time, as a pet project. | ended up showing it 
at GDC at the experimental games workshop in front 

of 500 people. | was shitting myself but it got a lot of 

laughs and went down really well. In the audience were 
some people from Valve and they were just launching 
Steam and they said my game would be perfect for it. 
They flew me over to Seattle to meet Gabe Newell and 

my little claim to fame is Rag Doll Kung Fu was the first 

third party game to appear on Steam. 

That must have given you some confidence when 

you were pitching the idea for LittleBigPlanet. 

Alex had arranged this meeting with Phil Harrison at 
Sony but we were more pitching ourselves, | suppose. 

We knew from Rag Doll that players liked customising 
their characters so we knew that would be something 

big but other than that, we didn't really know what the 

f**k we were talking about. Basically we said if you 
give us some money we'll come up with something 
great in six months. They gave us £250,000 and Phil in 
Particular encouraged us to pursue that creative idea. 

User-generated content was a big part of 

LittleBigPlanet. Is turning game players into 

game makers something important to you? 
Well, yeah. Even before | got my C64 | was more 
into the idea of making than playing games. Once | 
realised BASIC wasn't going to be good enough but 



machine code was still a bit too scary, | was looking 
at the game design packages for the 64, like Shoot 

‘Em Up Construction Kit which was limited and White 

Lightening, which was crap. | always had this hunger 
for the ultimate game making package that took away 

all the headachey stuff. 

Was it hard to keep true to your original vision 
for the game? 
Starting a company with friends is hard. There were 

two camps - one wanted it to be a physics platformer 

and | wanted a full-on games making package. There 
was quite a bit of tension and a lot of arguments but 

we ended up meeting in the middle, 
which turned out pretty well. 

Friendships were tested, 

though. There were times 
we wanted to kill each aa l'd said in an ae 

[PC] Magic Carpet was fullof Eastern promise. And mist to help the framerate. 

ther with screw meg s the-cuff remark 
"e Е 

It was quite а соир getting It d be amazing to 
Stephen Fry to do the 
voiceover for LittleBigPlanet. get Stephen Fry You sold Media 
That was briliant. I'd said in š Molecule to Sony 
anoffthecutfremakitdbe [IOO е VOICE [Or lj] and other studios 
amazing to get him. l'd just . ñ handled the PSP, 
seen Hitchhikers Guide To The LittleBig Pla net Two Vita and the third 
Galaxy and Stephen Fry was ks | x instalments of 
the computer in it. It was just S LittleBigPlanet. 
a fantasy spoken out loud and wee : ater опу Was it difficult to 
then two weeks later someone leave your beloved Mee carie 
got him. F**king hell! That's the ^ Т of someone else? a | WEME Ot him... т 
publisher — they can make things | MARK HEALEY hard thing to let go of 
like that happen, 

LittleBigPlanet 2 has lots of nods to 8-bit games. 
We particularly loved the Jeff Minter-style camel. 

Was that your doing? 
1 made that camel! [laughs] Back when I made 
those games for my mates at school, it just felt so 

empowering, to make something and share it with 

your friends. There's something magical about it. 
LittleBigPlanet was about trying to encapsulate that 

magic of making stuff. It's like it's become my spiritual 

mission - empower our kids! 

in contemplative mood during the coding 

a Dungeon Koopera Рим Мона house: 

but | have a feeling 
that we will come 

back to it in the future. It would be a shame to abandon 
Sackboy. It'd be like Nintendo abandoning Mario. 

Yes, Sackboy did rather become quite the 
unlikely mascot for Sony after LittleBigPlanet's 

release and subsequent popularity. 
It was a bit of a rollercoaster dream, really. We 

somehow did the right thing at the right time and Sony 
said we really like Sackboy and we want to adopt him 
as a mascot. We were like f**king hell! Mad! But 

because we'd got that history 

of doing good shit without 
anyone interfering, they gave 

us a lot of rope, you know? 
Though | think we're probably 

pushing the limits with our 
current project. 

It's a long shot, we 
know but can you tell us 

anything about what you 

are working on now? 
Probably not. But | will 
anyway. It's been five years 

now, which is scary, but it 
is f**king ambitious. We 
did a teaser for the PS4 
launch and you'll see us 
controlling these puppets 
using Move controllers. It's 

Thanks to Mark, Media Molecule and 
Martyn Carroll for additional help. 

IN THE CHAIR: MARK HEALEY 

) [PC] Mark's first task on joining Bullfrog was to add some touches to Theme 
Park. He later handled the graphics for the 16-bit console versions. 

all about making and sharing things, and to my mind, 

it's the spiritual successor to LittleBigPlanet. We've 

got it working with the DualShock controller but it is 
camera tracked so you can do virtual sculpting and 
puppeteering in a really intuitive way. We're hoping 

it'll be a revolution in user generated content. 

Though you're clearly looking forwards, we 

noticed you were an executive producer for 
From Bedroom To Billions, which documents the 
birth of the British software industry. 
That whole story was me growing up. My childhood 
and my passion. A lot of the people in that film were 

my heroes when | was younger, [people] like Jeff 
Minter, Tony Crowther... | wanted that story told even 
if it was just only for my personal collection. | get 
tears of nostalgia watching it. 

2153 The creation mode of LittleBigPlanet is absoultely huge, not to mention 
superb, and is only limited by your very own imagination. 
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N64 » RARE » 2000 
After Rare's incredible success with the 
James Bond licence, many N64 owners 
expected a sequel to GoldenEye to appear 
on their beloved games console. Sadly 
a sequel neve its place was 

Inr voter that not 

just wt ossible v 
restrictive licence and given more creative cor 

Perfect Dark tells the story of Joanna Dark, a young female 
spy recruited by the mysterious Carrington Institute to extract 

defector from Carri mpetitor, dataDyne. Before long 
jht up in еграг war E ееп two rival 

factions and... well, we won't spoil it for you, because 
Perfect Dark's twisting and turning plot is just one of the 
examples where it improves on Rare's earlier shooter 

Graphically it's superb as aking a m versi 
the GoldenEye engine and pushing it to breaking point. It ev 
manages a hi-res mode via the N64's expansion pack, but t 

forcing slowd particularly 

s and other 
the insane 

amount of weaponry th 
The futuristic setting sorts of 

with Joanna's arsenal, and there's a mixture of both real 
and futuristic weaponry to choose from. Although there are 
conventional weapons like uzis and submachine guns, Perfect 
Dark introduced ir e Sight XR-20 

that enabled Joanna to s also had an 
awesome Laptop Gun transform into an innocuous 

looking laptop or be throwr to become a sentry gur 
gest diff ween the two games wa: 

ark's multiplayer mode, which delivered all sor 
s and custe ell as the ability 

to play against Al-controlled bots for the first time. 
Although it set the world alight on its release, time hasn't beer 
kind to the original Perfect Dark and it has aged somewhat 
advice? Pick up the excellent 0 HD remaster and relive 

the experience all over again 





>> It's a remake 
special this 
issue with 
reviews of 
remastered 
classics such 
as Majora's 
Mask, Grim 
Fandango and 
a funky update 
of Sega's 
coin-op, After 
Burner Il 

> FEATURED SYSTEM: 305 

» ALSO AVAILABLE ON: 
N/A 

X PICHS OF 
THE MONTH > PRICE: £39.99 

» PUBLISHER: 
NINTENDO 

» DEVELOPER: 
GREZZO 

> PLAYERS: 1 

DARRAN 
3D After Burner ll 
Sega's classic blaster is 
thelatestgametogetthe 
3D treatment andthe end 
resultis phenomenal. 

Anexcellentupdatethat 
greatly improves onthe 
original classic. 
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> RELEASED: OUT NOW 

> [30S] The screen is less cluttered 
than on the N64, as the bottom 
screen now holds much of the HUD. 

In many ways, our 

anticipation for The 

Legend Of Zelda: 
Majora's Mask 
3D mirrored the 

anticipation we felt for the original 

N64 game back in 2000. Back then, 
we were eager to see how Nintendo 
would follow up what was considered 
to be one of the best games of all time, 

Ocarina Of Time. This time around, 

our expectations had been set high 
thanks to Grezzo's excellent work on 
the 3D remake of Ocarina Of Time. 

Well, Majora's Mask 3D meets those 

expectations, and does justice to one of 

the best games of its generation. 

me aps Of Zelda: 
s Mask 3D 

For those of you who missed the 
original N64 release, we'll quickly recap. 
Following on from his adventures in 
Ocarina Of Time, Link is searching for 
his fairy companion Navi. However, he 
ends up being ambushed and having 
his horse, Epona, stolen, before being 

transformed into a Deku Scrub by a 
nefarious Skull Kid wearing the titular 

mask. Not only does he need to restore 
his regular form, but he's got only three 

days to do it, because the moon is 

rapidly falling and will shortly obliterate 

the land of Termina. Luckily, with the aid 
of his Ocarina he can rewind time and 
halt the destruction of Termina while he 
tries to avert this lunar impact, giving 
him more time to solve the game's 

various puzzles but ensuring that most 

characters will forget having met him 

What surprised us most about 
returning to Majora's Mask is how 

different it feels to the other 3D Zelda 
games. While none of them have 

been anything less than very good 
games, they've all relied upon the 

template established by Ocarina Of 
Time, leading players to complain that 
they're rather formulaic. Not so Majora's 
Mask, though, as the game relies more 

heavily on interaction with non-player 

THERE'S NO 
DISGUISING THE 
QUALITY HERE 

» Originally released for the N64 
in 2000, T he Legend Of Zelda. 
Majora's Mask saw Link trying to 

м Termina, a world just three 
days from destruction, Arriving 
late in the N64's life, it was a hit 
both critically and financially, but 
failed to match the popularity 
of Ocarina Of Time. 



REVIEWS: THE LEGEND OF ZELDA: MAJORA'S MASH 30 

Give Us More 64 Make these games happen! 
= = ` ye, 

Sin & 
Punishment 
Thes el on the Wii was 

excellent, but we still have 

a soft spot for the N64's 
essential import game. A 
remake would not only 
smooth out some of the 

rough edges, but provide 
the 3DS with another high 
quality game in a genre that 

andheld gaming well. 

mi 

Wave Race 64 
Wave Race 64's water 

physics still hold up today 
which is remarkable for a 
game developed in the mid 
Nineties, but they could 

benefit graphically from 
the inc d power of 
the 3DS. Retain the classic 

courses and the colourful 
visuals, and we'll be more 
than happy to see it return. 

WWF No Mercy 
Most fans agree that No 

Mercy is the best wrestling 
game ever made, with fans 
making roster mods even 
today. WWE has catered to 

a nostalgia market before 
with games like Leg 
Of Wrestlemania, and this 
could take players right 
back to the height of 
the ‘Attitude’ era 

Pokémon Snap 
The 3DS could bring so 
much to this photography 
game - sure, the improved 
visuals will make for nicer 

photos, and we're sure 
that Nintendo would want 

to get new Pokémon ir 
the game. However, we're 

drooling at the prospect of 
a motion-controlled camera 

using the 3DS' gyroscope 

Beetle Adventure Ваа 

This а never happen 

due to licensing issues, 
but, how we wish it would. 

We'd be interested 

ir ng updated 

gameplay - expanding the 
open courses with more 

secrets could only improve 

what was already one of 
the N64's hidden gems. 

° around it в unique, 
wzle-solving item system from Ocarina Of Time 3D, 

Y SOMETHING OLC 
THE LEGEND OF ZELDA: OCARINA OF TIME (N64) 

characters, whose fears and concerns 
contribute to a gloomy pre-apocalyptic 
atmosphere. With its three-day structure 
encouraging repeated time-hops, and 
colouring the way you interact with 

those characters, the game stands apart 
from its su sors and actually feel 
far more refreshing to play now than it 
did 15 years ago, when the only point of 
comparison was its predecessor. 

As brilliant as the original N64 
game was, Nintendo and Grezzo have. 
managed to make improvements in a 
variety of areas, the most immediately 

noticeable of which are upgrades to the 
visuals. The 3D effect is utilised well, 
with the moon in particular looking far 
more menacing with its added depth 

However, even if you're playing in 2D 
you'll notice the difference. The original 
game was running up against the 
technical limits of the console, meaning 
that the frame-rate had to be kept low 
and textures stored at a low quality. 
Both issues have been addressed, with 

texture quality in particular taking a big 
step up. Many of the game's 3D models 
have also been given a makeover. The 
extent of the makeover means that 
it's still easy to identify as a game that 
originated on the N64, but provides a 
superior experience. 

In gameplay terms, the changes 
are more minimal but serve a similar 
purpose in bringing the game up to 
date. The game retains the improved 

with equipment managed on the 
bottom screen and the HUD moved 

down to accompany it. 

Beyond these minor functionality 
changes, there are some more core 
changes to how the game works. The 
most welcome is the ability to save 
without playing the Song Of Time, 
Meaning that you can suspend your 
progress without putting yourself back 

to the beginning of the first day. The 
Song Of Double Time now allows you 
to bring the game to a specific hour, 
further reducing frustration with timed 

events. Lastly, the game's boss battles 

have been adjusted for difficulty, with 

Gyorg in particular having been made far 

less frustrating than in the original game. 
The approach that Nintendo and 

Grezzo have both taken to ensure the 
quality of Majora's Mask 3D is to be 

commended. A practically identical 

conversion could have been released 

and many players would have been 
happy, given that the original game is 
Still very good and remains the most 
individualistic 3D Zelda game. However, 

» [305] The new abilities granted by 
masks are crucial to solving the game's 
various puzzles 

by recognising the imperfections 

that exist in the original game, no 
matter how small, they've ensured that 
the game will appeal both to nostalgic 
players and those experiencing 
it for the first time. * 

In a nutshell 
Majora's Mask is а 

classic which stands 
apart from other Zelda 

releases, and Grezzo has 
done a wonderful job of 
adapting it to its new 

host platform. A shining 
lesson in how to update 

classic games. 

2 Score9 
> [305] While you only have three 

Ë days to accomplish your goal, time 
can be rewound at wil. 
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RE TROROUND-UP 
>> Every month we look at all the classics and latest releases that are available to buy or download 

ЖРСН OF THE MONTH 

3D After Burner Il 
» System: 305 » Cost: £4.49 » Buy it from: Nintendo eShop 

We always look forward to a new 3D 
release from M2. The developer has 
rightly earned a name for creating 

quality conversions of classic games, 
and its latest release is no different. 
3D After Burner Il is quite frankly 
fantastic and we'll even go so far as 
to say that it’s the best version of the 

game you can currently play. Granted 
it's never going to match the sheer 
gut-wrenching thrills-and-spills of the 
original hydraulic arcade cabinet, but 
let's face it, what would? 

The game if you've never played it 
before is essentially Space Harrier, but 

your plasma-wielding dude has been 
swapped out for a cool F-14 Tomcat. 

> [30S] The bonus stages are another aspect of the 
game that benefit from the 3D makeover. 

It's essentially Yu Suzuki's tribute to 
Top Gun, but without all that rubbishy 

angst and Meg Ryan’s terrible Eighties 
haircut. As with Space Harrier the aim 

of the game is to progress through each 

stage, shooting down as many enemies 
as possible, while avoiding missiles. 
While it lacks the impressive boss of 

Suzuki's earlier game, it delivers far more 
challenging attack pattems and it adds a 
small slice of strategy with the welcome 

addition of a thrust and barrel roll that 
can be used to outmaneuver other 

planes and missiles. It all adds up to an 

immensely satisfying experience, 

with fast-paced gameplay that still holds 

up impressively well 

> [30S] The emulation is excellent, while plenty of 
options are included to simulate the original set-ups. 

As good as After bumer's gameplay 
is, and it's very, very good, it's the 

stunning 3D that really turns this into 

a must own download. Many of M2's 
converted games have possessed very 
good 3D, but it's astonishingly good on 

After Bumer Il, more so when you play 

on the New 3DS. It's convincing, makes 
ita lot easier to judge incoming missiles 
and also looks great whenever fighters 
and missiles approach you from behind. 

M?'s conversion is loaded with extras 

too, allowing you to tweak all sorts 
of parameters. You can simulate the 

movement of the original After Burner 

cabinet, add translucency effects, reskin 

the top screen to emulate the original 

»[3DS] The 3D effects are superb, 
, Particularly when planes are tailing you. 

- 

cabinets — complete with the flashing 

waming lights – tweak the music and 

fiddle with numerous other aspects of 

the game. You can even apply the thrust 

Stick to the Circle Pad Pro (or second 
Stick on the New 3DS) and save replays. 

Best of all, though, is the surprise that 

awaits you on completing the game. 
A brand new mode is unlocked that 

effectively rearranges the stages and 

adds the 'Burst' gauge from After Витег 
Climax, which allows you to slow down 

the game to rack up huge points. 
A great port then 

that manages 

to improve on 

the original. 

zs 

Riptide GP2 
» System: Xbox One 
» Buy it for: £399 
» Buy it from: Xbox Live 
Let's get the bad out of the way first, shall we? 
Riptide СР2 в one ugly looking game. Fortunately, 
while the visuals are decidedly original Xbox era, the 

high frame-rate and convincing water physics make 

it fantastic fun to play. There are a large number 

of tracks to leam, a solid selection of jet bikes to 
unlock and plenty of tricks to play around with and 
master. The 60-level campaign mode is nice and 
lengthy and it is split between various gameplay 

modes that range from simply outracing your 
opponents to scoring as many tricks as possible. 

Online play is supported, but a special mention 
should go to the local multiplayer mode, that calls 

to mind the rather wonderful Wave Race 64. 
Vector Unit's game may look a little cheap, but it is 

‘exceedingly cheerful, particularly at its 80» 
crazy pricepoint of just under a £5. 

» Buy it for: £4.49 
» Buy it from: Nintendo eShop 
Is there any game M2 won't convert to 3D? 

Fantasy Zone is the latest Sega arcade game 
10 get said treatment and it's another highly 

delectable port. The 3D, although not as in your 

face as the briliant After Burner II port, still delivers 
a nice sense of depth, while there are plenty of 

configurations to play around with, including extra 
bosses from the popular Master System port. 
New to this version of the game is the ability 
to bank coins and also the option to extend the 
duration of your power-ups (although this does 

take a fair amount of grinding) and a whole new 
mode that has you playing as Ора-Ораз brother, 
Upa-Upa. The coin banking is extremely useful, as 
Fantasy Zone gets hard very quickly. In fact it's a 
little too hard at times, with a difficulty 75% 
that belies its cute visuals. 

» System: PS Vita (tested) PS4, PC 
» Buy it for: £11.99 
» Buy it from: PSN, Steam 
Listen to the commentary of Grim Fandango and 
it's Clear that it's a labour of love for Tim and his 
team. What's less clear is why so little work has 
been actually done to it. Yes there are new lighting 

effects and Manny looks better, but there appears 

to be very little tinkering done to the game engine, 
which is disappointing. More successful is the new 
control method that makes Manny far easier to 
control. It's not perfect, but it's far better than the 
original option. It’s also buggy, with the Vita version 
crashing on us many times for no apparent reason. 

Despite the lacklustre port, the game itself 

holds up very well. It suffers from the occasional 
baffling puzzle, but the dialogue, character design 
and pacing still feel fresh, making it a 77: 
must play for fans and newcomers. 96 
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QUALITY. INNOVATION. RESPECT 

ON SALE NOW 
m INSIDE VISCERAL m ROCKSTAR EXPOSED m 20 MUST-WATCH INDIES 

BUY YOUR ISSUE TODAY 
Print edition available at www.imagineshop.co.uk 

Digital edition available at www.greatdigitalmags.com 
Available on the following plat forms 

f! facebook.com/gamesTM twitter.com/gamesTMmag 



lam 
saddened to 
hear about the 
nasty-looking 
cease and 
desist email 
that was sent 
р developer 
іроопіоѕ over 

his free Amiga 
me that used riginally inspired by the games 

the Smurfs. of the almost legendary 
Companies Cassette 50, the yearly Comp. 
are completely Sys.Sinclair Crap Game Competition 
within their is an excuse for Spectrum fans to 
rights to do produce amusingly bad games. So it 

that legally, of poled QUIS 06 в SUR эв 
course, but it pet 
never reflects 
well on them 
and could have 
been handled 
far better than 
it was 

b's жеу with all of the ent 

Daft scenarios include a baffling 
shopping trip around Ikea 

ретина 

WY What Do You Do It Now? is a srr 

We very 
excited to see 
a final version 
of Wanders: 
Chained In 
Darkness. ts 
ooking pre! 
darn good and F 
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Ralph Baer's Pinball was a game 
which written back in tl 

РРР 
Ceo B= trr 

ZONE IL ne 

(C64) The a 

BOMBS AWAY 
Fans of Konami's arcade blaster Scramble might 
want to download the recently released C64 conversion 

enton to detail in the conversion is brillant 

since it's remarkably close to the original game, more 
so than any previous version on the Breadbin in fact 
The code was written from scratch by developer 

Thomas Kite whose attention to detail needs to be 

noted; everything has been reproduced with surprising 
accuracy from the contours of the scrolling landscape to 
the colour transitions that F s. It's уреп between stac 

ramble-c 

ent versior 
still being tweaked, but Kik 
to the CSDb entry for the mo: 

goes 

Wanderers: Chained In The 
is an RPG for the Spectrum with a long 

Darkness 

name and some excellent presentation. 

Where did the idea for Ralph 
Baer's Pinball come from? 
Well, it has been on the 
backburner for almost a decade. 
My good friend Leonard 

Herman, author of Phoenix: The 

Falland Rise Of Videogames 

first introduced me to Ralph 

Baer. We used to write for 
Classic Gamer Magazine back in 

the day and over time became 
good friends working on several 
projects together. We used to 

share booths at various trade 
shows, and Ralph would join 
us at some signing autographs 
and demonstrating the famous 

Brown Box. Over time, Ralph 

and | also became close. | 

frequented his home in New 

Hampshire on several occasions 

and helped him with multiple 
projects including helping 

him design a toy. He saw me 
selling my homebrew titles 

and mentioned his incomplete 
Pinball game for the Odyssey2 

console. He asked if I'd be 

able to finish it. 

Odyssey programming was 
beyond my skills, as | had not 
developed for the Magnavox 
console before. As a result, 
had to find 

lOdyssey2] An early prototype. 

help. We had several missteps, 

as several programmers 
dropped off the development 
of the game over the years, in 
essence resetting the project. 
Eventually Martijn Wenting of 

Revival Studios came to our 
rescue. The three of us, Martijn, 
Ralph and myself worked 
hand in hand in updating and 
completing the game. Leonard 
assisted us with the Manual. 

And roughly how long did it 
take to develop? 

Well, it has been in the works 

for almost a decade, but 

the most of the work was 
completed in the last two years 

Did Ralph Baer get a chance to 

play the finished game? 
Sadly, he did not. We were 
Still trying to squash some of 
the final bugs when we lost 
him. But | was one of his last 
visitors before he passed, and 

1 presented him with all the 
"feelies'. He was particularly 

impressed with it and 

commented on the patch. 
One other thing | want to 

mention is that Ralph 

005100 Z 0 000000) 

(Odyssey2] Ralph Bser's Pinball 

RALPH BAER'S PINBALL! 

The aut ooking cover art. 

didn't even believe that there 

was a vintage photo of him with 

the Odyssey2. One day while 
visiting, | begged him to let me 

look through all his old photos. 
While he was napping, | spent 
several hours rummaging and 
just when | was about to give 
up, there it was, the only known 
photo of the two of them 
together. It was the icing on the 
cake for the project! 

The packaging and artwork 

look authentic, how long did 

they take to produce? 
I'm friends with Mike Mika 

(previously with Digital Eclipse) 
and he was posting some of his 
artwork on Facebook just about 

the time the revived project 
took off. A lot of his artwork 
was reminiscent of what we 
were looking for, so | asked him 
to contribute and he came on 

board in grand style. 

Do you have any projects on 

the go that our readers would 

be interested in? 

Well, we are about to release 

the world's first Atari 2600 

game featuring a high resolution 
scrolling bitmap called Sunset 
Drive. It uses just about every 
trick in the book to be the first 

game of its kind! We have a 
few other surprises in the 
works, but l'm not spilling the 
beans just yet 
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RGCD 16К 
CARTRIDGE 
COMPETITION 
FORMAT: COMMODORE 64 » DEVELOPER: VARIOUS 
DOWNLOAD: KIKSTART.EU/RGCD-16K-2014 » PRICE: FREE 

The now annual RGCD 16K cartridge game competition 

has become one of the high points of the C64 calendar. The 
latest instalment saw 17 new games w ies from 
titles on current generation hardware like ne Pixel 

tricky vertically scrolling dodge ‘err 

h some taking 
>e button acti 

City Skater or the fun bx 
provided by Paper Plane. There are 
game Tutti Frutti and Fickle, Malcolrr 

VIC 20 release where a bal 
t won't come as a 

so ports of the popular C16 action 
Tyrell' 

5 mazes in search 
ezam port of his 

f hearts. 
it does shock that Race is 

players using the recent 

e to treat it a 
f 

3 racing game, bx 
Inception a sadly support up to eigh 

there are no Al cars so lone players е against the 
inctional and graphically 

some 
clock. Penultimate Fantasy somehow crams a 

attractive RPG into just 16K — presu 
maze action is dished up by Brill Maze a 

as that'l take qui 
some single 

screen block pushing p. a bit of lateral thought 
a enhanced Bruce Lee aw, which lool Then we have ige 

style affair but suffers 
while Voivod Attack 
the graphics and Aviator Arcade is a 
shooter with some trigger happy enemies that is fur 

We haven't got th 

games can possibly 
be cle 

the way — in Tutti Frutt 

Kikstart eu/tutti-c64 great games and covered 
quite a range 

жу and troublesome controls, from a high diffi 
th а stear k look to challenging blast 

raditionally styled scroling 

pa е releases and some of the 
witha atier version оп 

jy available at 

oduced some 
5 case a bug fixed version is alre 

tition has 
f genres 

ut this year's cor 

in the process, with the majority of releases 
offering solid gameple 

е which titles take your fancy 
ay. Why not give the entries 

agotos 

(C64] Unashamed blasting action, 

C64] That's а knarly jump there, dude. C64] Hmm. which to push first? 

Е month our very own Jason Ке will be teachin han 
new. programming пн This month: learning fron the ney 

When designing games it helps to 
have a knowledge of what came 
before. Games like Uridium on 

the C64 are great examples because 

they're playable and well presented, 
they never keep the player waiting for 

something to happen during breaks or 

glitching as screens are changed. 
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Along with playing lots of decent 
games, we can leam lessons 
from the bad ones as well. For 

example, Robobolt on the C64 might 

be appalling to play but it's worth a few 

goes to understand what went wrong 

in order to avoid the same pitfalls. 

Garnes that are deliberately bad 
like all of the entries for the CSS 
Crap Game Competition can be 

played to analyse which decisions were 
taken to break them. Sometimes the 
changes to a design are subtle but the 

overall result can be devastating. 

Play lots of games and to 

understand where the devs were 

going with the design. Look 

at titles from other platforms, too, for 

example, something like Fres Attack 
on the Amstrad CPC offers some hints 
about designing levels with fast scrolling. 



PUSHER 
FORMAT: DOS » DEVELOPER: IZART » DOWNLOAD: KIKSTART.EU/PUSHER-DOS » PRICE: FREE 

The world of Pusher is a simple one; the 
yellow blocks with happy faces need to 
be moved until they're on top of the green 
spaces. Care must be t 
the 

to avoid shoving 

DOSBox {PC} Ww 

A UTOMANIA FORMAT: WINDOWS » DEVELOPER: RICHARD LANGFORD 
DOWNLOAD: KIKSTART.EWAUTOMANIA-WIN - PRICE: FREE 

Automania was the first game starring Wally Week 

and is a simple platform-based affair; Wally has been 

tasked with assembling cars but, since he's rather 

untidy, the workshop is littered with parts and things 
to avoid, some of which appear to have developed a 

P 4 life of their own! The game takes place over two screer 

push comes to shove ts time to solve puzzles 

» IPC] Lite s hard 38 a méchanic. 
е store room where parts for the current car are 

unstable looking shelving ind the othe 

ew vehicles are a: led on the 
j sound have been given a seriou: 
ту gameplay remains true to 

Фа 
m s and t ho like a good 

dul feel right at home in 
rage 

ICE SLIDER Z 
FORMAT: SINCLAIR SPECTRUM » DEVELOPER: EGOTRIP 
DOWNI KIKSTART.EU/ICE-SLIDER-SPEC > PRICE: FREE 

Amy is on a mission to collect diamonds - they are, after 

all, a girl's best friend — but the best source locally are a 
series of rooms which also contain hazards which need 

to be avoided. Our heroine also has a slight problem; once 
she's in motion, there are few things that will stop her so, 

although her direction can be changed, Amy spends a lot of 
time either running into or bouncing off the walls. 

The controls do add an interesting twist to the single 
screen action but we feel that /ce Slider Z will prove too hard 

for the majority of players. sion E 
The difficulty has been set е я 
high so most people will Бе 
struggling by the fourth level 
and the later stages need pixel 
accuracy which the constant SCORE 9659488 т е 5 movement gets - 
i 0/6 ^ = in the way of. o > [ZX Spectrum] Marilyn Mor roe would be pleased 
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STRR LETTER 

A COMPELLING 
VISION 
HiRG, 
| can't thank you enough for the feature on the 

Microvision in issue 136! It's been great to see 

a machine | had as a child finally represented in 
the magazine, even if it is rather basic by even 
retro standards. l'm sure many of your readers 

wouldn't have heard of it either, as even my 
more knowledgeable gaming friends tend to 

think of the Lynx and Game Boy as the first 

handheld consoles. 

With that in mind, perhaps you should 
Cover these early, formative systems with 
more prominence? | can't imagine that many 

people know about early systems like the 
Fairchild Channel F and the Philips Videopac 
G7000. That's the kind of knowledge that will 

only spread with the help of magazines like 
Retro Gamer, and l'd love to see one of these 
machines on the cover of the magazine one day. 

Keep up the good work, 

Hi Danny, we're glad you enjoyed the 
feature. We love to educate people about 
the less well-known aspects of retro 
gaming, and the Microvision feature 
was a perfect way of doing that. You'll 
certainly see this sort of feature continue 
to appear in the magazine as long as we 
continue to make it. 

As for increasing coverage, we might 
not go that far. One of the things about 
Retro Gamer is that we need to balance 
educating our readers and entertaining 
them, and many people buy the magazine 

for nostalgia. That means that we're 
likely to see greater audience 
response for popular machines 

like the Spectrum, SNES 
and PlayStation than early 
machines made when 
the market was much 
smaller. That said, 
you've reminded us 

that every machine 

has its audience, 
even those that 
are largely 
forgotten, so 
have a prize 

on us. 

a T 

ey 
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LAG 

Dear Retro Gamer, 
1 beg you, heed my advice. Please 

go back to the first 30 issues and 

rediscover what your magazine is 
all about. It is losing its lustre. It's 
looking more and more like the 
other magazines, slowly but surely, 
especially seeing a PlayStation on 

the cover of the most recent one in 

Australia. There are over 1000 games 
alone on the Atari ST and Amiga, 

you guys have just scratched the 
surface. You are not running out of 

games. | think you should focus 

more on reviewing games and 
giving them a score, like the 
old ST Format, Ace, Zzap!64 

etc. People want to hear your 

opinions and revisit the old days 
with a score. People also look to 

magazine to buy games so a 

of the games would help. By 
tioning into a review magazine 
would never run out of games. 

m only writing because | love the 

magazine and adore you guys. 

rds, 

Virtual Boy 
Nick's Virtual Boy was the 
subject of much fascination 
upon its arrival inthe office, 
as our colleagues on Play 
and games™ hadn'tever 
played the machine. They 
generally enjoyed their time 
with Wario Landand Galactic 
Pinball - until the time came 
to stop playing, and eye pain. 
kicked in. 

агдат if 
ever there; 
Was опе sa 

Hi Nick, thanks for your input 

- whether you liked or disliked 

something, we do appreciate 
feedback. With that said, history 
moves on and some things that 
weren't considered retro a decade 
ago are broadly accepted as such 

now. You're not the only person to 

have mentioned that the inclusion 
of a PlayStation feature wasn't to 
their tastes, but the majority of 

responses we've received have 

been positive. 

As for reviews, we've avoided 
scoring old games for a reason. 

Some games are misjudged upon 
launch, but these cases are few 
and far between - we remember 
seeing Street Fighter Ill: 3rd Strike 
receive fairly average scores, but 

it's now accepted as being one 
of the best 2D fighting games 
ever. However, for the majority of 

games that were given a fair shake, 

reviews would be redundant – 
we're not sure what readers would 
gain from seeing us give Super 
Mario Bros 3 a high score, nor Rise 
Of The Robots a low one. 
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CALCULATED PLANS 
Hi Retro Gamer, 
I love the magazine. I've subscribed 
on and off for many years now. | was 
wondering if you guys ever covered the 
following two topics. If so, could you let 

me know which issue so | can read up 

more on it? If not, perhaps a feature in 
the future! 

Hardware: Texas Instruments 
graphing calculators. Specifically, models 
like the TI-83 and TI-83 plus which 
widespread in American high schools in 
the late Nineties/early Noughties. While 
these devices were ostensibly for use in 

helping you graph science experiments 
and solve calculus problems, they were 
also great ways to play games in class. | 

didn't grow up in the home computer era 

that gets so much love in your magazine, 

but TI-83 gaming does remind me 
of what | read about those systems. The 
TI-83 had a built-in eccentric version of 

» [71-834] Graphing calculators are capable of surprisingly 
complex games such as mini-RPG Desolate 

Secret Of Mana- the music alone 

makes this game apiece of art. My 
favourite song being / Wont Forget 
Quite the bitter irony there. 

A Link To The Past, if it counts as 

ап RPG. Otherwise Final Fantasy 

Vi(aka Ilin the US) all the way. 
WAY better than Vil, heh. 

Chrono Trigger. Simply 
awesome, great story and 
battle system, just bested by its 

BASIC which you could use to 

create RPGs and text adventures on 
the calculator itself. But the really 

impressive games were written in 
Assembly for custom operating systems 
like MirageOS. Some of my favorites 
were Uncle Worm (a fun variation on 

traditional Snake), conversions of Tetris, 
Mega Man, and Moon Patrol, and a 

Chair feature with Rollercoaster 
Tycoon designer Chris Sawyer last 

game called Falidown. issue! We haven't actually covered 

Software: Every few years |get the either topic directly before, and both 
were itch to go back and play the original are interesting so we'll see what we 

Rollercoaster Tycoon. With the can do in the future. 
announcement of a new entry in this 
series, | feel it coming on again. It's by GURU MEDITATION 
far my favourite simulation game. The Hi RG, 

alot 

From the forum 
>> wwwrretrogamernet/forum, 

Every month, Retro Gamer asks a 
on the forum and prints the best 
This month we wanted to know... 

Your favourite SNES rpg? 

mechanics are great (well, not literally 
—the actual mechanics you had to hire 

were expensive and could take a long 

time to get to broken down rides). 
There were endless ways to design 

innovative rollercoasters, especially in 
the constraints of different geographies 
and budgets. There's something 

| noticed that The Amiga Book is out of 
stock? Will there be a reprint of it? Here 
in the Netherlands it's very hard to get. 
Online copies are now being offered for 

twice the price. 

Many readers worldwide are having 

especially nostalgic in the amusement the same problem as Sascha, and 
park sounds of the game. | also loved we're sorry you've had trouble 

the sprite work in the first two games finding it — it has been extremely 
in the series. The series didn't make the popular! The excellent response 
transition well to 3D, but the first two that this compendium of great 
entries and their expansion packs were Amiga content has received means 

something special that we'll certainly be looking 
into the possibility of a reprint. In 
the meantime, digital copies of 

Thanks for the kind words, Michael. Тһе Amiga Book are available via 
Hopefully you enjoyed the In The greatdigitalmags.com. 

—— 

sequel Chrono Cross Tales Of made it that bit diferent through - especially the battle 
Phantasia (still the best game 
in the series together with Tales 
Of Eternia for me) and Front 
Mission 2are very close. 

Hove Secret Of Mana | boughtit 
on the SNES and then again on 
Wi Virtual Console and OS The 
real-time combat really adds to 
the gameplay 

For "proper" RPG, Chrono Trigger 
The characters/setting/themne 

to all the other RPGs at the time. 
Story, graphics sound, everything 

theme. | have actually played it 
through twice, first on the GBA 

aboutit was briliant. Zelda ALTTP — апа then the remake on DS. 
(f these types are acceptable) is That's how much I love it! 
another 10/10 game 

Zelda if t classes as an RPG. 
‘Mystic Quest the enjoyable Personally | think itis 
Zelda game. 

Secret Of Mana Gorgeous and epic. 
Final Fantasy IV lin the west 
to clarify). I love Cecil and his 

Zelda: A Link To The Past. That's 

as close to an RPG [ve played! 

story, and the music gives me 
‘goosebumps the whole game 
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Warez is a fairly recent shop that's already 
creating interest for its crossover of retro and 
board gaming. Bradley Templeton tells us why 
When was Warez first set up and 

why did you choose Winton? 
Warez was set up in February 

2012, initially as a retro games and 
computer store. We chose Winton 
for a combination of factors but 
foremost in our minds was the heavy 

student demographic of the area. 

What systems do you tend to 

specialise in? 
We stock most things that are not 
too obscure, however, | would say 
our main trade is in Nintendo and 

Sega 8-bit or 16-bit systems. These 

tend to be what everyone is familiar 
with from their youth. 

How do you set prices and do you 

have an online shop? 
We do have an online shop at 

www.retrowarez.co.uk — we set 
prices based off an average of the 
of the latest completed listings on 

eBay, and then discount them based 

off the stock we have. Our overall 
aim is to be cheaper than most 

online auction sites 

Just how competitive is selling 

retro games? 
We are the only retailer specializing 
in purely retro videogames in the 

area, so our competition isn't really 
all that well defined. We don't feel 

any ill effects from all the usual 

suspects though. 

Do you ever run any videogame 

competitions at Warez? 
We do indeed! Just this week 

we have a Super Smash Bros. 
Tournament with more planned in 

the future. We also host big screen 
playthroughs when new releases 
come out - such as the recent 
Resident Evil HD remake and later in 

the month we will be speed running 
different versions of Sonic for charity. 
You can watch our Twitch stream at 
twitch.tv/WarezMyController. 

Why do you think retro gaming 
remains popular? 
Retro videogaming is an emotive 

experience. It doesn't offer the same 

We enjoy the fact that we can 
mash up all areas of gaming 
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Warez has moved into board gaming and is having 
success with regular Magic: The Gathering toumaments. 

Cinematic immersion as current gen 
gaming but that isn't what it is about 

yet. What is retro to me in store by 
some people is considered ‘vintage’. 

| love the 16-bit classics but there is 

also growing support for the N64, 

Dreamcast and Gamecube platforms 
now too. People find what they want 
to find in retro videogaming and a 

lot of the time it's about recapturing 

the feelings they had when they first 

experienced these platforms. 

Why have you decided to expand 

into boardgames? 

Our aim is to be a 'full spectrum 

gaming store’. We enjoy the fact that 
we can mash up all areas of gaming 

whether it be videogames, tabletop 

or board games or even trading card 

games - all in to one place! 

Warez has a number of different game systems, but has 
a focus on consoles ike the NES and Mega Drive. 

Is there any crossover between the 

two markets? 
All gamers seem to share an 
appreciation of both sides of the 

store and when we hold an event for 

one or the other it sparks immediate 

interest from the other gamers. Fun 

is fun, no matter how you game. 

Why do you think there are so few 
specialist shops around nowadays? 

Specialist shops require specialist 
knowledge and if you were just in this 

for the money you would be found 

out as a charlatan straight away. You 
have to approach things correctly and 

build a community around your store 
and that takes time, effort and can be 
very tough. However, if you are willing 
to persevere, innovate and grow a 
community, anything is possible! 

| Ц 
» А зератаи 

where W 
jector in the back of the store is 
holds most of its com 
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GAME ON! 
Retro Gamer battles Play, games™ and XONE while 
finding the greatest multiplayer games of all time 

Trashman 
E We speak to Malcolm Evans 

rips apart Irem's cult arcade about his popular Trashman 
games and the third title that 

never came to be. 

E Our latest Ultimate Guide 

game and interviews the coder 
behind the Atari 2600 port. 
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както Сат патевр ез 
Quality audio video cables made in Great Britain 

RGB SCART Cables available for: 1 

e Sega Mega Drive 1 & 2 A ) 
e Nintendo SNES (PAL & NTSC) ° "m 
e SNK Neo Geo AES 8 CD/CDZ RGB SCART cable key features: 
• BBC Acorn Micro e Vast improvement over traditional 
e Sinclair ZX Spectrum + 128k, +2 RF, composite video and s-video 

& QL е Pixel clear RGB video 

e Atari STF, STE & STFM е Improved sound quality 
• Amstrad CPC 464 е No more tuning 
е Various Arcade Jamma Superguns e SCART TV plug & Play 

(Sigma, Pana, CMVS etc) е Compatible with up-scaling units 
Plus many more on our website i.e. Framemeister Mini XRGB 

VA mx Doo 4L BENE 

Buy direct from www.retrogamingcables.co.uk/store 

FREE UK Delivery 
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LET'S TORCH THIS PLACE AND 
GET Aways 

01 
» NOVA has destroyed the cyborg 
soldier that the Delta Foundation was 
blackmailing the US government 
with. Wearing his best ‘Im not Arnie 

Schwarzenegger’ facial expression, he 
declares his intention to blow up the base. 

HE IS AN SP AND IS 

SUPPOSED 

OUR SOCIETY. 

» Worse yet, the mission was conducted in secret. Nobody 

will ever know. Is this truth, justice, and the American way? Or 

the rather sinister destruction of a private company conducting 
legal business by a paranoid government? NOVA will have to 

contemplate on his own time, as the game's finished. 

» After Power Blazer's localisation as Power Blade became 
a hit in North America, the top brass at Taito decided that 
a sequel was needed, and once again hired developer 
Natsume to do the job. Unfortunately, NOVAS second outing 
wasnt quite as good as his first — but since he's come all this 
way to destroy the Delta Foundation, well let him finish his 
story. We join NOVA after his victory over the final boss... 

» As NOVA isn't a deceitful man, he sticks 

to his word, deploying the pyrotechnics 

and legging it against a backdrop of 

primary coloured streaks. In 2200, the 
logistics required for this are minimal and 

everything looks like a rock concert 

NOT EVEN 

TO EXIST IN 

05 

MANKIND HAS BEEN SAVED BY 

» Mankind is safe! Wait, hang on just a 
minute - the Delta Foundation was ап 
arms manufacturer, which offered the 
USA first refusal on its new weapon. The 
USA didn't want it, but unilaterally decided 

that nobody else could have it either. 

» Was the destruction of this cyborg really worth a prolonged 

period of US military hegemony? NOVA ponders this as dawn 

breaks, while riding his cool hoverbike into the distance. He does, 

however, find time to thank the players for acting as accomplices 

to his destructive deeds. Youre welcome, we suppose. 
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